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CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 1
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs. 










SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
44545 
CLERK'S RECORD 
APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE BENJAMIN R. SIMPSON DISTRICT JUDGE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
SARA B. THOMAS 
STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3050 LAKE HARBOR DR 
BOISE ID 83703 
MR. LAWRENCE WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
700 W. JEFFERSON, STE 210 
BOISE ID 83720 
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Date: 11/14/2016 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: SANCHEZ 
Time: 04:45 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 12 Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
State of Idaho vs. Nicholas Shane Clausen 
Date Code User Judge 
8/7/2014 NOTE DONNENWIRT JUDGE CHRISTENSEN To Be Assigned 
8/8/2014 NCRF DONNENWIRT New Case Filed - Felony To Be Assigned 
CRCO DONNENWIRT Criminal Complaint Scott Wayman 
AFPC DONNENWIRT Affidavit Of Probable Cause To Be Assigned 
ORPC DONNENWIRT Order Finding Probable Cause Scott Wayman 
WARI DONNENWIRT Warrant Issued - Arrest Bond amount: 5000.00 Scott Wayman 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane Issued 
8/13/14 
csos DONNENWIRT Case Status Order *******SEALED******* To Be Assigned 
XSEA DONNENWIRT Case Sealed To Be Assigned 
STAT DONNENWIRT Case status changed: Inactive To Be Assigned 
8/18/2014 WRTA LEGARD Arrest Warrant Returned, Served Defendant: To Be Assigned 
Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
CSOR LEGARD Case Status Order *****OPEN***** To Be Assigned 
XUNS LEGARD Case Unsealed To Be Assigned 
STAT LEGARD Case status changed: Pending To Be Assigned 
HRSC LEGARD Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First 0. Lynn Brower 
Appearance 08/18/2014 01 :00 PM) 
ARRN LEGARD Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance 0. Lynn Brower 
scheduled on 08/18/2014 01 :00 PM: 
Arraignment / First Appearance 
ORPD LEGARD Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane Order 0. Lynn Brower 
Appointing Public Defender Public defender 
Public Defender 
8/19/2014 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Penny E. Friedlander 
Conference 08/26/2014 08:30 AM) 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Penny E. Friedlander 
08/28/2014 01 :30 PM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
8/20/2014 BNDS HAMILTON Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 5000.00 ) To Be Assigned 
NODF HAMILTON Notice To Defendant To Be Assigned 
8/21/2014 PRQD OREILLY Plaintiffs Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRSD OREILLY Plaintiffs Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
8/25/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - CRS To Be Assigned 
SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found DBAC To Be Assigned 
SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - GDC To Be Assigned 
NAPH HODGE Notice of Appearance, Request for Timely To Be Assigned 
Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond Reduction 
and Notice of Hearing 
DRQD HODGE Defendant's Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
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Date: 11/14/2016 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: SANCHEZ 
Time: 04:45 PM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 12 Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
State of Idaho vs. Nicholas Shane Clausen 
Date Code User Judge 
8/25/2014 DRSD HODGE Defendant's Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
8/26/2014 HRHD LSMITH Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Penny E. Friedlander 
Conference scheduled on 08/26/2014 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held 
CONT LSMITH Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Penny E. Friedlander 
on 08/28/2014 01:30 PM: Continued 
HRVC KIPP Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference - To Be Assigned 
Infraction scheduled on 11/10/2014 08:00 AM: 
Hearing Vacated CLERK ERROR 
8/27/2014 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status James D Stow 
Conference 09/16/2014 08:30 AM) 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing James D Stow 
09/18/2014 01 :30 PM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
8/29/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - MZ To Be Assigned 
9/3/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - CRS To Be Assigned 
9/4/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - GDC To Be Assigned 
9/5/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - DBAC To Be Assigned 
9/16/2014 HRHD TBURTON Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status James D Stow 
Conference scheduled on 09/16/2014 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held 3 Witnesses 
HRSC TBURTON Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing James D Stow 
09/18/2014 01:30 PM) 
9/17/2014 STCN WATKINS Stipulation To Continue To Be Assigned 
ORDR WATKINS Order To Continue James D Stow 
CONT WATKINS Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled James D Stow 
on 09/18/2014 01 :30 PM: Continued 
9/18/2014 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Anna Eckhart 
Conference 10/07/2014 08:30 AM) 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Anna Eckhart 
10/09/2014 01:30 PM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
9/23/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - MZ To Be Assigned 
10/1/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - CRS To Be Assigned 
10/6/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - DC To Be Assigned 
SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - CC To Be Assigned 
10/7/2014 HRHD LSMITH Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Anna Eckhart 
Conference scheduled on 10/07/2014 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held 
SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - DBAC To Be Assigned 
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ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
User: SANCHEZ 






































































Subpoena Return/found - GDC To Be Assigned 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Anna Eckhart 
on 10/09/2014 01:30 PM: Preliminary Hearing 
Held 
Bound Over (after Prelim) 
Order Holding Defendant 
Rich Christensen 
Anna Eckhart 
Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery Rich Christensen 
Information Rich Christensen 
Motion For Preparation Of Preliminary Hearing Rich Christensen 
Transcript 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First Rich Christensen 
Appearance 11/14/2014 08:00 AM) 
Notice of Hearing Rich Christensen 
Order for Preparation of Preliminary Transcript Rich Christensen 
Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 11/14/2014 08:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-2403(1) Rich Christensen 
{F} Theft-Grand) 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-1401 
Burglary) 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference 
02/06/2015 09:30 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled 
02/17/2015 09:00 AM) TRIALS ARE 
SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD 
Notice of Hearing 
Notice Of Lodging Of Preliminary Hearing 
Transcript 







Receipt Of Preliminary Hearing Transcript PD Rich Christensen 
Receipt Of Preliminary Hearing Transcript KCPA Rich Christensen 
Plaintiffs Witness List 
Subpoena Return/found - CRS 
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Subpoena Return/found-RLC Rich Christensen 
Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Steve Verby 
scheduled on 02/06/2015 09:30 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: None 
Order Setting Trial Priority Rich Christensen 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 02/17/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
TRIALS ARE SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK 
PERIOD 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled 
02/19/2015 09:00 AM) 
Rich Christensen 
Witness List - Defendant's Rich Christensen 
Hearing Scheduled (Plea Change 02/18/2015 Rich Christensen 
03:00 PM) 
Plaintiffs Requested Jury Instructions Rich Christensen 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/07/2015 Rich Christensen 
03:00 PM) 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 02/19/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Plea Change scheduled on Rich Christensen 
02/18/2015 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Amended Information 
Pretrial Settlement Offer 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered & Rich Christensen 
Sentencing Date 
PSI Facesheet Transmitted Rich Christensen 
Request For Bench Warrant - IDOC 
Presentence Investigation Report 
Document sealed 




Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Rich Christensen 
04/07/2015 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
CONTINUED 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/17/2015 
08:00 AM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Motion To Withdraw Guilty Plea 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw 
04/17/2015 08:00 AM) Guilty Plea 
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First Judicial District Court· Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
User: SANCHEZ 





























Notice Of Hearing 
Motion To Shorten Time 
Order to Shorten Time - GRANTED 






Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 04/17/2015 08:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Guilty Plea 
Ms Marshal - 15min 
BOOTH Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Rich Christensen 
04/17/2015 08:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
DONNENWIRT Probation Ordered (118-2403(1) {F} Theft-Grand) Rich Christensen 
Probation term: 2 years 6 months. (Supervised) 
DONNENWIRT Sentenced To Pay Fine (118-2403(1) {F} Rich Christensen 
Theft-Grand) 
SNIC DONNENWIRT Sentenced To Incarceration (118-2403(1) {F} Rich Christensen 
Theft-Grand) Confinement terms: Jail: 60 days. 
Credited time: 5 days. Discretionary: 30 days. 
Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary 
indeterminate: 3 years. 














DONNENWIRT Order Suspending Execution Of Judgment And Rich Christensen 
Sentence And Notice Of Right To Appeal 
DONNENWIRT Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 5,000.00) Rich Christensen 
MCCANDLESS Memorandum Of Restitution Rich Christensen 
Restitution Order Rich Christensen RILEY 
BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/07/2015 03:00 Rich Christensen 




Motion to Extend time to Complete Sheriffs Labor Rich Christensen 
Program 
Notice Of Hearing Rich Christensen 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Rich Christensen 
07/07/2015 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
ROBB Order Extending Time To Complete Sheriffs 
Labor Program 
MCCANDLESS Notice Of Assignment Change 
LUNNEN Motion To Extend Time To Complete Sheriffs 
Labor Program (confidential envelope) 
Document sealed 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
User: SANCHEZ 


























































Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/04/2015 08:00 Rich Christensen 
AM) Defendant's request for extension 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First James Combo 
Appearance 11/09/2015 01 :00 PM) 
Agent's Warrant of Arrest Rich Christensen 
Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance James Combo 
scheduled on 11/09/2015 01:00 PM: Hearing 
Held 
Motion To Release Defendant On Own 
Recognizance Or To Reduce Bond 
Notice Of Hearing 
Notice Of Hearing 
Email Sent Date: 11/25/2015 08:46 am To: 
tluckey@kcgov.us No Files Attached. 





Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Rich Christensen 
12/04/2015 08:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: For Extension -- DA under 100 
pages 
Order Finding Probable Cause Rich Christensen 
Order Finding Probable Cause Rich Christensen 
Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation - Rich Christensen 
Evidentiary/Disposition 01/19/2016 03:00 PM) 
Order to Show Cause Rich Christensen 
Order Requesting Admission or Denial of OSC Rich Christensen 
Allegation 
Order Releasing Defendant Rich Christensen 
Notice of Hearing 
AMENDED Notice of Hearing 










Order To Dismiss Probation Violation 
Hearing result for Probation Violation - Rich Christensen 
Evidentiary/Disposition scheduled on 01/19/2016 
03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Affidavit of Failure to Complete Community 
Service 
Kootenai County Sheriffs Incident Report-fta -
copies to P&P, PD, PA 2/8/16 
Motion To Amend Judgment 
Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court 




Mental Health Drug 
Cowl Judge 
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Time: 04:45 PM ROA Report 
Page 7 of 12 Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
State of Idaho vs. Nicholas Shane Clausen 
Date Code User Judge 
2/25/2016 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
03/03/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 02/25/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
csos CLAUSEN Case Status Order *******SEALED******* Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
XSEA CLAUSEN Case Sealed Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
STAT CLAUSEN Case status changed: inactive Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
3/3/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 03/03/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
03/10/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
3/9/2016 ORDR RILEY Order to Amend Judgment Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
3/10/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 03/10/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
03/17/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
3/17/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 03/17/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
03/24/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
3/24/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 03/24/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
04/07/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
4/4/2016 ORDR SVERDSTEN Order of Reassignment Lansing L. Haynes 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
User: SANCHEZ 










































Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court 
scheduled on 04/07/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing 
Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court 
04/14/2016 08:00 AM) 
Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing 
Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court 
scheduled on 04/14/2016 08:00 AM: Failure To 
Appear For Hearing Or Trial 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: NO BOND John T. Mitchell 
Failure to Appear For Mental Health Court 
Hearing on Thursday, April 14, 2016 at 8:00 am 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
04/21/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
Warrant Quashed Failure to Appear For Mental John T. Mitchell 
Health Court Hearing on Thursday, April 14, 2016 
at 8:00 am Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas 
Shane 
Case Status Order .......... OPEN .......... 
Case Unsealed 
Case Sealed 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
CLAUSEN Bench Warrant Recall John T. Mitchell 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
MCCANDLESS Warrant Sent Back To Court From Jail 






***** .. New File Created - #3******* 
Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court 
scheduled on 04/21/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing 
Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court 
04/28/2016 08:00 AM) 
Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing 
Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court 
scheduled on 04/28/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing 
Held 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
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Page 9 of 12 Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
State of Idaho vs. Nicholas Shane Clausen 
Date Code User Judge 
4/28/2016 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
05/05/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
5/5/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 05/05/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
05/12/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
5/9/2016 ORDR CLAUSEN Order Releasing Defendant John T. Mitchell 
STAT CLAUSEN Case status changed: inactive Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
5/12/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 05/12/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
05/19/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
5/19/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 05/19/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
05/26/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
5/26/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 05/26/2016 08:00 AM : Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
06/09/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
6/6/2016 MEYER ***********ACCOUNT IS IN Mental Health Drug 
COLLECTIONS************ - Step 2, Failure to Court Judge 
Pay Fines and Fees - Charge # 1, Theft-Grand 
MEYER *********** ACCOUNT IS IN Mental Health Drug 
COLLECTIONS************ - Step 2, Failure to Court Judge 
Pay Victim Restitution - Victim # 1 
6/9/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 06/09/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
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Page 10 of 12 Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
State of Idaho vs. Nicholas Shane Clausen 
Date Code User Judge 
6/16/2016 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
06/16/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 06/16/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
06/23/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
6/23/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 06/23/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
06/30/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
6/30/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 06/30/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
07/07/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
7/7/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 07/07/2016 08:00 AM : Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
07/14/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
7/14/2016 HRHD LSMITH Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 07/14/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC LSMITH Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
07/21/2016 08:00 AM) Court Judge 
OMHD LSMITH Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
7/21/2016 HRHD CLAUSEN Hearing result for Mental Health Drug Court Mental Health Drug 
scheduled on 07/21/2016 08:00 AM : Hearing Court Judge 
Held 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation - John T. Mitchell 
Admit/Deny 07/28/2016 10:00 AM) 
OMHD CLAUSEN Order on Mental Health Drug Court Hearing Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
7/22/2016 CLAUSEN Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
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Case: CR-2014-0015649 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
State of Idaho vs. Nicholas Shane Clausen 
Date Code User 
7/28/2016 MOSC SANCHEZ Motion For Order To Show Cause 
RPPV CLAUSEN Report Of Probation Violation Dated 7/28/16 
DCHH CLAUSEN Hearing result for Probation Violation -
AdmiUDeny scheduled on 07/28/2016 10:00 AM : 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
8/3/2016 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation -
Evidentiary/Disposition 09/02/2016 08:00 AM) 
BOOTH Notice of Hearing 
8/4/2016 ORPC BOOTH Order Finding Probable Cause 
NOHG BOOTH Notice Of Hearing 
OSCI BOOTH Order To Show Cause Issued 
ORAD BOOTH Order Requesting Admission or Denial of OSC 
Allegation 
SUBC SANCHEZ Substitution Of Counsel 
8/9/2016 CSHI ZOOK Community Service Hours - Incomplete 
9/1/2016 NOTC BOOTH Notice of Intent to AdmiUDeny Allegations in 
Order to Show Cause 
9/2/2016 DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Probation Violation -
Evidentiary/Disposition scheduled on 09/02/2016 
08:00 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Valerie Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SNMD LUCKEY Sentenced ModifiedSentence modified on 
9/22/0160. (118-2403(1) {F} Theft-Grand) 
EXSP LUCKEY Execution Of Judgment Suspended - (365 Days) 
RJNR LUCKEY No Recommendation 
9/7/2016 JDMT LUCKEY Judgment 
9/8/2016 LETO SANCHEZ Letter From Defendant re: alleged probation 
violation 
9/9/2016 SNIC LUCKEY Sentenced To Incarceration (118-2403(1) {F} 
Theft-Grand) Confinement terms: Penitentiary 
determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 
3 years. 
STAT LUCKEY Case status changed: closed pending clerk 
action 
9/13/2016 ADMR SVERDSTEN Administrative assignment of Judge Christensen 
9/16/2016 LETR STECKMAN Letter RE: From Defendant 
9/28/2016 APSC SANCHEZ Appealed To The Supreme Court 
User: SANCHEZ 
Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 
Mental Health Drug 
Court Judge 







John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 






John T. Mitchell 
Rich Christensen 
John T. Mitchell 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
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Order for appointment of State Appellate Public Rich Christensen 
Defender in direct appeal; retaining trial counsel 
for residual purposes. 
Letter From Defendant re: Re-Evaluation Rich Christensen 
Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court Rich Christensen 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw 
12/07/2016 03:00 PM) 
Rich Christensen 
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BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833 
S .' TE OFIDAHO 1 
COUNT Y OF KOOTCNAI SS 
rl l£0: 
20'. 1i~UG-8 AHll:29 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CR-F14- I fJ"°L\q 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
Agency Case: 14-19166 KCSO 
__ \)e.....,
1 .... ...,..X .. ........ _t'l\__._ ...... 2"""";-+-\ {t;L.....+-~~,<...<1V __ ~ , appeared personally before me, and being first 
' 
duly sworn on oath, that the above named ·defendant did-commit the crime(s) of:- COUNT' I, 
GRAND THEFT, a Felony, Idaho Code §18-2403(1), 18-2407(1)(b), and COUNT II, 
BURGLARY a Felony, Idaho Code §18-1401 , committed as follows: 
COUNT! 
That the Defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN on or about the 5th day of July, 
2014, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take a firearm, to-wit: a Charter 
Arms revolver, from the owner, Gordon Crause with the intent to appropriate to himself certain 
property of another; 
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COUNT II 
That the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, on or about the 5th day of July, 
2014 in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did enter into a store the property of located at 
Post Falls, all of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made 
and provided and against the peace and dignity of the people of the State of Idaho. Said 
complainant therefore prays for a Warrant to be issued and for proceedings according to law. 
DATED this ~ day of--'A'--"'--'-· ____ , 20.11_. 
-~ - ::;:? ~-----IJ!/£t_ =/..2.)1 
COMPLAINANT 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 8 day of 4£~ , 20 I'-'. 
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BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ST. T( OF IDAHO l 
COUNT Y Of KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 
20111 AUG -8 AH II: 29 
, UTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Nicholas Shane Clausen 
DOB
SS# 
STATE OF IDAHO 








Case No. ~Lt-\v) loW9 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 




-D~e~te_oa_· v_e~M~. ~Z_irk_e~r- -- --~ · being first duly sworn, deposes and says that: 
I am a detective for the Kootenai County Sheriffs Office. The basis for the request for the 
issuance of a Criminal Complaint is set forth in the police report attached hereto and incorporated 
herein. I further depose and say that I have read the report and all the contents are true and correct to 
the best of my knowledge, and that I am the author or that I personally know the author of the report to 
be a law enforcement officer whom I believe to be credible and reliable. 
DA~ 'i3t day of__.~-"'---~ - - -' 2014. 
~~ ~ 7~(( ~ 
AFFIANT 
RESIDING AT: Kootenai County/ Commission Expires 11/16/2017 AMIE BURCHAM 
Notary Public 
State of ldahO 
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Kootenai County Sherifr s Office 
Report for KCSD Incident 14-19166 
Nature: THEFT GRAND 
Location: 26 
Address: 1624 N CECIL RD 
POST FALLS ID 83854 
Offense Codes: TPOT 
Received By: E.CREIGHTON 
Responding Officers: 
Responsible Officers: M.ZIRKER 
When Reported: 18:25:31 07/28/14 
Assigned To: M.ZIRKER 
Status: AP 
How Received: 9 Agency: KCSD 
Disposition: ACT 07/28/14 
Occurred Between: 08:00:00 07/08/14 and 18:23:45 07/28/14 
Detail: GTHE 
Status Date: 08/04/14 
First: GERALD 
Date Assigned: 07/29/14 








Address: 1755 N CECIL RD 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Offense Codes 
Reported: NC Not Classified 
Additional Offense: TPOT Theft, Property, Other 
Circumstances 





Responsible Officer: M.ZIRKER 
Received By: E.CREIGHTON 
How Received: 9 911 Line 











Last Radio Log: **:**:** **/**/** 
Clearance: 6 REPORT TAKEN 
Disposition: ACT Date: 07/28/14 
Occurred between: 08:00:00 07/08/14 
and: 18:23:45 07/28/14 
Method: 
PT PROPERTY TYPE PTl 3 FIREARMS 
Involvements 
Date Type Description 
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07/28/14 Name ARNO, GERALD WILLIAM Complainant 
07/28/14 Name ARNO, GERALD WILLIAM MENTION 
07/28/14 Name CRAUSE, GORDON DOUGLAS VICTIM 
07/28/14 Name CLAUSEN, NICHOLAS SHANE SUSPECT 
07/28/14 Name CRAUSE, DANIEL BRYAN ALEXANDER MENTION 
07/28/14 Name VANCE, RAYLENE MICHELLE MENTION 
07/28/14 Name CRAHEN, ADAM DAVID MENTION 
07/28/14 Cad Call 18:25:31 07/28/14 CITIZEN DISPUTE Initiating Call 
08/01/14 Property RECORDING CD AUDIO 0 SEIZED 
07/28/14 Property BLU Revolver Charter Arm Off Duty 300 STOLEN/RECOVERED 
08/01/14 Evidence .38 REVOLVER Evidence Incident 
07/29/14 [No description] DISSEMINATION 
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Narrative 
KCSO (X] CRIME REPORT ] INCIDENT REPORT 
PRIMARY CRIME CODE/NAME: Grand Theft, firearm. 
SECONDARY CRIME CODE/NAME: 
LOCATION/PROPERTY DESCRIPTION: In a single story house located at 1624 N. Cecil 
Rd., near Post Falls, Kootenai County, State of Idaho, 83854. 
ADDITIONAL NAMES/DESCRIPTIONS: Sgt. S. Maxwell 
INJURIES : NO: X YES: DESCRIBE: 
PHOTOS/VIDEO TAKEN : NO: X YES: PHOTOGRAPHER I.D. 
OFFENDER USING: A : D: C: N: 
RELATION TO VICTIM: 
RELATED REPORT NUMBER ( S) : 
NARRATIVE: On 07-28-14 at approximately 18:30 hours, Dep. Laiva and I were 
dispatched to the above listed location reference a citizen dispute. While 
en-route, Central Dispatch advised one party was accusing the second party of 
stealing a hand gun. 
Upon my arrival, I had Central Dispatch ask the male who was alleged to have 
gun, later identified as IL- Nicholas Clausen, to come out of the residence at 
to speak to me at my patrol car. As he attempted to walk by the other male, 
identified as Gordon Cr a use, Crause also approached my patrol unit. Due to my 
past observations of Crause, information provided by Central Dispatch, and the 
seriousness of the accusation, I asked Crause to wait at the porch while I spoke 
to Clausen. Crause, as I've known him to be before, responded with "Maybe since 
I'm the complainant, maybe you should talk to me first. I advised Crause I 
needed him to wait on the porch please for which he responded "Get your 
supervisor down here, I'm not going to fuck with you all today." "I'll get the 
fucking Sheriff down here as he walked away. I then was able to have Clausen 
speak with me near my car. 
I asked Clausen to tell me what had taken place. Clausen told me that a while 
back the "family" gave him a gun. When I asked him to be more specific, he said 
Gordon's family. I asked Clause who specifically, but he could not remember the 
person's name, just that it was Gordon's son. When questioned why he wouldn't 
remember the name of someone who just gave him a gun, he replied that he has a 
bad memory. Clausen went on to say that the family gave it to him several weeks 
ago as a gift for a late birthday, then he stated it was for payment for work he 
had done for Gordon. I continued to ask Clausen how he obtained the firearm. 
He continued telling me it was from Gordon's son, but couldn't give me a name, 
phone number, etc. 
Next I walked over to Gordon and asked him to tell me what had happened. Gordon 
said he just found out that his son, M-Daniel Crause, just told his mother that 
Clausen had stolen a gun. Gordon said that Daniel had stated he showed one of 
Gordon's guns to Clausen and that while getting a drink of water, Clausen ran 
out of the house with the gun. At that time however, Daniel did not say 
anything out of fear of Gordon's reaction. 
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I asked Gordon where Daniel was at and that I'd need to speak with him. Gordon 
said he wanted the gun and wanted charges put on Clausen. I asked Gordon where 
the gun was at. He became upset and said he was just told it was in the house. 
It was at this time, I was also made aware that Clausen may have fired the gun 
in the house. Gordon then was adamant that Clausen was on parole or probation. 
I walked towards the front door of the home to contact a female I could see just 
inside the door. 
The female I contacted was identified as M-Raylene M Vance. Raylene told me 
approximately two weeks ago she found out that Clausen had a gun. Vance said 
approximately one week ago, while having family at the house, they heard a gun 
shot in the basement. They asked Clausen what happened and he told them his 
book case fell, but Vance said she could smell burnt gun powder and recognized 
the odor from her military experience. Vance expressed to me that she believes 
Clausen is unstable in her opinion. I then went back outside to contact who 
Vance identified as the actual owner of the property. 
The owner of the house was identified to me as M-Gerald W. Arno. Arno told me 
he rented a room to Clausen. He also stated that he had been told that Clausen 
had discharged the firearm in the house, but that he didn't witness that, nor 
did he ever witness Clausen with a firearm. Arno said he's been told Clausen is 
on parole, but was also told by Clausen himself that he's not had any felony 
convictions. 
I next returned to Clausen and asked him if he was on probation or parole, as 
well as where the gun was currently at. Clausen told me he was not on probation 
or parole and that he sold the gun to Pawn One in Post Falls. He also stated 
he's never been convicted of a felony, nor ever had his rights to own a firearm 
revoked. When asked why he had fired the gun down stairs, Clausen said it was an 
accidental discharge. 
Based on what Clausen told me, I contacted Pawn One in Post Falls as it was 
nearly 19: 00 hours. I was able to contact M-Adam Crahen of Pawn One via 
telephone. Crahen told me that Clausen did come into their store on July 18, 
2014 and sold to them one Charter Arms . 38 Off Duty SP,ecial revolver with the 
serial number of 1051167. I told Crahen we were investigating the gun as 
possibly being stolen and requested it be held with our case number until Pawn 
One could be contacted by our detectives division. 
I next re-contacted Arno and explained to him that I would not be taking Clausen 
with me, but assured him that gun was not in the house. I also informed Arno 
that Clausen was not on probation or parole as he had been misinformed. I also 
contacted Vance again who stated she wanted Clausen arrested because she was 
fearful for her life. I asked her is Clausen had ever pointed the gun at her or 
threatened her. Vance stated Clausen didn't ever threaten her with the gun. 
Vance also stated that she is concerned because Clausen has come into her room 
before when the door was open. I advised her I would speak with Clausen about 
that situation and clarify to him that he can't come into her room. I told 
Clausen of the complaint, and made sure he understood not to enter her room. 
We next responded to Gordon's residence to speak with Daniel. Once at Gordon's 
house, he continued with his abnormally confrontational and belligerent 
behavior. When told the guns on a police hold, Gordon said he was tired of 
fucking with all of us for being ignorant. He then went on to say he didn't 
care because he was a bounty hunter and could find it. Gordon said he'd get it 
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back by riding over our heads and s howing his bounty hunter I . D. Gordon then 
told us we should take our own gun a nd shoot ou rse l v es in the head. He 
continued his rage and starting talking about a previous case Sgt. Maxwell and I 
weren't aware of. Finally I was able to speak with Daniel. 
Daniel said on or about the 8th to 10th of July, Nick came over to the house and 
they pla ye d video games . Daniel said Clausen noticed all the knives a nd swords 
on the wa l l of his bed r oom. They were talking about them when the t opi c of 
firearms came up. Dani el said Clausen asked if they owned any firearms, so 
Danie l sai d he went into his father's room and got the revolver. Daniel said the 
revolver had been in a box. He opened it, showed the gun to Clausen, then 
closed it. While getting a red Power Aid, the next thing he knew Clausen was 
"Hauling Rear." Daniel said he checked the box and discovered the gun was gone, 
but never saw Clausen with it. Addi t ionally, Daniel said he didn't want to 
cause problems. 
It was at this time that Gordon stated "You see how I am. "You think he gets in 
any easier." Gordon said when he fucks up, he don't get no s l ack." When asked 
if he ever gave the gun to Clausen for any reason, Daniel stated he did not. 
During my contact wi th Dan i el, he appeared extremely scared with Gordon standing 
immediately to his right. 
I asked Gordon if he had the serial number to the gun. Gordon said he'd get it 
an give it to the Sheriff. I then asked if he could describe it or had any 
proof that he was the owner of the gun. Gordon told me "Not here." Gordon then 
described it as a Charter Arms Bull Dog short barre l ed . 38 cal. pistol wi t h a 
hammer. Daniel added there was a mark on the front sight that he could 
identify. Later during my shift, Gordon did call and provided me wi t h the same 
serial number as the gun at Pawn One. 
At the conclusion of this report, further interviews are needed. Daniel is said 
to b ave given the gun to Clausen. Daniel seems to poss i bly be a specia l needs 
individual who appears terrified of Gordon. Gordon ' s behavior was so aggres sive 
and unusual, he could barely provide the i n£ormati on as p rovi ded . Due t o calls, 
I did not have time to re-cont act Clausen to further review his story of the 
events. The gun is currently still at Pawn One and will need to be taken by 
detect ives for evidence, or returned to Gordon. 
DISPOSITION: A/C 
HOW NOTIFIED: R/C 
GANG RELATED: N 
Approved By 
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Date 
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Supplement 
Incident Number: 14-19166 Nature: THEFT GRAND Incident Date: 16:51 :27 08/01/2014 












KCSO Investigat i on Nar r ative 
IC 18-2407 (1) - Grand Theft (Firearm) 
Crause, Gordon D. 
Clausen, Nicholas S. 
Det. M. Zirker, #2317 
Revolver, Charter Arms, .38 spl., serial #1051167 
N/A 
Arno, Gerald W. 
Crause, Daniel B.A . 
Vance, Raylene M. 
Crahen, Adam D. 
Stout, Crystal R. 
On 07/29/2014, I (Zirker) received and reviewed this report. In the initial 
report, Dep. Stinebaugh documented the theft of a revolver from V- Gordon D. 
Crause' s residence. Dep. Stinebaugh spoke with, S- Nicholas s. Clausen, who 
advised he had received the pistol from Gordon's family as late birthday present 
and as payment for work he had done. Clauses stated the pistol was given by 
Gordon's son, but he could not recall his name. 
Dep. Stinebaugh learned from Gordon's son, M- Daniel B.A. Crause, that he had 
shown the pistol to Clause while he was at the Cr a use residence. Daniel advised 
he left the room for a few moments and when he returned, Clausen was fleeing the 
residence and the pistol was gone. Daniel delayed reporting the theft to his 
father, out of fear of Gordon's reaction. 
Dep. Stinebaugh spoke with Gordon briefly, but it is noted, Gordon was 
belligerent and confrontational throughout the contact. At one point he advised 
the deputies on scene they should take their guns and shoot themselves in the 
head. Gordon also called for a supervisor, the Sheriff, and made multiple calls 
to ISP and Central Dispatch asking for an internal investigations unit. 
Dep. Stinebaugh learned the pistol in question had been pawned by Clause to the 
Post Falls "Pawn 1." Contact was made with the store and the pistol was placed 
on hold. 
It is noted, the initial call for service was listed at 1755 N. Cecil Rd. The 
theft actually occurred at the Crause residence located at 1624 N. Cecil Rd., 
Post Falls, ID. The law screen was updated accordingly. 
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On 7/30/2014, I responded to the Post Falls "Pawn 1" and contacted the manager, 
M- Crystal R. Stout. She indicated she had received a call from Clausen earlier 
regarding the firearm. Clausen was trying to make arrangements to buy back the 
pistol. Clausen told her he was trying to "ma ke things right " and ge t the 
firearm back to its owner. Crystal stated she advised Clausen tha t she could 
not release the pistol to him due to it being on hold. Ln addition , he had just 
admitted to her that he was not the actual owner of it, thus she could not 
transfer it back to him. 
I took custody of the pistol and provided Stout with a copy of the KCSO Property 
Receipt. 
The pistol was later booked into evidence at KCSO. 
On 08/01/2014 at approximately 1500 hours, Det. C. Kerzman and I responded to 
17 55 N. Cecil Rd. I contacted the homeowner, M- Gerald W. Arno, and was invited 
in while he notified Clausen of our presence. 
It is noted, Clausen had contacted the KCSO Detectives Division prior to this 
case being assigned to me. He was desirous to discuss the incident, but 
indicated he did not have a telephone. 
Clausen sat down on the couch and I sat on a dining room chair while we 
discussed the incident. Clausen was 
restricted in his movement. Clausen 
not in custody and was not detained or 
expressed a desire to clear the incident up 
and get the firearm back to Gordon. 
Clausen began by advising me he had recently spoken with Gordon. He stated 
Gordon was willing to drop the charges of theft, if he could get the firearm 
returned to him. 
I asked Clausen to explain how he came into possession of the firearm. He 
stated he was given the firearm as a "late birthday gift" by Gordon's son. He 
stated it was given to him on the 4th of July during a barbecue. Clausen stated 
his birthday was on 06/20/2014. Clausen advised me the Crause family has a lot 
of firearms and he was not surprised that they gave him one. Clausen denied the 
pistol was given to him as any sort of payment for work he did. This was 
contrary to his original claim to Dep. Stinebaugh. Clausen advised me Crause 
still owed him money for wo r k he had done. Clausen stated Gordon's son advised 
him his parents knew he was giving away the firearm, and he thought the pistol 
belonged to Gordon's son. 
When asked, Clausen denied stealing the firearm. 
Clausen stated he had pawned the pistol at "Pawn 1" for $175.00 due to being in 
need of money. The pawn database indicate the pawn happened on 07/18/2014. 
I asked Clausen about his memory as he had listed that as a factor to Def.). 
Stinebaugh. Clausen advised me he took a variety of medications for depression 
and other mental heal th conditions. When asked what he had been diagnosed with, 
Clausen told me he could not recall, due to seeing so many doctors having so 
many diagnosis. He listed depression, anger issues, Schizophrenic/Affective 
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disorder, and bi-polar as possible conditions he might have. 
he does not work and is on "SSI" due to his health. 
Clausen advised me 
In speaking with Clausen, I found it odd that he would claim the firearm was 
given as a birthday gift. In the initial report he claimed not to know Daniel's 
name. While speaking with me he stated he knew the Cr a use family for a "few 
weeks." It is also noted the pistol was valued at $300. 00. The notion that 
Clausen would receive a $300. 00 birthday gift, from the son of a family he had 
only known for a few weeks, and from a person who's name he did not know or 
could not recall, did not make sense to me. 
The conversation with Clausen was recorded and later copied to a CD. 
will be entered into evidence at KCSO. 
The CD 
On 08/01/2014 at approximately 1410 hours, I was contacted by Clausen. Clausen 
asked if I was able to contact Gordon and bring a resolution to the case. He 
indicated Gordon was at his residence now. I asked to speak with Gordon and was 
advised by Gordon in the background that I should call him on his cell phone. 
At approximately 14 20 hours, I contacted Gordon by telephone . He advised me he 
was at Arno's res i dence to speak about an unrelated issue. While there he had 
contact with Clausen. 
Gordon advised me he had not made any arrangements to drop charges with Clausen. 
He stated he was still desirous of filing charges for the theft of the firearm. 
Gordon advised me Clausen had done a limited amount of work for him on his 
property, but their arrangement broke down and Gordon feels Clausen still owes 
him $45.00. 
Gordon advised me the pistol was his and did not belong to his son. 
Clausen indicated he wanted charges filed and advised Clausen would never show 
up for a summons. He was advised the case would be forwarded to the KCPAO for 
review and charges as they saw fit. 
Based upon Gordon's claim the pistol was stolen and Clausen's acknowledgement of 
taking the firearm under dubious circumstances and later pawning it, I have 
completed a complaint request for a warrant charging Clausen with Grand Theft, 
IC 18-2407 (1). 
Current Status: AP 
Previous Status: AC 
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Property 





Total Value: $0.00 
Owner: KCSO 5994 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Aecom Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: 
Local Status: 
Crime Lab Number: 
Date Released: **/**/** 
Released By: 









Status Date: 08/01/14 
Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Released To: Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Reason: 
Comments: 
Recorded audio contacts with victim and suspect. 
Property 
Property Number: 14-10947 
Item: Revolver 
Brand: Charter Arm 
Year: 0 
Owner Applied Nmbr: 
Model: Off Duty 
Quantity: 1 
Meas: Serial Nmbr: 1051167 
Total Value: $300.00 Color: BLU 
Owner: CRAUSE GORDON DOUGLAS 273042 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S Tag Number: 
OFFICE 
Aecom Amt Recov: $300.00 Officer: D.STINEBAUG 
H 
UCR: FRM Firearms UCR Status: SRL 
Local Status: III Storage Location: 
Crime Lab Number: Status Date: 07/28/14 
Date Released: **/**/** Date Recov/Rcvd: 07/28/14 
Released By: Amt Recovered: $300.00 
Released To: Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Reason: 
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Comments: 
Currently being held on a police hold at Pawn One in Post Falls under this case 
number for detectives. 
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Name Involvements: 
MENTION : 552760 
Last: CRAHEN 
Race: U Sex: M 






VICTIM : 273042 
Last: CRAUSE 
Race: W 
MENTION : 548746 
Last: VANCE 
Race: U 




















Address: 1901 E 1ST AVE;# B 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Mid: SHANE 
Address: 1755 N CECIL RD 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Mid: BRYAN ALEX-
ANDER 
Address: 1624 N CECIL RD 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Mid: DOUGLAS 
Address: 1624 N CECIL RD 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Mid: MICHELLE 
Address: 1755 N CECIL RD 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Mid: WILLIAM 
Address: 1755 N CECIL RD 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
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ORDER STATE OF ID HO f [~i~y OF KOOT£HA,iss 
The above-named defendant having been charged with the offense COUNT I, GR.t\@THEFT, A 
FELONY, IDAHO CODE 18-2403(1), 18-2407(1)(b), and COUNT II, BURGLA'f.i~, {lGJl'Hldlf11,: 29 
IDAHO CODE 18-1401 and the Court having examined the affidavit and polic re · •als'r f{ 
finds probable cause, based on substantial evidence, for believing that said offense 1i 
and that the said Defendant committed it. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a Complaint/Petition/Summons/Warrant be issued for the 
detention/ appearance of the above-named Defendant. 
ENTEREDthis c;!i dayof~fh1~O.,...(~@4-~-----'2014. 
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CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas 08182014 First Appearance 
Judge Brower 





















Def Present In Custody Via Video PA Present - Tony 
Clinger 
II Understands Rights 
Felony Burglary 
Felony Grand Theft 
Reviews Charge/Penalties 
Understands Charges/Penalties 
Request Release Own Recognizance 
5k Bond has already been set 
Comments -
Confirms PD Application Correct 
Court acknowledges Not Guilty Plea 
Appoint Public Defender 
Request Bond Remain as Set 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
file://R:\Magistrate\Criminal\Brower\CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas 08182014 First A... 8/18/2014 
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MUST BE COMPLETED 
TO BE CONSIDERED 
Filed 7- )2tllt AT __ m. 
CLERK OF THE D TRICT COURT 
B "'=::r>t::.........,.!.6-+-tt=--~tt-DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIC OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
APPLICATION FOR: A), C, ~ (c..S C,le<k~ ) 
~ DEFENDANT O JUVENILE O CHILD O PARENT 
CASE NO. CQ \(_\ - l SG9q 
DOB 
BY _________ l 
PARENT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR 
DOB _ _ ________________ _, 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a minor, please answer the following questions as they 
apply to his/her parents or legal guardian. Include information for you and your spouse. 
I, the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf of a minor), being first duly sworn on oath, depose and 
say in support of my request for court appointed counsel : 
My current mailing address is: J+'t'S di: (e_µ/ po~t- ./%1/5 'TD ?r ~ 
Street or P.O. Box City State Zip Code 
My current telephone number or message phone is: (2<!J&) lf s-=! - .l <f & h' 17.c::: 
Crimes Charged: -=C;;.:..J~'----'---~-+--'-"=-=-~"""--,f---------------------
1 request the Court appoint counsel at ounty pe e; and I agree to reimburse the county for the cost of said 
defense, in the sum and-upon the terms as the Court may order. 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: 
A. Employed:_yes _K)_no B. Spouse Employed: __ yes __ no 
C. If not employed, or self-employed, last date of employment_.1.._._lf-~------------
D. My employer is: ____________________________ _ 
Address:--------------------------------
2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse): 
Wages before deductions $ 0 Other in e: (Specify: Child Suppo@v.s., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions $ @ Food Stamps, tc.) u OU lj() 
Net Monthly Wages $____ 0,, $ 'V--/ 
' 
3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: 
Rent or Mortgage Payment $ 3~0. 0() Child Care $ Qo 
Utilities $ 0 Recreation $ 
Clothing $ t-/Q ,r.w Medical $ 0 
Transportation $ 3 0 l @O Insurance $ 0 
School $ 0 Other (Specify) $ 0 
Food $ C) 
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3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENS S MONTHLY: (cont.) 
DEBTS: Creditor 5euera Total$ ~()vD $ 0 per mo 
Creditor Total$ $ er mo 
Creditor Total$ $ er mo 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks $ 
B. I (we) own personal property valued at $ () 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at $ ~ D. I (we) own real property valued at $ 
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $ 
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify): ___ _____ _ _ 
0 children (numb:d 
APPLICANT 
:(/;her (specify) 
The applicant is ordered to pay$ ___ monthly beginning __________ , 20 _ _ 
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until 
[ ] notified by the court that no further amount is due. 
[ ] the sum of$ ___ _ has been paid. 
THE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT 
THE CONCLUSION OF THE CASE; THIS AMOUNT MAY BE IN ADDITION TO ANY SUMS ORDERED ABOVE. 
ENTERED this /<J'!! day of .~4 ¢:£T:: , 2ofl_. 
JU~~-:) 
Custody Status: ~ In Out Copies to: 
[ ,f?rosecuting Attorney -:ra _ _ _____ ___ _ 
ffF'ublic Defender ::r:0 
Bond$ 5,<:::(t) ~ cefhm Date 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 2 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas 20140826 Preliminary Hearing Status 
Conference 









Location ~ 1K-COURTR0dvt12 
Note 
Calls case 
Jay Logsdon obo def, present 
Donna Gardner obo state 
Waive reading; the assigned atty and the victim have not been 
able to communicate; we would ask this to continue; 
understands the right to speedy and is willing to waive 
no obj 
yes. 
Coni.inue w/in 21 days 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
I 
.;;1,..11 ro · /T\A"._,n-;eot.-..,t .. /r.-;,,.,;"!:! lf!:i'riPrll!:!nrlP.r/r'R% ?O?O 14-1 'i64Q%?..0Clausen. %20Nicholas%... 8/26/2014 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 W16/2014 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas 20140916 Prelimin 
Judge Stow 
Clerk - Tiffany Burton 
1~===Da=t==:ell9/16/2014 II Location 
Time Speaker I Note 
08:56:52 AM 
J 
Calls case; def present not in custody; DA not present-; PA 
Ms. McClinton 
08:58:24 A PASS 
Ask that Ms. Montalvo speak with Def regarding case since 
Ms. Marshall is not present. 
~======:i======================ll 
09:01 :52 AM Judge Stow 
09:01 :56 AM DA 
09:02:05 AM PA 
I 09:02:21 AM JIJ 
Recalls case 
I 3 witnesses 
jj Left set 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
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20!4/SEP/17/WED 15:ll KO KO PROSECUTORS 
r, ORIG'~~ _r. 1 bJ · ~ 1 \. ,--. h .. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
. Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene> ID 83 816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax. Number: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorn~y 
FAX No, 208-446-l 840 
Donna Carol Gardner Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
P. 002/005 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN.AND FOR THE COUNTI' OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. F14-15649 
"STIPULATED" 
MOTION TO CONTINUE 
CO:MES NOW, DONNA GARDNER, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai 
County, Idaho, and hereby moves the above entitled Court for an Order to continue the Prelim 
Hearing scheduled for the 18th day of September 2014, before the Honorable Judge Stow, This 
motion is made for ~e reason that the State's necessary ·witness, Crystal Stout, is unavaila~le on 
this date and time. 
Dated this 17th day of Se-gt.ember 
(No objection per pllloxae conversation 
·9-17-14) 
Megan Marshall, Attorney for 
befendant 
STJPULATION TO CONTINUE 
, , · 2014 
~ -__ .,> · 
Donna Carol Gardner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
b .._ 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 36
2014/SEP/17/WED 15: 11 KO KO PROSECUTORS FAX No, 208-446-1840 P, 003/005 
CERTIFICATE OF .MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 1?111 day of September, 2014> a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: D mailed I?.! faxed· Cl hand delivered D Just 
Web . 
Megan :Marshall 
STIPULATION TO CONTINUE 
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2014,/'~EP/17/WED 15:ll KO KO PROSECUTORS FAX No. 208-446-1840 P. 004/005 
W TIIB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE 
. STAIB OF IDAHO, tN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
Plaintiff, 
vs, 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, 
Defendant 
CASE NO. F14-15649 
ORDER TO CONTINUE 
The Court having before it the above Stipulation to Continue, and good cause appearing 
now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Prelim Hearing in above entitled matter set for 18th 
day of September 2014, is hereby continued. to , be... tt ~q- ~Y ~ o,,,t>{ -f JJ . 
ENTERED this _jJty of Se,ci:, ,.201f._. 
/\,h d -ri . At; 
JUDGE~-~ 
ORDER TO CONTJNUE 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 38
Ols,-rSP/17/WED 15:ll KO KO PROSECUTORS FAX No. 208-446-l 840 P. 005/005 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify t:bat on the J,/i')ay of ~ , 20!:f.copies of the foregoing document(s) 
were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or inter office mail to: 
V""' Deputy Prosecuting Attomey for Kootenai County· FAX 208-446·1833 
C/" Defense Counsel Kootenai County :Public Defender FAX 208· 446-1701 
____ Defense Counsel FAX _ _ ________ _ ~ 
____ Defendant _____ ___ ____ _ 
_ ___ Ko.otenai County Sheriffs Department jailsgts@kce:o-v.us 
___ _ Idaho :Probation & Parole - Distl(@idoddaho .sz:mr 
___ _ Idaho Department of Correction ·FAX 208~327-7445 
_ __ CCD Sentencing Team-:-- CCDSerrtencingTeam(@.idoc.idaho.gov 
_ _ _ _ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
____ Community SerVice Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
_ ___ nvigil@kcgov.us 
_ _ __ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208'-884-7193 
_ ___ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
Central Records CentralRecords@idocJdaho.gov 
Idaho State Police FAX. 208-884-7197 
Idaho lDLdustrial Commission FAX 208-332.-7559 
JIM BRANNON 
CLERK OF TIIB DISTRICT COURT 
By : 
ORDER TO CONTINUE 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 on 10/7/2014 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas 20141007 Preliminary Hearing Status 
Conference 1 
Judge Eckhart 
Clerk Leslie Smith 




08:50:40 AM J 
I 08:50:54 AM I end 
Note 
Calls case 
Megan Marshall obo def, present 
Laura McClinton obo state 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM7 on 10/9/2014 Page I of 7 
Description CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas 20141009 Preliminary aring , 
Judge Eckhart J ~ 
Clerk Leslie Smith (l/ J , . 
~ 
Date I 10/9/201411 Location II 1 K-COURTROOM7 I ' 
I Time II Speaker II Note I 
02:04:07 PM D Calls case Donna Gardner obo state Megan Marshall obo def, present 
02:04:53 PM IDA I move to exclude witnesses 
02:04:58 PM EJ no obj Daniel Kraus 
I 02:06:23 PM J Clerk Swears oath 
nr\ , nl:!,i:;:'l Ct.A 
IPA JDx ·--·-- .. 
02:07:04 PM I know Nicholas Clausen; we recently had a 4th of July BBQ; he 
and another guy Taylor came over. It was at my house in my back 
D Crause yard. Kootenai Co ID. He is in the court room and ID's. He is 
sitting at the def table. I think he stayed for the day but I believe 
he left early. 
02:08:53 PM DA obj, leading 
02:08:56 PM PA It is, but trying to lay some foundation 
02:09:05 PM J Overule - foundational 
02:09:10 PM When he visited around the 8th or 10th - I was playing call of Duty 
D Crause 
on my PSIII - hanging around. I have a lot of blades; he told me 
he was a private contractor and I was pretty sure weapons would 
come up. We talked about them. 
02:10:08 PM DA I obj, leading I 
02:10:11 PM IJ II sustain I 
02:10:14 PM DA ~I move to strike answer 
02:10:19 PM D Crau ~e ~: 1-.::,d 
I 02:10:26 PM B obj, non-responsive 02:10:39 PM educates witness 
02:10:49 PM D Crause He asked me if I owned any pistols, but my daddy owned one. 
02:11:05 PM DA I obj, non-responsive. I 
02:11:27 PM When asked about the firearm, I told him abbout one of my dad's. 
We went into my dad's room and went under the bed and showed 
him the pistol. Then I went to get a drink. 
Describes - revolver, black and brown; small little thing. It was in a 
box. I went to go get a drink and he didn't come get me. He was 
' 
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still in my father's room. The pistol was on the bed. I just went to 
get a drink, come back and then put it away. When I was taking a 
drink, I saw Nicholas run out. I thought something was wrong - I 
yelled after him and asked him what he was doing; He told me he 
put the gun back. I went to the box and there was no gun. 
1 1/2 weeks later, I spoke with Nicholas at the house he was 
currently living. The first time, no one was with me. I simply asked 
D Crause him if I could have the gun back and said he would get it back to 
me and kept telling me to get out. 
The 2nd time -- few days after, I took my sister, Caitlin Nickerson. 
I got the same response from him as the first time. 
A 3rd time --same day, with my mother, Ramona Crause. This 
time it was more tense. Mr Clausen kept saying I gave him the 
gun and kept telling me to get out more fierce then usual. I didn't 
leave with the gun. He didn't tell me what he had done with the 
gun. 
02:16:01 PM PA I nothing further I 
02:16:06 PM IIDA DX 
02:16:08 PM Daniel Crause; I am 18yoa. I turned 18, 2 mos ago 8/14. It was a 
revolver, black and brown. It was going to be mine. But will have 
D Crause to wait a long time. It is my father and mother's and before I claim 
it, one of them would have to be deceased. Me and my dad, we 
share - we don't hide anything; my dad is pretty social. 
02:17:23 PM PA obj, relevance 
02:17:27 P J I will give it the weight 
02:17:31 PM D Crause He is my bio father; I have lived with him for 18 years 
02:17:43 PM I PA II obj, relevance II 
I 02:17:48 PM II DA II goes to motive I 
I 02:18:03 PM l[J lloverule I 
I 02:18:10 PM ID Crause I feel my relationship with my father is pretty good; not always ideal. 
02:18:25 PM PA , elevance 
02:18:29 PM J goes to credibility - overule 
02:18:35 PM My father can get angry, everyone can get angry. 
D Crause I am only afraid of him when he is really angry; he yells out real 
loud and just scares me. 
02:19:14PM PA obj, speculation 
02:19:18 PM J sustain, I don't want him speculating 
02:19:46 PM I believe he would get angry if I gave the gun away; I would be 
D Crause scared. 
I have some guns in my bedroom, 2. My father has 4-5. I have 
never fully checked. He keeps them in his room. I would rather 
file:/ /R:\Magistrate\Criminal\Eckhart\CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas 20141009 Prelimi... 10/9/2014 
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not say where he keeps his guns. He doesn't keep them in a safe. 
He keeps some under the bed. 
02:21 :03 PM 
PA 
This is beyond the scope of direct; he has expressed to the court 
he doesn't want to say where the guns are 
I 02:21 :23 PM jJ Sustained 
02:21 :26 PM I don't remember him prior to the 4th of July. After the 4th of July 
BBQ, he did some yardwork. He came with Mr Taylor and I 
thought they were Caitlin's friends. I only knew him because of 
middle school. At the time of the BBQ, I sat at a table with my 
sister and Mr Clausen. Were BS'ing. We were kind of talking 
about guns. I asked him what he did for work and he indicated he 
was a private contractor. He mentioned them when talking about 
his former career, but no in depth discussion about firearms. 
On about the 10th, Mr Clausen took a gun. We had been in the 
room (dad's), I showed him the gun. I am always thirsty. Went to 
D Crause get the powerade out of the fridge. It iis on the same floor as the 
bedroom. Went down a small hall, few steps then in the kitchen. I 
knew how important they were to my father; he wouldn't want 
anyone touching them. The only time I mess with them is when 
he asks me to get them to clean them. I admit my screw up. I just 
wanted to show them to him. 
We were growing a very fast friendship. I didn't know his birthday 
was coming up. I didn't go back to the room until I saw Nick leave. 
I think my sister was in the basement. My father was having a 
yardsale and my mom was on errands. It was just me and Mr 
Clausen in the house. My father was outside. 
02:26:41 PM I knew I could show him without getting caught. I didn't give him 
the gun. I hadn't told my father about the gun at the point of 
visiting the first time. I thought I could have the gun. I never saw 
the gun. I know he had it, cause he was the only one I showed it 
D Crause 
to. Guns don't just disappear. At the 2nd visit I still hadn't told my 
dad. I didn't see the gun that time either. I knew he had the gun -
he kepts saying he would get it back. Told me_ to get out of his 
house, I shouldn't be there. 
The 3rd time - I went with mom and my sister - I gave up and 
didn't know what else to do, so I went to my mother. 
02:29:28 PM EJ obj, mischaracterized the testimony - he didn't testify as to time frame of telling his father/reporting it. 
02:29:56 PM I told my father the same day I went to Mr Clausen's 3rd time of 
going, same day as the 2nd time, few days after I went over there 
the 1st time. I told my father that same day. I gave up - I felt I 
D Crause 
needed to face the music. 
Approx 2 weeks, after I showed the gun to Mr Clausen. 
It would have been easier to get the gun back, put it back in the 
box and let it all pass. None of this would have happened and we 
wouldn't be here. 
I .II I 
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02:32:08 PM PA I asked and answered. I 
02:32:13 PM J sustain 
. 2:41 PM D Crause I recall talking to Det Steinbaugh 
02:32:53 PM B obj, beyond the scope 
02:33:03 PM loverule I 
02:33:06 PM 
lgrausee I 
I didn't recall his name, though. I spoke with the deputy. I 
remember saying I didn't want to tell my father because of his 
reaction. 
02:33:41 PM JDA nothing further I 
I 02:33:44 PM II PA nothing further I 
I 02:33:48 PM II J excuses witness I 
I 02:34:02 PM IJPA Gordon Crause 
• 
02:34:44 PM lc1erk Swears oath 
I 02:34:49 PM IPA DX 
02:34:54 PM Gordon Crause; I live in Post Falls ID. Kootenai Co; I own a 
Charter Arms Revolver and describes; Early July of this year I 
GCrause stored it in my bedroom or in my safe, which is in my closet. 
Under the bed. It has a box. It is the box it came in. I have had the 
gun for about a year; After my wife told me. 
02:36:22 PM DA obj, hearsay 
"":2e:25 PM PA . not intended for the truth, but for the coming of knowledge 
36:36 PM IJ J overule 
_02:36:39 PM My wife told me, don't want you to get mad - Nick has the gun; he 
comes around the house - hanging around; worked for me once 
or twice - borrowed $45 and worked, then another $45 but never 
saw the 2nd. He had been coming to the house for a couple of 
months - July/August. When I was alerted, I went to look for it. I 
G Crause 
didn't locate - I still haven't seen it. I called the Police at that point, 
that same day. 
I had a visit from Mr Clausen - he rang the bell, walked out to the 
edge of the driveway; we conversed. He told me I am sorry I took 
your gun. He told me if I can get it back, would I drop the charges. 
That was the last conversatiron I had. 
ID's the def 
I 02:39:06 PM II DA ]lex I 
02:39:10 PM The last time I handled the gun was about a month prior - I take 
G Crause 
them out and clean them every so often. My son and I both clean 
them. Daniel has access to my room. He is not allowed to just 
take them out and share with people 
I 02:40:32 PM I PA obj, speculation 
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02:40:36 PM J I would allow clarification 
02:40:42 PM 
G Crause 
If I knew he had done this - he would be grounded. No video, TV 
or nothing. 
02:41:15 PM PA obj, speculation 
02:41:19 PM J Within the province of him being able to answer what he would do 
02:41:30 PM Daniel is too greedy with his stuff, would "never" give a gun away_; 
G Crause 
at the time, if he was a minor, I would havekicked his ass, 
grounded him and got the gun back. ID Law says I cannot kick his 
ass anymore. It has been awhile. 
02:42:28 PM PA obj, relevance 
02:42:31 PM J sustain 
02:42:34 PM The box is yellow, black writing and has the serial number on it. It 
has paperwork in it. 
I don't remember the ex act date my wife told me the gun was 
missing - I don't remember. Daniel never told me, just my wife. Mr 
Clausen had been to my house a bunch of times - sure it was 
more then 10 times. 
G Crause 
During those time he was around, Daniel was around. The first 
time - I don't remember when he came to the house. I really don't 
remember. 
When I purchased the gun prior $250 is what I paid. I bought it 
from a friend of mine. 
I have not gotten the gun back. I did go down to the Pawn Shop 
to look at the gun. I never saw Nich with the revolver - he told me 
if he could get the gun, he then asked if I would drop the charges. 
02:46:43 PM IDA/PA II Nothing further I 
02:47:03 PM I PA II Deputy Zirker I 
02:47:12 PM ~ Swears oath 
02:47:33 PM PA DX 
02:47:40 PM Matthews Zirker; Depty Det KCSO. Assigned July 2014. I 
interviewed Nicholas August 2014. It was in regard to allegations 
of a stolen firearm. It took place 1755 N Cecil, Post Falls ID 
Kootenai Co .. It was based on filed report prior - I have the report 
with me. 
Deputy 
File 7/28. That was when the initial complaint was made. I spoke 
with him (Nicholas) over the telephone and at his residence; I told 
Zirker 
him we were there to discuss the allegations of the stolen 
revolver. He stated the firearm was given to him as a late BD 
present 6/20. He stated he possessed it for a short time. He had 
taken it to Pawn Shop on Greensferry, for a short time - 7 /18 is 
when he Pawned it. He got $175 for the transaction. 
Mr Clausen indicated 
I 02:51:48 PM IIDA I hearsay, coming from another party to another officer who told 
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this officer 
02:52:03 PM PA 11 1 could ask some foundational questions if the court would like 
02:53:02 PM J overule the obj 
02:53:38 PM Dep Zirker 
02:54:02 PM DA obj 
02:54:05 PM J overule 
02:54:08 PM 
Dep Zirker 
The firearm was in lieu of payment for work he had done. He told 
me knew the Crause family for a few weeks 
02:54:44 PM DA ex 
02:54:48 PM I wasn't present for the conversation for which he indicated he 
was paid. I had asked him about it in my interview and he denied 
it as a form of payment for work he had done. 
I also wrote a report. In included that he was okay about talking 
Dep Zirker with law enforcement about it. He was cooperative. I don't recall 
that he stated he tried to give it back. 
He couldn't recall the name of the person that gave him the gun -
son of Gordon Crause. 
I didn't interview Daniel Crause. 
~ ., 
02:57:23 PM DA/PA Nothing further 
02:57:31 PM PA Crystal Stout 
02:58:18 PM Clerk Swears Oath 
02:58:23 PM PA DX 
02:58:35 PM Crystal Stout; I am employed at Pawn 1 in Post Falls - Pawn 
C Stout Shop in Post Falls. Explains process of transactions. A pawn is a 
collateral loan. July 18th of this year we received 
02:59:37 PM DA obj, foundation 
I 02:59:40 PM I J sustain 
02:59:44 PM My position is that I am the Store Manager. I rely on record 
keeping from other employees. There are 7. There is an auditing 
process and there is a stamp for each individual person. We are 
able to keep inventory - based on those records. 
Late July I was contacted regarding a Charter Arms revolver by 
law enforcement. It did exist in my store - we received it 7/18. I 
didn't personally receive it, but relied on the records. In review - it 
C Stout was brought in and it was offered for $175 loan. The same day 
law enforcement contacted me, I received a call from him. I took 
the call because it was locked out; when the call was received the 
status of the firearm - had been placed on hold by the police. He 
told me he would like to pick up his gun and wanted to know how 
much it would be. The comment he made was "they won't even 
let me do the right thing". He was trying to get it back to give to 
the owner. 
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I 03:03:10 PM IIDA II obj, asked and answered 
03:03:16 PM J 
03:03:22 PM 
C Stout 
03:04:05 PM DA 
03:04:08 PM 
C Stout 
03:04:39 PM PA/DA 
03:04:49 PM 
PA 
I 03:05:41 PM IDA 
03:05:48 PM D 
03:06:16 PM 
PA 
:09:58 PM DA 
03:15:28 PM 
J 
03:19:37 PM lend I 
loverule 
nothing more add'I he stated; We don't return anything that is on a 
police hold. The only way it leaves the store is with an offiicer 
ex 
I never saw Mr Clausen enter the store - never saw him in 
possession of it. I didn't witness the transaction 
nothing further 
I don't have any further witnesses; but I would like to amend the 
complaint - Count I & II - alledging 7/25 
Count I on or about 7 /8-10th and move to amend Count II on or 
about 7/18 
no obj to the amendment 
Court will amend the complaint to changing the dates Count I 7/8-
10th & Count II on or about 7 /10th 
State would rest 
Closing argument 
Closing argument 
Grand Theft - the state did meet it's burden. 
Burglary - in review of the testimony provided by Ms Stout, Store 
Mananger - the state did meet it's burden 
Bind over to district court. 
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Megan E. Marshall, Deputy PubJic Defender 
No. 2442 P. 1/4 
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J)UNTY OF KOOTmAJ 
;,, ED· 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
lOI~ O.CT 15 AH IQ: 49 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bal' Number: 8689 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ~IRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 










Defendant. ) ____________ , 
CASE NUMBER CR-14~0015649 
Fel 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney Megan E Marshall, 
PubJic Defender and hereby moves the Court for an Order directing the clerk of the court to prepare 
and complete the transcript of the Preliminary Hearing held in the above-entitled matter on October 
9, 2014, before the Honorable Anna Eckhart. This motion is made on the grounds that the transcript 
of said hearing is necessary for defense counsel in order to prepare a defense on behalf of the 
defendant in this matter. 
Counsel for the defendant further moves the Court to order that the costs necessary for the 
preparation and completion of the transcript be paid at county expense and at no expense to the 
Defense. This Motion is made on the grounds that the defendant was determined to be indigent by 
the above-entitled Court on 8/18/2014, and further, that his representation is provided for by the 
Office of the Public Defender. 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT Page 1 
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Gct.15. 2014 10:27AM KC P·' 1 ic Defender No. 2442 P. 2/4 
DATED this \ -~ "t::h day of Octobe1·9 2014 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: ~ID~ 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was persona Hy served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below oil the / 1:"' day of October, 2014, addtessed to: 
Transcript Department-Kootenai County Courthouse FAX 446-1187 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
~ ViaFax 
Interoffice Mail 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT Page 2 
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BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
Donna Carol Gardner 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
201~ OCT 15 P11 3: 09 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 





Case No. CR-F14-15649 
INFORMATION 
BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse NICHOLAS 
SHANE CLAUSEN with committing the crime(s) of: COUNT I, GRAND THEFT, Idaho 
Code §18-2403(1), 18-2407(l)(b), and COUNT II, BURGLARY, Idaho Code §18-1401, 
committed as follows: 
COUNTI 
That the Defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN on or about the 8th day of July 
through the 10th of July, 2014, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take a 
INFORMATION 1 of2 
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firearm, to-wit: a Charter Arms revolver, from the owner, Gordon Crause with the intent to 
appropriate to himself certain property of another, and 
COUNT II 
That the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, on or about the 18th day of July, 
2014 in the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did enter into a certain store, to-wit: Pawn 1 
located in the City of Post Falls, with the intent to commit the crime of theft, all of which is 
contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against 
the peace and dignity of the People of the State of Idaho. 
DATED this 15th day of October, 2014. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Donna Carol Gardner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
-
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 15th day of October, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed P' faxed Cl hand delivered r: Just 
Web 
Megan Marshall 
INFORMATION 2 of2 
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Oct.15. 2014 10:27AM KC r 1·l i c Defender No. 2442 P. 3/4 
Megan E. Marshall, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8689 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 











CASE NUMBER CR-14-0015649 
Fel 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
The Cou1thaving before it the foregoing Motion and good cause appearing, now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the clerk of the court shall prepare and complete the 
transcript of the Preliminary Hearing held in the above-entitled matter on October 9, 2014. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the costs necessary for the preparation and completion of 
said transcrjpt shall be paid at county expense and at no expense to the defense. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the transclipt shall be complete and submitted to all parties 
to this action no later than the '2. '1.,-vday of Nov .. -J,,e..J , 2014. 
DATED this I '1 'H,,t day of October, 2014. 
t\..e..1?..!;,1,~ 
RICH CHRISTENSEN~~ b 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT Page 1 
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Oct. 15. 2014 10:28AM KC P ll ic Defender No. 2442 P. 4/4 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby ce1tify that a true and co1Tect COHY. of the forego1ng was personally se1ved by placjng 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the \r day of October. 2014, addressed to: 
Transcript Department· Kootenai County C~ouse 446-1187...--,---~ ~ 
Kootenai County Public Defender 446-1701 
'-""" Kootenai County Prosecutor 446-1833 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT Page2 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl o' 1 /14/2014 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas Shane 20141114 Arraignment 
Judge Charles Hosack 
Clerk Kathy Booth - I 
Court Reporter Keri Veare 
~, )/:('/} PA Art VerHaren r-' DA Jay Logsdon 
I Date! 111 K-COURTROOM1 
- -..:.J 
11/14/2014 Location 
Time Speaker Note 
08:31:54 AM 
J 
Calls case - PA VerHaren, DA Logsdon present with defendant 
- not in custody - for arraignment 
08:32:34AM I have seen a copy of the information and am aware of the 2 
Def crimes charged. I've talked with DA as to punishment if 
convicted. 
08:33:01 AM !DA II There will be a NOT GUil TY PLEA 
08:33:16 AM ACCEPT NOT GUil TY PLEA TO EACH CHARGE 
J MATTER WILL BE SET FOR JURY TRIAL AND PRETRIAL 
CONFERENCE 
I 08:33:37 AM II Def I Correct - that's how I want to proceed 
I 08:33:43AM B Trial will be set 
08:33:47 AM PA 2 days 
II 08:33:52 AM IDA 
08:33:58 AM IJ 
08:34:32AM Def 
08:34:36 AMlf 
::.: .. :36 AM End 
I I don't disagree 
I Written notice will be sent out. Court dates for PTC and jury 
trial are mandatory. 
I understand 
Produced by FTR Gold TM 
WWW. fortherecord. corn 
I 
file:// /R:/District/Criminal/Hosack/CR%202014-15649%20Clausen, %20Nicholas%20Sh... 11/14/2014 
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L-, 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
S fATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY OF KOO;fEHAIJSS 
FILED: 
201~ DEC 23 PH 3: 31 
Donna Carol Gardner, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN 
Defendant. 
Case No. CRF14-15649 
PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS 
LIST 
The Plaintiff may call the following witnesses at trial, although not necessarily in the 
same order as listed. 
1. Deputy Matthew Zirker, KCSD; 
2. GORDON CRAUSE, 1624 N CECIL RD POST FALLS, ID 83854 
3. CRYSTAL STOUT, 8641 W CALIFORNIA ST RATHDRUM, ID 83858 
4. DANIEL CRAUSE, 1624 N. CECIL ROAD Post Falls, ID 83854 
5. NICK HARRIS, PAWN 1, 2427 E. SELTICE WAY Post Falls, ID 83854 
6. RAMONA L CRAUSE, 1624 N. CECIL ROAD Post Falls, ID 83854 
7. KATELYN NICKERSON, 1624 N. CECIL ROAD Post Falls, ID 83854 
The State reserves the right to supplement discovery as it becomes available. 
DATED this 22nd day of December, 2014. 
PLAINTIFF' S WITNESS LIST 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Donna Carol Gardner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Page 1 of 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 23rd day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: D mailed C faxed Cl R' emailed C Just Web 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
Megan Marshall 
PLAINTIFF'S WI1NESS LIST · · · ~ ... · · · · - Page 2 of 2 
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CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas Shar:0206 Pretrial Conference 
Judge Verby -... _ 











Location 111 K:c-6'URTROOM7 
Note 
OF pres, DA Megan Marshall, PA Tara Malek 
We are asking this matter remain on the trial calendar 
It is schedule for 2/7/15 9am, for a two week period, and there is a 
scheduling order that the Judge send out. No discovery issues, I 
will file a witness list and we will need a dead line for Jury 
Instructions 
I will order jury instructions 5 days before trial 
We anticipate the trial will take 2 days 
I agree 
You may be excused, thank you 
Produced by FTR Gold TM 
www. fortherecord. com 
file:/ /R:\District\Criminal\ Verbv\CR 2014-15649 Clausen. Nicholac; Shane 20150206 Pretri... 2/6/2015 
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IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 

















1. CODY PORTER RADFORD, CR 2014-8186 
CR 2014-15649 2. NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN. 
3. JUDITII RITA PETERSEN, CR 2014-16630 
CR 2014-19701 4. KYLE CHRISTOPHER DIRKS, 
Defendants. 
The above-captioned cases remain active and scheduled for jury trial on the following dates 
and with the following priority order: 
Tuesday, February 17, 2015, 9:00 am 
State vs. Radford (2 days) 
Thursday, February 19, 2015, 9:00 am 
State vs. Clausen (2 days) 
Monday, February 23, 2015, 9:00 am 
State vs. Petersen (5 days) 
Tuesday, February 24, 2015, 9:00 am. 
State vs. Dirks (2 days)(2nd set) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT counsel and parties are to be prepared to begin their 
respective trial at such time or as soon thereafter as trials with a higher priority have concluded. In 
ORDER IN RE: PRIORITY OF TRIAL SETTINGS: 1 
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the event that cases having higher priority are resolved without trial for any reason, then the cases 
having lower priority will be advanced. It will be the responsibility of the parties to keep themselves 
informed of the status of all cases higher in priority. 
(Alternate Presiding Judges: Benjamin R. Simpson; John P. Luster; John T. Mitchell; Lansing L. 
Haynes; Fred M. Gibler; Charles W. Hosack; Steven Yerby; George Reinhardt III; JeffBrudie; Carl 
Kerrick; Michael Griffin; John Stegner; Barbara Buchanan.) 
tl 
ENTERED this ___Lday February, 2015. 
Ric hristensen, District Judge 
I HE~~ ERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER sent via FAX or mailed 
on the ~ day ofFebruary, 2015, to: 
Prosecuting Attorney Office of Pub · c Defender 
FAX44~~H-£1~ M~ -~ ,,,_.~ .)- ·~ f ,FAX446-1 7 
~- rrf}M 'rXt"f.jfU~ ~qov·U5 
Bailiff 
FAX 446-1766 
ORDER IN RE: PRIORITY OF TRIAL SETTINGS: 2 
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Megan E. Marshall, Deputy Public Defender 
S fATE Or IOAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 2015 FEB 11 AH 9: 1,7/ 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8689 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-14-0015649 
Fel 
DEFENDANT'S WITNESS LIST 
The defendant reserves the right to call witnesses to impeach or rebut the government's case. 
Furthermore, the defendant reserves the right to amend this list as witnesses become known and to 
call, as witnesses, individuals who have been disclosed as potential witnesses by the State, and any 
other persons who were named by the State within other discovery materials. 
DATED this C\,~ day of February, 2015. 
BY: 
DEFENDANT'S WITNESS LIST Page 1 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
\l'D O ~ AI\W'\O. IG3 hJ]!) 
ME6ANMARSHALL 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 60
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I here by certify that a true and correct copr ~ the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the \ day of February, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
__£_ Interoffice Mail 
DEFENDANT'S WITNESS LIST Page 2 
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501 Govt. Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 















The Plaintiff herein respectfully submits the following requested jury instructions in 
addition to the Court's general instructions on the law. 
DATED this .(1_~ of f-t:,' 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the_ day of February, 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO.-L 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, is charged, in 
Count I, with the crime of GRAND THEFT, alleged to have occurred as follows: 
That the Defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN on or about the 8th day of July through 
the 10th of July, 2014, in the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did wrongfully take a firearm, to-
wit: a Charter Arms revolver, from the owner, Gordon Crause with the intent to appropriate to 
himself certain property of another. To this charge the defendant has plead not guilty. 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO.~ 
In order for the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, to be guilty of Grand Theft, as 
charged in Co wit I, the state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or between the 8th day of July through the 10th of July, 2014 
2. in the state ofldaho 
3. the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, wrongfully took property 
described as: a firearm, 
4. from an owner, 
5. the defendant took the property with the intent to deprive an owner of the property, 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant 
not guilty of Grand Theft. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then 
you must find the defendant guilty of Grand Theft. 
Citation: ICJI 540 
Given: - - - ---
Refused: -----
Modified: -----
Covered: - - ---
JUDGE 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _3. 
The phrase "intent to deprive" means: 
a. The intent to withhold property or cause it to be withheld from an owner permanently or 
for so extended a period or under such circumstances that the major portion of its economic value or 
benefit is lost to such owner; or 
b. The intent to dispose of the property in such manner or under such circumstances as to 
render it unlikely that an owner will recover such property. 
The phrase "intent to appropriate" means: 
a. The intent to exercise control over property, or to aid someone other than the owner to 
exercise control over it, permanently or for so extended a period of time or under such circumstances as 
to acquire the major portion of its economic value or benefit; or 
b. The intent to dispose of the property for the benefit of oneself or someone other than the 
owner. 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. ~ 
An "owner" of property is any person who has a right to possession of such property superior to 
that of the defendant. 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO.-? 
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" or "on or between" a certain 
date. If you find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that 
precise date. 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. --lo 
A person steals property and commits theft when, with intent to deprive another of property or 
appropriate the same to the person or to a third party, such person wrongfully takes, obtains, or 
withholds such property from an owner thereof. 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _j_ 
A person has possession of something if the person knows of its presence and has physical 
control of it, or has the power and intention to control it. More than one person can be in possession of 
something if each knows of its presence and has the power and intention to control it. 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO.j_ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, is charged 
in Count II, with the crime of BURGLARY, alleged to have occurred as follows: 
That the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, on or about the 18th day of July, 
2014 in the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did enter into a certain store, to-wit: Pawn I located 
in the City of Post Falls, with the intent to commit the crime of theft. To this charge the defendant 
has plead not guilty. 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. -q 
In order for the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, to be guilty of Burglary, as 
charged in Count II, the state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about the 18th day of July, 2014; 
2. In the State of Idaho; 
3. The defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, entered a certain store, and; 
4. At the time entry was made, the defendant had the specific intent to commit theft. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. JQ 
The manner or method of entry is not an essential element of the crime of burglary. An entry 
can occur without the use of force or the breaking of anything. 
The intent to commit the crime of theft must have existed at the time of entry. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, is charged, in 
Count I, with the crime of GRAND THEFT, alleged to have occurred as follows: 
That the Defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN on or about the 8th day of July through 
the 10th of July, 2014, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take a firearm, to-
wit: a Charter Arms revolver, from the owner, Gordon Crause with the intent to appropriate to 
himself certain property of another. To this charge the defendant has plead not guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
In order for the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, to be guilty of Grand Theft, as 
charged in Count I, the state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or between the 8th day of July through the 10th of July, 2014 
2. in the state ofldaho 
3. the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, wrongfully took property 
described as: a firearm, 
4. from an owner, 
5. the defendant took the property with the intent to deprive an owner of the property, 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant 
not guilty of Grand Theft. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then 
you must find the defendant guilty of Grand Theft. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
The phrase "intent to deprive" means: 
a. The intent to withhold property or cause it to be withheld from an owner permanently or 
for so extended a period or under such circumstances that the major portion of its economic value or 
benefit is lost to such owner; or 
b. The intent to dispose of the property in such manner or under such circumstances as to 
render it unlikely that an owner will recover such property. 
The phrase "intent to appropriate" means: 
a. The intent to exercise control over property, or to aid someone other than the owner to 
exercise control over it, permanently or for so extended a period of time or under such circumstances as 
to acquire the major portion of its economic value or benefit; or 
b. The intent to dispose of the property for the benefit of oneself or someone other than the 
owner. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
An "owner" of property is any person who has a right to possession of such property superior to 
that of the defendant. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ---
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" or "on or between" a certain 
date. If you find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that 
precise date. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
A person steals property and commits theft when, with intent to deprive another of property or 
appropriate the same to the person or to a third party, such person wrongfully takes, obtains, or 
withholds such property from an owner thereof. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
A person has possession of something if the person knows of its presence and has physical 
control of it, or has the power and intention to control it. More than one person can be in possession of 
something if each knows of its presence and has the power and intention to control it. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. --
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, is charged 
in Count II, with the crime of BURGLARY, alleged to have occurred as follows: 
That the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, on or about the 18th day of July, 
2014 in the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did enter into a certain store, to-wit: Pawn I located 
in the City of Post Falls, with the intent to commit the crime of theft. To this charge the defendant 
has plead not guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
In order for the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, to be guilty of Burglary, as 
charged in Count II, the state must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about the 18th day of July, 2014; 
2. In the State of Idaho; 
3. The defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, entered a certain store, and; 
4. At the time entry was made, the defendant had the specific intent to commit theft. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 
The manner or method of entry is not an essential element of the crime of burglary. An entry 
can occur without the use of force or the breaking of anything. 
The intent to commit the crime of theft must have existed at the time of entry. 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 82
n r • 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR14-15649 
VERDICT 
We, the Jury, duly empanelled and sworn to try the above entitled action, for our verdict, say 
that we find the defendant: 
(CHOOSE ONE ONLY- COUNT I VERDICT) 
GUILTY OF GRAND THEFT 
NOT GUILTY 
(CHOOSE ONE ONLY- COUNT II VERDICT) 
GUILTY OF BURGLARY 
NOT GUILTY 
DATED this _ _ day of _____ _ _ ., 2015. 
PRESIDING ruROR 
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CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas Shane ~nge 
Judge Christensen 
Court Reporter Keri Veare 
Clerk Cristine Steckman 



















OF pres, DA Megan Marshall, PA Eileen McGovern 
I have been handed an emended info and an order amending 
count II 
Plead to Count I in exchange waives right to appeal conviction, 
will pay restitution, dismiss count II 
Understands plea agreement, my name is spelt correctly on the 
amended info, DOB and SS# correct, waive reading of amended 
info 
I Reviews rights 
I understand my rights I give up when pleading, I have gone over 
~mend information w/ my counsel 
I We would like this to be an alford plea 
No objection 
I understand it would be difficult tow/ draw my plea 
Reviews rights 
I I understand what the restitution is, plead guilty to alford 
Appears OF was present at the home of another individual Mr 
Krouse, he would testify that he observed the OF leave the 
residence w/ that firearm and it was recovered from a Pawn Shop 
Nothing further 
Understand the states evidence, I believe that a reasonable jury 
would find me guilty, swears to oath, I am under treatment for a 
mental illness, it is not affecting my ability to make decisions 
today, no promises or threats to plead guilty, I understand the 
Court is not bound, I am satisfied w/ my attorney. 
I will accept your plea, I will order sentencing take place 4n/15 
3pm, I will order you report to probation and parole for your PSI 
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! . ~ i. : ir __ _, .. l • • 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
Donna Carol Gardner 
. . . ·--
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, 
D.O.B.: 06/20/1990 
S.S.N.: XXX-XX-0446 
Fingerprint #: 2800080340 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-F14-15649 
AMENDED 
INFORMATION 
BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse NICHOLAS 
SHANE CLAUSEN with committing the crime of: GRAND THEFT, Idaho Code §18-2403(1), 
18-2407(1 )(b ), committed as follows: 
That the Defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN on or about the 8th day of July 
through the 10th of July, 2014, in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did wrongfully take a 
firearm, to-wit: a Charter Arms revolver, from the owner, Gordon Crause with the intent to 
appropriate to himself certain property of another, all of which is contrary to the form, force and 
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effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the 
People of the State of Idaho. 
DATED this 17th day of February, 2015. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Donna Carol Gardner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 18th day of February, 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed r faxed Pl hand delivered r 
emailed C Just Web 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
Megan Marshall 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
KO KO PROSECUTORS FAX No, 208-446-1R40 
Case No. CR F14w1564~ 
PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN OFFER EXPIRES :14 DAYS AFTER PRELIM. OAIE 
or other ---------
The State offers that In exchange for Defendant's ,guilty plea(s) to: 
£.21!D1 Charge 
Grand Theft 
and Defendant's agreement _to: 
1 @ Waive appeal as of right as to conviction and~ 
~ Pay restitution: tbd, to pawn shop and/or owner of the gun 
0 Other agreements; Waive Prellm Hearing: 
It will agree and recommend as ·follows: 
IJ Agreed sentence recommendation: 
~ Sentence recommendation; Probation and jail. 
Statutorx Maximum. Penal~ 
1-14 yrs. 
~ To dismiss/not file: 0 sentence enhancement!h9bitual P.J other: Ct II Burglary 
Cl Other agreement: 
-·-· 
The SlATE is no longer bound to the aforementioned sentencing recommendations, nor Is the Court bound to an 
I.C.R.11 (f) agreement, If ANY of the following occur prior to sentencing: 
(1) Defe"dant fails to appear In Court and/or at the: first scheduled pre-sentence interview; 
(2) Oetendant violates··any"eourt··orderor·conditlons~of-baillrelease from·custody;· 
(3) Defendant commits a new criminal offense. 
The determination of whether or not the defendant has failed to appear is at the sole discretion of the STATE. 
New criminal offenses and violations of Court orders and conditions of bail/release need only be established by a 
finding of probable cause. It shall not be a basis f~r the defendant to w ithdraw a guilty plea if the STATE seeks to 
make different recommendations pursuant to this paragraph, nor shall it be a basis for the defendant to withdraw 
from an I.C.R, ·11 (f) agreement. 
Dated: 08/20/2014 Donna Gardner 
Prosecuting Attorney 
D' I REJECT 'THE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER. 
~ ACCEPT THE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMEN:r OFFER AND WAIVE THE FOLLOWING RIGHTS: 
·1. The right-to a jury or court trial. 
·2. The right to be presumed Innocent un·less proven guilty b.eyond-a reasonable doubt. 
3. The right to confront and question the witnesses against me. 
4. The right1:o· compel wi,ness to. come to. court and testify for lnEi. 
'5, The right to remain sil.e/it. 
6. The right to Jitta:I ~~t as to conviction and~ · 
~ . ./l- . {11 · 1-u-1s- M·a~ ~ 1~\~6 
Defendant Date\ enseAttcrrr1iy D e 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
Case No: CR-2014-0015649 
ORDER FOR PRE - SENTENCE INVESTIGATION 
REPORT 
Nicholas Shane Clausen 
330 W Appleway Rm 222 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
CHARGE(s): 
118-2403(1) F Theft-Grand 
ROA : PSIO1- Order for Presentence Investigation Report 
On this Wednesday, February 18, 2015, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable 
Rich Christensen to be completed for Court appearance on: 
Tuesday, April 07, 2015 at: 03:00 PM at the above stated courthouse. 
D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PSIO1 ROA code) 
D Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility 
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other_______ Evaluator: _________ _ 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation 
WHJ/JOC D Probation D PD Reimb D Fine D ACJ D Restitution D Other: -----------
DEFENSE COUNSEL: Megan E. Marshall, Deputy Public Defender ______ _ 
PROSECUTOR: Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR __________ _ 
"i'HE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: D YES D NO 
DO YOU NEED ANJNTERPRETER? 
Date: z/t1~S Signature -=::;2~£:::::~~~~~=:.::::..::::=:::::=::~-------
Cc: \C.... Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County (FAX 208-446-1833) 
~ Defense Attorney: Megan E. Marshall, Deputy Public Defender [ ] EMAILED: pdfax@kcgov.us 
FAXED: (208) 446-1701 
/2AILED: d1sudintake@idoc.idaho.gov [ 
~Defendant. _______________ ___, __ 
ate 
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Description CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas Shane 20150407 Sentencing 
Judge Christensen 
Court Reporter Keri V eare ~ -Clerk Cristine Steckman 
Date 4/7/2015 Location IK-
11 COURTROOM I 
~ n~rr--.... nrr-r 
Time Speaker Note 
03:14:51 PM J DF pres, DA Meghan Marshall, PA Donna Gardner 
,,, .. 
03:15:16 PM PA No additions or corrections to PSI, no witness' 
j 03: 15:26 PM 1 
' 
DA Reviews PSI corrections 
03:20:09 PM He did enter an alford plea, we do not believe he has taken 
- accountability. A family he had known for three weeks gave him a gun 
as a birthday present is the story he maintained. He Pawned the gun at 
PA 
Pawn One and that money is still owed to Pawn One, $175. Ask for 30 
days to submit a restitution order if necessary. The gun has been 
retreived and returned to the owner. He has violent crimes in his past. 
Ask for 3 years fixed plus 4 so total of 7 and 3 years supervised 
probation, 60 days actual jail time. 
103:22:56 PM DA May we approach 
03:24:16 PM Side Bar 
' 'LL1, ___ ;,.',L1 ... ,,.Ji..-i.LLLLL,, .. ~11. ,,,, ,,JJL...L.JJL1-..JJL..l 
,, 
03:26:06 PM 11 We will recess in this matter until the end of the docket today 
04:15:03 PM I have spoken w/ Mr Clausen and Ms Gardner w/ regards to a situation 
that did come up. He signed a PTSO that called for local jail, we are 
DA 
asking to for no additional incarceration, Ms Gardner is asking for 60 
days jail, Mr Clausen states he would not have gone along w/ the plea 
agreement if he knew that he was facing that time, he would like to reset 
and file a motion to w/ draw a plea 
04:17:10 PM PA That is not a valid reason to w/ draw his plea 
04:17:31PM Reviewing PTSO that doesn't seem to be the case, that the state agreed 
to ask for any more actual jail. I will set this matter to be reset for 10 
J days out. I will listen to the tape in this matter and find out if there is 
any reason to belive that Mr Clausen had any reason to believe that no 
local jail should be imposed. 
04:20:05 PM 
DA 
It was a conversation I had w/ Mr Clausen, so I'm not sure that it will be 
something that will be heard on the recording 
~20:48PM jJ 
' 
This will be reset in 10 days 
104:21:02 PM end 
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ORIGINAL 
Megan E. Marshall, Deputy Public Defender 
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8689 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 














_ ____ ____ ______ ) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-15649 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
GUILTY PLEA 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through his attorney, Megan E. Marshall, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court to allow the defendant to withdraw the guilty 
plea entered in this matter. 
This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 3 3 ( c) and on the grounds that the plea 
was not knowingly, voluntarily, and intelligently entered. 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 20 minutes. 
DATED this ( 3fu- day of April, 2015. 
BY: 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW GUILTY PLEA 
OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI 
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and cotTect COP.Y of the foregoing was personally served by placing a copy 
of the same as indicated below on the \3 day of April, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
_K_ Interoffice Mail 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW GUILTY PLEA Page 2 
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Apr. 15. 2015 3:06PM KC Pub 1 : ~ Defender No. 6916 P. 1/3 
RUSH 
Megan E Marshall, Deputy Public Defender 
Law Office of the Kootenai County Public Defendel' 
PO Box 9000 
Coeul' d'Alene, Idaho 83 814 
Phone: (208) 446· l 700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8689 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 











) _____________ ,) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0015649 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through her attorney, Megan E Marshall, 
Deputy Public Defender and hereby moves the Court for an Order Sho1tening Time for hearing the 
Motion to Withdt·aw Guilty Plea in this matter. 
This motion is made pursuant to !.C.R. 4S(c) and 12(d) on the grounds that Defendant's 
Sentencing Hearing is set for the same date and time, 
DATED this j ytb-day of April, 2015. 
LAW OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI 
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
BY: ~~\&SY'Q.@ 
' A MARSHA I 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME Page 1 
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Apr, 15. 2015 3:06PM KC Pu~ 1 :~ Defender No. 6916 P. 2/3 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a trne and correct copy of the foregoing was personalty served by placing 
a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the \5 _ day of April, 2015, addressed to: 
Ki~tenai County Prosecuto1· FAX 446-1833 
-1:i Via Fax 
Interoffice Mail 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME Page 2 
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Apr. 15. 2015 3:06PM KC Pu~ 1 :c Defender 
RUSH 
Megan E Marshall, Deputy Public Defender 
Law Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8689 
No.6916 P. 3/ 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 











CASE NUMBER CR-14-0015649 
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME 
_____________ ) 
The Court having before it the Defendant's Motions to sh01ten time, and good cause 
appearing, now, therefore 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant's Motion to Shoiten Time to hear the Motion 
to Withdraw Guilty Plea is granted. 
DATED this// :of April, 2015. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the \y day of April, 2015, addressed to : 
vr-<ln(f'ncn-sc,) ~tgo~ ,\.1.5 
Kootenai County ProsecutorM* 446-1833 ,--,- -Y Cf 'o1 
Kootenai County Public Defendq FAX 446-l 7Ql \J~~O,)( oJ \£.~ o ~ ·\l 5 · Q\'Y) 
c· /"- _:;z_:;:, 
PAGE 1 
ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME 
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LogoflK-COURTROOMl C' ' 117/2015 Page 1 of 2 
Description CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas Shane 20150417 Sentencing and Motion 
to Withdraw Guilty Plea 
Judge Rich Christensen 
Clerk Kathy Booth 
Court Reporter Keri Veare 
PA Donna Gardner 
DA Megan Marshall 




08:11 :06 AM DA 








Calls case - PA Gardner, DA Marshall present with defendant -
not in custody. This matter was previously set for sentencing and 
is currently set for a motion to withdraw guilty plea. I've reviewed 
a rough transcript of the guilty plea. 
Defendant has chosen to withdraw the motion and to proceed to 
sentencing today. 
Recommendations - he's been on supervised probation in the 
past. He still maintains he has no responsibility and said the 
victim gave him the gun for his birthday. He took the gun from the 
residence and went to Pawn 1 and pawned it for $175.00. It's 
been retrieved and he owes Pawn 1 $175 restitution. 3 + 4 total 7 
years with 3 years probation and 60 days actual jail. 
We request probation and a withheld judgment. This is his first 
felony conviction. Relates circumstances of the case. His PSR 
worker is present with him today. He has past employment 
showing he's a hard worker. He's gained access to PSI. 60 days 
actual jail would mean that after 30 days jail he'd lose SSI and his 
PSR worker. I ask the court to consider jail but suspended it and 
ask for community service in lieu of that. The Grouse's have been 
made whole again and Nick will pay Pawn 1 back. Substance is 
not an issue in this case. I believe he has 5 days credit and we 
ask that any additional jail be served through community service 
hours. 
At the time I believed the gun was given to me. I know now that it 
was a misunderstanding. I'm taking responsibility for my actions. I 
thought it was given to me as a gift and for partial payment for 
work that I had done. His father told me repeatedly that it was his 
gun as well as other guns and so I thought it was his gun to give 
me. If you allow the jail to be suspended and community service 
it would be more service to the community instead of costing the 
community money. When on probation in the past I was 
successful with one violation the last week and was continued on 
probation for another year at my request. I didn't intend by any 
means to steal the gun. 
file:/ //R:/District/Criminal/Christensen/CR %202014-15649%20Clausen, %20Nicholas%20... 4/17/2015 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl C' ~117/2015 Page 2 of2 








I 08:30:48 AM II End I 
I know of no legal reason to not proceed to entry of judgment and 
sentence. 
GUil TY ON PLEA - GRAND THEFT 
2 YEARS FIXED AND 3 INDETERMINATE TOTAL 5 YEARS 
SUSPEND EXECUTION 
2 1 /2 YEARS PROBATION 
SUPERVISION LEVEL PER PO 
PAY UP TO $100 FOR THE PSI 
NO CRIMES 
SEARCHES/ EVALUATIONS/ TEATS/ TREATMENT PER PO 
TAKE NO SUBSTANCES TO ALTER TESTING RESULTS 
I take medications that may effect testing. I have prescriptions for 
that 
DUE TO YOUR DISABILITY YOU ARE NOT REQUIRED TO 
HAVE FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT OR SCHOOLING 
IF YOU ARE RELEASED FROM YOUR DISABILITY YOU ARE 
TO LOOK FOR WORK/SCHOOL 
60 DAYS JAIL CREDIT 5 DAYS 30 DAYS UNSCHEDULED JAIL 
10 DAYS JAIL REPORT APRIL 24, 2015 7:00 PM AND 15 ON 
SCLP BY 7/1/15 SIGN UP WITHIN 7 DAYS 
100 HOURS COMMUNITY SERVICE WITHIN 8 MONTHS 
$245.50 COSTS PD REIMBURSEMENT $200 AND 
COMMUNITY SERVICE FEES"20 AND $60 RESTITUTION AS 
A CONDITION OF PROBATION $175.00 TO PAWN 1 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
file:// /R:/District/Criminal/Christensen/CR %202014-15649%20Clausen, %20Nicholas%20. .. 4/17/2015 
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State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 










Case No. CRF ( /'-/ 5 {';119 
TYPE OF HEARING 
ORDER TO REPORT TO 
PROBATION 
In Custody [ ] Yes 
J.ANo 
D RETAINED JURISDICTION 
___....0' SENTENCING 
D PROBATION VIOLATION 
re ort to Probation and Parole no later than the 
after ti ,e: dBte of thii. order, or if currently incarcerated, the next business day after your release. 
h7 Probation & Parole 202 Anton 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 769-1444 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that your continued release is conditioned upon your making and keeping all 
appointments with Probation & Parole and comRlying with 
DATED this j 7 day of , 
--z CER DELIVERY, C::: 
I hereby certify that on the · / 1 day of ,--,....,.:...-=-,11--="""'-'......:1.- --' 20LJ.. copies of the foregoing Order 
were distributed :5!~~ ~~ J?~ 
Defense Attorney: ~~J::,..1<:: 
Defendant: __________ .....,.._,.._ ___ _ 
Probation & Parole: -4~;;,,,4~~.l.d:....:!""'--':..:..!..:::L,£,{J~µ...=.A::J 
Prosecuting Attorney: +-,,~.......,.44---a:::.....__ ___ _ 
Other: ______________ _ 
ORDER TO REPORT TO PROBATION 
D Interoffice o F xed ______ _ 
o Interoffice 
axed (208) 769-1481 
DC 110 Rev. 5/09 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Nicholas Shane Clausen 
Defendant. 
DOB: 












Case No: CR-2014-0015649 
JUDGMENT-SUSPENDED 
EXECUTION 
On Friday, April 17, 2015, before the Honorable Rich Christensen, District Judge, you, 
Nicholas Shane Clausen, personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were Donna 
Gardner, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, and your lawyer, Megan E. 
Marshall, Deputy Public Defender. 
WHEREUPON, the Court reviewed the presentence report and the Court having 
ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the presentence report and review it with 
your lawyer, and you having been given the opportunity to explain, correct or deny parts of the 
presentence report, and having done so, and you having been given the opportunity to make a 
statement and having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State 
and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment and sentence should 
not then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its judgment and sentence as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THIS COURT that 
JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2014-0015649 1 
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you, Nicholas Shane Clausen, having been advised of and having waived your constitutional 
rights to a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, and thereafter having plead 
guilty of the criminal charge(s) stated in the Information on file, I.C. 18-2403(1) GRAND 
THEFT, a Felony, you are sentenced pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2513 to the custody of the 
Idaho State Board of Corrections, to be held and incarcerated by said Board in a suitable place 
for a total unified sentence not to exceed five (5) years with a fixed term of two (2) years 
followed by three (3) years indeterminate.You shall be given credit for time previously 
served. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the execution of sentence be suspended for a period 
of two and one-half (2 1/2) years, during which time you will be on supervised probation. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you comply with each of the following TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 
1. That you shall be placed on a level of supervision to be deemed appropriate by the 
Department of Corrections and further that you follow all. rules and regulations as directed by 
your probation officer and further that you sign a Probation Agreement. 
2. That you shall pay an amount to be determined by the Department of Corrections, not 
to exceed one hundred ($100), for the cost of conducting the presentence investigation and 
preparing the presentence investigation report. The amount will be determined by the 
Department and paid by you in accordance with the provisions ofl.C. §19-2516. 
3. That you shall not commit any criminal offenses. 
4. That you shall submit to searches of your person, personal property, automobiles, and 
residence without a search warrant at the request or direction of your probation officer. 
5. That you shall submit to a test of your blood, breath or urine to analysis and at your 
own expense at the request or direction of your probation officer. This includes an independent 
request by law enforcement with legal cause to request such testing. 
6. Due to your disability you are not required to have full time employment or be 
enrolled in a full-time educational program. If you are released from your disability you shall 
make every effort to obtain and maintain full-time employment or enrolled in a full-time 
educational program. 
JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2014-0015649 2 
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7. That you shall pay fines, court costs, restitution and/or reimbursement as follows: 
a. Court costs and surcharge 
b. Community Service Signup Fee 
c. Community Service Insurance 
d. Restitution for Public Defender Services 








All of the above sums are to be paid to the Kootenai County Clerk, 324 W. Garden 
Avenue, P.O.Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 in the form of cash, certified check or 
money order by one (1) year. 
8. That sixty (60) days jail are imposed as follows: Credit shall be given for five (5) 
days previously served. You shall report to the Kootenai County Public Safety Building 7:00 pm 
April 24, 2015, for service of ten (10) days jail. You shall serve fifteen (15) days on Sheriffs 
Community Labor Program to be completed by July 1, 2015. You must sign up for the labor 
program within seven (7) days of sentencing. The balance of thirty (30) days jail is unscheduled 
and may be imposed at any time during your probation at the request of your probation officer 
and written approval of the District Court. 
9. That you attend and complete any treatment programs as directed by the Probation 
Department including but not limited to treatment for substance abuse, mental health issues, 
cognitive self-change or vocational rehabilitation. You shall submit to any evaluations for such 
treatment as directed by the Probation Department. 
I 0. That you not enter into establishments wherein the primary source of income is 
derived through the dispensing of alcoholic beverages during the period of your probation. 
Further that you not consume or possess any alcoholic beverages during the period of your 
probation. 
11. You are precluded from taking any substances that may alter the results of any 
testing. 
12. That you not associate with anyone deemed inappropriate by your probation officer. 
13. That you sign a waiver of extradition and further that you not resist any attempts to 
return you to the State of Idaho. 
JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2014-0015649 3 
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14. That you shall complete one hundred ( 100) hours community service within eight (8) 
months. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that so long as you abide by and perform all of the 
foregoing conditions, execution of the original judgment and sentence will continue to be 
suspended. If you violate any of the terms and conditions of your probation, you will be brought 
before the Court for execution of the balance of your sentence. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this to the Idaho 
Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two ( 42) days of the entry of the 
written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, 
you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment 
of counsel at public expense. If you have any questions concerning you right to appeal, you 
should consult your present lawyer. 
ENTERED this /4<2 tr_ day of~'(.I&.~-----:::::=---,; 
JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2014-0015649 
· h Christensen 
District Judge 
4 
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BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833 
S fATE OF ID HO 
COUNTY OF Koor£uA1/ss FILED: n 
2015 APR 28 PH 3: 08 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CRF14-15649 
MEMORANDUM OF 
RESTITUTION 
COMES NOW, DONNA CAROL GARDNER, Deputy Prosecutor for Kootenai 
County, Idaho, and hereby requests restitution in the following amount(s) to be paid to the Clerk 
of the District Court, 324 S. Garden, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 in the form of cash, certified 
check or money order: 
TO: 
PAWNl 
2427 E. SEL TICE WAY 
POST FALLS, ID 83854 
DATED this 28th day of April 





Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Donna Carol Gardner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Page 1 of 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 28th day of April, 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed r faxed Pl r emailed r 
Justice Web 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
Megan Marshall 
MEMORANDUM OF RESTITUTION Page 2 of 2 
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STATE OF IDAHO } SS 
COUNTY Of KOOTENAI 
FILED· tJ - I •_ \RJ · 
- AT ? ', <5A , O'Cl:OCK· e,.. 
I.mp<, DISTRICT COURT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Judgment is hereby entered against the defendant, NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, in 
the amount(s) that follow. Such amounts to bear statutory interest from the date indicated and 
shall be paid to the Kootenai County Clerk, 324 W. Garden, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 83814 in the 
form of cash, certified check or money order: 
TO: 
PAWNl 
2427E. SELTICE WAY 
POST FALLS, ID 83854 
AMOUNT: 
$ 175.00 
This judgment is entered pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-5304 and 20-520(3) and 
de statutory interest pursuant to Idaho Code 28-22-104(2) accruing from 
e,/J. It; 200 
----l4--L:----J4-=--'l,L--f_,t;1 together with all post judgment attorney's fees and costs extended in the 
collection of this judgment as allowed by law. 
RESTITUTION ORDER: Page 1 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Judgment shall be entered upon the records 
Kootenai County as a public record. 
Entered this -L fay of_//h_ 7--,--------' 2015. 
??tu;;; 
~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the __5_ day of M G..'1 , 20 \Scopies of the foregoing document(s) 
were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or inter office mail to: 
~ eputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County email: kcpareports@kcgov.us 
v Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender :f.AX 208- 446-170 J- \}~G.."><:'"6) \lC., ~ '-l. -U ~ 
____ Defense Counsel FAX ___________ _ 
____ Defendant _____________ _ 
___ ,F-/ Kootf.:}nai County Sheriff's Department jailsgts(a),kcgov.us 
__ .... \/'- Idabo Probation & Parole - Distl@idoc.idaho.gov 9: ?}..t,( 
____ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
_ __ CCD Sentencing Team - - CCDSentencin gTeam@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
____ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
____ nvigiJ@kcsrov.us 
____ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
____ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
Central Records CentralRecords@idoc.idaho.gov 
Idaho State Police FAX 208-884-7197 
Idaho Industrial Commission FAX 208-332-7559 
JIM BRANNON 
OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
B 
RESTI TUTION ORDER : Page 2 
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KOOTENAI COUNTY 
WORK RELEASE CENTER 
LABOR PROGRAM 
CONTACT: KOOTENAI COUNTY 
WORK RELEASE CENTER 
250 East Dalton Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
(208) 446-1370 
MUST BRING COURT PAPERWORK AND 
MUST SIGN UP IN PERSON WITHIN 7 BUSINESS DAYS 
OPEN: 8-4 PM MONDAYTHRU FRIDAY 
(COURT TO COMPLETE INFORMATION BELOW 
IF THE JUDGEMENT IS NOT DONE YET) 
DEFENDANT: {!)tt~ I _A) 1-'c.hu l~~-
CASE NO.: CJZ. f l/-t S ~'(<'/ CHARGE: _ _ _ 
COMPLETE: iW l:sc~ HRS. BY: JG l'-( 13! 
JUDGE: (;/11; f-fo < V\ 
TODAY'S DATE: _ 'ii-'4/----', 7-LU:.....:::/ 5_' - - ----
WRC # 118 
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Jun. 29, 2015 10:54AM KC P~ ,c Defender No, 8409 P. 3/4 
Megm1 E. MflrslrnllJ Deputy Public Pel.emfor 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
COUNTY 0~ ~OTENAI \ _ss 
FILED; .. l • 5 
AT S '. o;J)'CLOCKp M 
CLEAi(, DISTRICT COURT The J ,uw om~e ol' the Public 11olbnclor of Kootenai County 
PO llox 9000 
Coi:m· d'Alene, Iduho 83816 
Phone: (20H) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
iliu· Numbcl': 8689 
IN THg DISTRICT COURT OF THR li'fltST ,HJDICJAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATF, OF TDAHO, IN AND FOR '1'111!: COUNTY Oli' KOOTENAJ 











CASE NUMRRR CR-14-0015649 
Plaintiff, I110J 
V. 
NICHOLAS SHAN.I!: CLAUSF,N1 
ORDtRltXTENDJNG TIME '1'0 




Thi: Court having bcfo!'e it the d~l'endant's Motion to Rxten<l Tlmo to Complete Sheriff's 
Labor Pl'ogrum, und good cnusc appearing, now, therefore 
IT IS JJRRF.BY ORDIJREO that the pr~vfot, ordc1·ed fifteen (15) shifts of sheriffs 
oomnmnity labor progmm be com1llctcd by tl1e / day of. (j~O 15. 
-711 ~w-. ORDERElJ this _ ___._ _ dayotJ.tj, ,5 
ORDER TO EXTEND TIME TO COMPLETE SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM Page 1 
DE:PUrt 
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Jun. 29. 2015 10:54AM KC P1 .c Defender No. 8409 P. 4/4 
Cl,F.Rl(1S CRRTTFTCATR OF SF.RVTCR 
1 hereby ccrtity that a truo and correct copy of tho fo1·0~~~~-was pc1'SOnally served hy placing 
n Cl)PY of the snme as indicated below on the f) dny of~, 2~_15, ~ddressed to: 
Kootenai County Public Ucfcndc1· !J'AX 1146, J 201 D-lr'/\C\~ \J "J 
Koolenui Cuunly Pro:ieculo~3 '-....1\' 1 \ \ 
Kootenai County Jail (Shorlfr s Labor P1·ogrntiij~m 
Vfo Fax 
lntornmco Midi 
ORDER TO EXTEND TIME TO COMPLETE SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGRAM Pago 2 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM6 on 1 ··'9/2015 
Description CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas 20151109 First Appearance 
Judge Combo 
Clerk April Legard 
~ Def Rights 
Date I 111912015 
Time I Speaker 
01:22:12 PM 
!Judge Combo 
01:22:13 PM I Def 
01 :22:16 PM 
J 
01:23:19PM Def 
01:23:23 PM End 
G )n" G (\_} 
II Location II 1 K-COUR ROOM6-
I Note 
I Calls Case 
: Defendant Present In Custody Via Video 




Next Hearing: 12-4-15 8am 
Refer to Judge Christensen 
Atty Mr Chapman 
Understands Warrant 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
Page 1 of 1 
' 
J 1rrl I~ 
6 
I 
file:// /R:/Magistrate/Criminal/Combo/CR%202014-15649%20Clausen, %20Nicholas%202... 11/9/2015 
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~ "1:f 
•. , 
S f.JE110f .JO ,NO J; 
OQU JY·bF'i OOTEN~tf SS 
Flt 0: · 
J. Bradford Chapman, Sr. Staff Attorney 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
BarNumber: 5101 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












___________ ___ __ ) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0015649 
Fel 
MOTION FOR RECOGNIZANCE 
RELEASE OR REDUCTION OF BOND 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, J. Bradford 
Chapman, Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for its Order releasing the defendant 
on his own recognizance or reducing the bond in this matter. 
This motion is made pursuant to the 8th and 14th amendments of the U.S. Constitution; 
Article I, §§ 6 and 13 of the Idaho Constitution; and I.C.R. 46. 
This motion is made on the grounds that defendant has ties to the community and is not a 
flight risk, and the bond as set violates the defendant's rights to due process and to be free from 
excessive bond and cruel and unusual punishment as guaranteed by the U.S. and Idaho Constitutions. 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is ten minutes. 
MOTION FOR RECOGNIZANCE RELEASE 
OR REDUCTION OF BOND Page 1 
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DATED this _ ___ day ofNovember, 2015 . 
BY. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
. B ORD CHAPMAN 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct c:7_qbe foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the day of November 20 15, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
Interoffice Mail 
MOTION FOR RECOGNIZANCE RELEASE 
OR REDUCTION OF BOND Page2 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Govt. Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
~phone: (208) 446-1800 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) _ _ _ _ _ _______ __ ) 
CASE NO. CRF14-15649 
MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE WHY 
PROBATION SHOULD NOT 
BE REVOKED 
COMES NOW, DONNA GARDNER, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
State ofldaho, and respectfully moves the above entitled Court for an Order directing the defendant 
in this action to appear before the above entitled Court to show cause why the defendant's probation 
should not be revoked. The basis of said Motion are the following facts: 
That on 4-17-15, the Court entered an Order requiring the above entitled defendant to comply 
with conditions of probation for a period of two and one half (2 ½ ) years as shown by the 
judgment(s) on file herein under CR14-15649. 
That the files and records of this cause show that above named defendant had personal 
knowledge of said Order. 
That the above named defendant has failed to comply with said judgment as outlined in the 
Report of Violation dated 11-16-15 by Tara Lowery. (a copy is attached hereto) 
MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE WHY 
PROBATION SHOULD NOT BE REVOKED: 
1 
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WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that the Court issue a Warrant and that the 
defendant be ordered to show cause why he/she should not be found in violation and why the 
defendant should not be returned to this Court forthwith for pronouncement of judgment and 
sentence. 
DATED this 24TH day of November, 2015. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Donna Carol Gardner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 24th day of November, 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be emailed to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS 
MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE WHY 
PROBATION SHOULD NOT BE REVOKED: 
2 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS 
Probation and Parole, District No. 1 
202 Anton Avenue, Suite 100 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 
(208) 769-1444 
REPORT OF PROBATION VIOLATION 
DATE: 11/16/2015 
TO: Honorable Rich Christensen 
Judge, First Judicial District 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
NAME: NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN 
ADDRESS: 1914 E. Front Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
OFFENSE: GRAND THEFT 
DATE OF SENTENCE: 4/17/2015 
DATE OF PROBATION: 4/17/2015 
COUNTY: Kootenai 
RULE VIOLATED . 
IDOC# 114911 CASE#: CR-14-15649 
SENTENCE: 2 - 5 yrs 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT: First 
Court Order Condition one (1 l, which states: "That you shall commit no violations of any law of the United 
States of America, or of any law of any other country, or any law of any state, county, city, or other political 
subdivision." 
SUMMARY 
Court Order Condition one (1) was violated in that on: 
1. That on or about 11/8/2015, Mr. Clausen committed the crime of Battery. On 11/8/2015, I was called 
by a Coeur d' Alene Police Officer stating that there had been an altercation between Mr. Clausen and 
another individual at the transitional house. The Coeur d'Alene police officer stated that both would be 
booked into the Kootenai County Jail for Battery. See written statement from RJ, Owner of Castle 
Housing and Vic Grilly, house manager at Castle Housing. See attached police report. 
INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS/ TREATMENT INTERVENTIONS 
Curfew 
RECOMMENDATION/ COMMENTS/ OBSERVATIONS 
On 4/17/2015, Nicholas Shane Clausen was before the Court for case CR14-15649. He received a sentence 
of two (2) year fixed; two and five (5) years indeterminate. He was placed on supervised probation for a period 
of two (2) years and six (6) months. 
Although Mr. Clausen has been given many opportunities to be successful on probation through the efforts 
made by the Probation Department, transitional housing, and the courts, he still continues to struggle with 
doing what is right. Mr. Clausen has proven that he is either unwilling or unable to comply with the Court 
ordered conditions of probation. At this time Mr. Clausen' actions show that he needs a more structured 
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------· 
REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: Nicholas Shane Clausen 
DATE: 11/16/2015 
IDOC: 144911 Page2 
environment, one that can help him be a more pro-social member of society and give him the tools to lead a 
productive lifestyle. Mr. Clausen needs to be held accountable for his actions. 
I therefore respectfully request that a Bench Warrant be Issued for Mr. Clausen to replace the Agent's Warrant 
on file and that a hearing be set to determine if Mr. Clausen has violated his probation. I respectfully 
recommend that the Court impose local jail time and consider a recommendation for Mental Health Drug Court. 
I CERTIFY UNDER PENALITY OF PERJURY PURSUANT TO THE LAW OF THE STATE OF IDAHO THAT 
THE PRECEDING IS TRUE AND CORRECT. 
APPROVED: 
Distribution: 
Jeff Schraeder, Section Supervisor 
Community Corrections, District# 1 
Judge: [ ] Email 
Judge's Clerk; ( J Email / 
Prosecuting Artomey; [\(Email 
___ ..,.::/_County Jail: [ ] Emall ( ] Fax 
Fi le: OriginaJV I 11 / 
Distributed by: \l£ j ·1.1 j"J(please initial) 
~ .. -.,4 u.,· 
-~t:~3"ci1u2!7U) ./ 
Tara Lowery J 
Probation & Parole Officer 
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Ref: Nicholas Clausen 
11/10/15 
Castle Housing and Development- Coeur d' Alene Idaho I rjo4re@yahoo.com 
Tara Lowery tlowery@ldoc.ldaho.gov Probation and Parole 
Dear Ms. Lowery, 
Thanks for phoning me back Monday evening regarding the above client. I realize yours and many others 
in your position are massively overloaded with cases and clients. I would not have called you weeks ago 
regarding Nick had I not thought it urgent and requiring attention. I have always felt it best and 
cooperated accordingly when a PO makes it clear that they "want" to know about the negative behavior 
ASAP, because they understand how critical swift action is when there are so many others involved 
including other house members trying to better their stead in life. I mentioned, we have had a very 
difficult time with Nick since his arrival in August of this year. His abusive, angry, violent, negative 
behavior culminated last week into a near daily, sometimes multiple times a day, of violence and abuse. 
There were numerous calls to the Police department that could have and should have been avoidable 
had reasonable and sound minds been involved. Nevertheless, according to the officers that arrived, 
they had already been to the house on multiple occasions at the request of Nick due to disturbances 
that he was either causing or involved in. I was praised by Police for exhibiting restraint and composure 
in trying to diffuse the situations while Nick remained resolute in creating controversy and inflaming 
everything and everyone involved. 
I was provided with a release of information and accordingly I have spoken to a few individuals involved 
in Nick's oversight and maintenance. Nick is required to have a "payee" to monitor the funds Nick 
receives every month and this person is Mike Estrada at Goodwill Industries. I have worked with Mr. 
Estrada for many years and have found him to be an honest, responsible individual who is thorough and 
organized, willing to go the extra mile for his clients. In regards to Nick, Mike and his associates refuse to 
deal any further with Nick and have relinquished that task for another agency. Apparently, there may be 
no more agencies willing to take on Nick as most in town have already cancelled services with him due 
to many reasons. I have witnessed Mr. Estrada visibly shaken and upset soon after an interaction with 
Nick who apparently feels it appropriate to scream and violently disturb the offices on his visits. In my 
opinion, you would feel his actions are out of line. It also appears that he has been driving for a local cab 
company and not claiming any of the income to his payee. This behavior with those that are assisting 
him and acting on his behalf. Mr. Estrada would like to be contacted for any details and personal 
accounts of the past experiences. His number is 208 664 5954 in the payee dept ... MikeE@giin.org 
Additionally, I have spoken from the beginning with his assigned representative at Aces, Jamie Restock 
208 290 2276. Jamie relayed that Nick has been through numerous case workers before her. This 
apparentfy due to unruly behavior and general discord. Also, Jamie stated he treated her with the same 
disrespect and general abuse, but she refused to take it, stating they were at a sort of impasse. 
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.ocx 
Furthermore, she says that her services are not "mandated" in Nick's case and although she fee(s they 
should be mandatory, he is able to regularly not make their visits and consequently, she has very little 
knowledge of his ongoing issues. She did offer to meet and try to mediate his constant disregard for 
house rules and other housemates. 
·- = -·- Page 2_'.I 
In general Nick appears to feel his efforts are best served in being manipulative and antagonistic with 
zero regard for others around him. He honestly seems incapable of reasoning in a situation with the 
most simplistic terms. He appears delusional on many occasions and the difficulty in understanding his 
conclusions is extreme. I have attempted to deal with "kid gloves1', but any offers of kindness appear to 
just create signa( to Nick that there is weakness present and he looks at it as an opportunity to take 
advantage and or hurt a person. The recent disruptions that I witnessed at the house, that later resulted 
in significant injury to the other party were violent and out of control. Nick accompanied his verbal 
tirade full of profanity and vulgar remarks with close talking and chest bumping constantly throwing his 
fists in the face of the other party. This was the same treatment I endured two nights prior and it 
apparently had occurred numerous times with the other individual pleading that Nick just calm down 
and there was no desire to fight him or escalate the situation. 
I have worked with a number of Individuals at these houses that seemed genuinely aware of their 
situation and were wllllng to make efforts to correct the errors of their past. It is a very difficult position 
to be in when someone involved is hell-bent on manipulating the situation and not interested in 
displaying any respect or concern for others. Everyone in the house and in neighborhood as well in 
certain instances suffers. In this instance, the matters at hand have been extremely simple in nature. 
None of the outbursts, damage, pain and suffering or wasting of police resources should have occurred 
at such an extensive level. I truly appreciate your attention in the matter and will continue to do what I 
can so these negative situations can be avoided and extinguished swiftly. 
I have two additionar emails forthcoming outlining the house rules and conduct that Nick agreed to 
upon entry- and subsequently violated the majority of, as well as photos of the conditions he has 
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Tera Lowery 
Tlowery@IDOC.idaho.gov' 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 815 
Reference: Nick Clauson 
November 12, 2015 
I moved into a sober living home at 1914 Front Avenue in Coeur on October 16, 
2015. The following is an account of my experiences with Nick Clauson since 
moving into 1914 Front Street. 
This house was in total disarray and needed some TLC from the very first day that 
I moved in ... The dishes were piled up in the sink, the stove and oven were a fire 
hazard and both refrigerators could barely be opened as the disgusting stench of 
mold would immediately enter the air upon opening the refrigerator/freezer. 
Nick violated his contract agreement with Castle Housing regularly as he refused 
to help me, as house manager, with any of the agreed upon household chores, clean 
up and outside maintenance. The photos attached speak volumes about Nick's 
lack of character as I bad to do the clean-up everything in the house myself 
and I also had to do outside yard maintenance by myself. 
In my first week here on Front A venue, Nick tried to intimidate me by telling me 
that he had 21 KILLS in the Middle East and that he was a paid consultant to 
the Pentagon, Navy Seals, Rangers and Special Ops. etc,. However, I knew that 
Nick was lying and what Nick was doing was setting the stage for me to "fear him 
as someone that would be able to do some physical damage to me. 
Towards the end ofmy first week Nick asked ifhe could borrow $45 from me, 
and I told him the truth, which was, I did not have $45 to give to anyone. This was 
when Nick became his verbally abusive and directed his anger towards me. 
Every day Nick would make it a point to get in my face and say things like ..... 
"I am going to kick your ass you fucking coward" "you piece of shit, cunt, 
fuck head and pussy," 
Nick, on a number of occasions would even reference the owner of the sober living 
home by spouting off with vulgarity and he even called the owner, RJ a pussy and 
often times he referred to RJ as my girl friend. I know this may seem petty but 
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when You are being verbally threatened every day, ... and I would sleep with 
one eye open every night because you are living with an extremely angry 
house mate who clearly has some mental illness as well as the anger issues ... 
His favorite thing to do to me was to physically get in my face and tell 
me . ... "Come on, go ahead and hit me, hit me!!!". I turned away every single 
time, without physically striking him... and as I would walk away he would 
always say to me ..... "Just what I thought ... That's right you chicken shit, 
walk away you fucking coward" etc ... 
On November 4, 2015 I had to buy a lock for my bedroom door because I 
knew that Nick was in my room looking through my belongings as Nick was the 
only other person living at the house. 
When I came home from work on the evening of November 6, 2015 I was 
unable to insert my key into the lock because Nick had jammed the lock with 
a metal object. The lock cost me $36, but more importantly Nick had violated my 
privacy and my safe haven. 
In the late afternoon of November 7, 2015 I was so upset about my lock I told 
Nick that I was going down to the CDA Police Department to file a breaking 
and entering charge against him. Nick immediately came out of his room and 
he once again Nick started to verbally threaten me. I had told Nick on every 
verbally abusive incident that be geared toward that he must feel very proud 
of picking on a man of 62 years old .... Almost twice his age. 
This confrontation with Nick turned out t<;> be something that I had hoped to avoid. 
At some point, as Nick was shouting profanity at me, Nick crossed the line by 
chest bumping me, I felt, at that time, I had to defend myself. 
I hope this information helps in regards to the disposition of Nick's case. 









Coeur d'Alene Police 
Officer Report for Incident 15C35944 
Nature: WARRANT SERVICE 
Location: 82 
Bow Retcivcd: 0 
Address: 1914 EFRONT AVE 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83814 
Agency: CDA 
Offense Codes: WA.RR 
Received By: T.MOYER 
Responding Offken: J,PLEGER 
Responsible Officer: J.PLEGER Disposition: CAA 11/08/15 




Occurred Between: lS:48:38 \l./08/15 and 15:48:38 11/08/15 
Detail: 
Status Date: "U/*•/•"" 
First: 
Date Assigned: "*t-•/0 
Due Date: *"'/""t11/** 







Address: 202 E .A.N'rON AVE; DIST 1 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 8381.4 
Offense Codes 
Reported: NC 'Not Classified Observed: WARR. WARRANT SERVTCE 




Responsible Officer: J. PLEOBR 
Received By: T.MOYER 
How Rccei'Ved: 0 Officer Report 








Last Radio Log: n:•*:*"' u;o;-.• 
Cleari.nce: 1 ARREST REPORT TAKEN 
Dlspos.ition: CAA Date: 11/08/15 
Occurred between: 15:48:38 11/08/15 
and: IS:48:38 11/08/lS 
Description : Method : 
ll/24/1 S 
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11/24/2015 08:10 2087692 PD-FAX PAGE 03/07 
Officer Report for Incident 15C35944 Page 2 of 6 
Date Type Description Relationship 
11/10/15 Name CLAUSEN, NICHOLAS SHANE OFFENDER. 
11/08/1 S Name IDAHO STATE DEPT OF 'PROBATION, Complainant 
l t/09/15 Offen.~e Offense#: 467556 - F - 1 count Charged With 
11/08/15 Cad Call 15:49:41 ll/08/1S AGENCY ASSIST Initiating Call 
11/24115 
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11/24/2015 08:10 208769'.i.. PD-FAX 
Officer Report for Incident 15C35944 
Narrative 
OFFI~: J, P.LEGB~, K45 
NA&RATIVE: 
ll/B/2015 
On chis date, we received multiple cells for service from Nicholas Clausen. 
This was in ref.ere.nee to mul.tiple calls for siarvice consisting of Niah.olas 
9e1:tJ,n9 into phyr.:l.cal altercations with h.is :r:oommates, The day bet"ore, Nicholas 
was involved in a !ight with a 61 year old male and his digital evidence 
cont:radicted what he was stati11g to h..ive t.:i:a,;r.J.spirad. Ba.sad on thci f.act: th;;it 
Nicholas was involved in multiple physical altercations in the recen't: past, we 
contacted his felony probation officer. The on-call probation officer said thac 
if ~e was susp~cted of and would be charged wit:b battery. by report or 
othe:r1or:i.se, then they were obligat11d to issue an ngent 1 s wa.r:,;ant, In lieu of 
this, I responded to Nicholas•s residQnce and placed him under arrest at tne 
diraction of the on-call ~ro~ation otficcr. X Chen b~ought h{m to KCPSB, where 
he was booked into t.he ja.il. The on-call prob~tion otfic:er read him the warrant 





Page 3 of 6 
11/24/!S 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 122
PAGE 06/07 
11/24/2015 08:10 208769~ 
PD-FAX 
Officer Report for fncfdent 15C35944 Page 5of6 
Offense Dispoaition: Pt> Disposition Date: 11/09/1 S 
11/24/1 :S 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 123
11/24/2015 08:10 208769~ 
Officer Report for Incident 15C35944 
Name Involvements: 
Complainant , 15497 














PD-FAX PAGE 07/07 
Page 6 of6 
Mid: 
Addr&Q: 202 E ANTON AVE; DIST 1 
(208)769- l 444 City: COEUR.D'ALENE, ID 83814 
NICHOLAS Mid: SHANE 
Address: 1914 EFRONT AVE 
(360)990-8670 Cjty: COEURD'ALBNE, 1:0 83814 
11/24/1 $ 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl 0 1• • ,,/4/2015 Page 1 of 2 
Description CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas Shane 20151204 Motion for E 
Judge Rich Christensen 
Clerk Kathy Booth 
Court Reporter Keri Veare 
PA Jed Whitaker 
DA Brad Chapman 













Calls case - PA Whitaker, DA Chapman present with defendant -
in custody - for motion for reduction of bond and extension of time 
to complete SCLP. The court previously grahted time to complete 
SCLP 15 shifts by 10/1 was the first order then there was a 
motion to extend time filed September 24. There was no hearing 
and the court received an affidavit from the jail stating that he had 
signed up but FTA at work sites. We next have an agents warrant. 
The Court has not received any motion for OSC, probation 
violation report. We're proceeding on the Motion for Extension. 
We filed the 2nd motion for extension with medical documents. 
He had a broken collar bond that hadn't healed enough to do 
anything. Subsequently he's been sitting in custody 26 days. We 
had to djg out an agents warrant and I recently received a Report 
of Probation violation dated 11 /16 alleging battery. He's been 
sitting in the jail for the past 26 days and I'd like the court to 
address that. We understand that the c;;ourt granted us relief under 
the extension to complete. SCLP once but this has been a medical 
matter. We just received the blank BW and a report of probation 
violation. There are significant constitutional issues being held 
that Ion@ without a motion. We ask that he be released. It would 
seem that 26 days in custoay without a chahce to answer the 
allegations the court may wish to consider that the 26 days makes 
up for the SCLP. 
It looks like the motion was served on DA but I don't see it on 
!STARS at all. The recommendation would be for local jail and 
probation with possibly MHC if accepted. I ask the court to order 
him to apply for MHC. I ask you to deny the extension for SCLP at 
PA Gardner's request. I don't have any medical records. I'll leave 
the bond he·aring request to the court's discretion. The probation 
officer has the ability to make him apply for MHC. 
dical records we file them under seal. 
I believe the medical records are in the file marked "confidential" 
I tt would be our regular operation to provide a copy to the state 
I I don't see it in our file 
file:// /R:/District/Criminal/Christensen/CR %202014-15649%20Clausen, %20Nicholas%20... 12/4/2015 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl or . "/4/2015 Page 2 of2 
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J 
,.ga:27:10 AM lend 
ROR - If the state wishes to file a probation violation in this case it 
can. REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF SCLP DAYS TO 5 -
COMPLETE BY JANUARY 30 DUE TO AMOUNT OF DAYS 
HELD IN CUSTODY. 
DA TO SUBMIT ORDER 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecor-d. com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE S 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 















ORDER FINDING PROBABLE 
CAUSE 
The Court having examined the Affidavit of Violation and Motion to Show Cause 
filed herein, and the Court having found that probable cause exists to believe that the 
above named Defendant has violated terms and/or conditions of the previously ordered 
probati;, / ~FO,lffi,,6'Rrn£~k-~e issu,i-{,0he arresWa,Jent'4/ 
of th/aJ/o,7 #ge{eJ'8a?- / 7 / // . / / 'f"' 
pt/ 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that an Order to Show cause be issued and a 
hearing set with regards to the above named Defendant. 
ENTERED this ~~zoA, at CJ8tJD hours. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI } SS 
FILED: /~ 6 1 1 S: 
AT I I : 7 O'CLOCK...&M 
/sfi~'mT~f~ 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 















ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
A Motion to Show Cause Why Probation Should Not be Revoked having been filed 
November 25, 2015 indicating that defendant has failed to comply with conditions of probation, 
a copy of which is provided for the defendant and good cause appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant appear before the Court at 
the Kootenai County Courthouse, on the 19th day of January 2016, at 3 :00 PM to show cause, if 
any there be, why defendant's probation should not be revoked and sentence imposed and for 
disposition in the matter. 
You have the right to be represented in these proceedings by a lawyer. If you wish to 
hire your own lawyer, you should do so immediately and have your lawyer appear with you at 
the show cause hearing. If you want the Court to appoint a lawyer to represent you, you must 
complete the financial statement enclosed with this order and personally appear before a 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE: 1 
CR 
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presiding magistrate at the Kootenai County Courthouse at least fourteen (14) days before the 
date set for the show cause hearing. 
DATED this {J/lday fµ, 20/S"_ 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
On this __fl_ day of l:;;eo , 20 I~ a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed 
in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the following: 
v Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney- kcpareports@kcgov.us rf' 
/ Defense Attomey- pdfax@kcgov.us . . ~ (),,V 
__ / _Probation and Parole-distl@idoc.idaho.gov ~ \ \ .0 
v Phillip Viebrnck N 1Clt-- l{£~ ~ 
1914 E. Front A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE: 2 
CR 
JIM BRANNON 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By kt 1n J.--11.dsfunaA-
Deputy ---
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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CASE NO CR 2014-15649 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, 
Defendant. 
ORDER REQUIRING ADMISSION 
OR DENIAL 
A Motion to Show Cause Why Probation should Not be Revoked having been filed 
November 25, 2015 with attached Report of Probation Violation, and good cause appearing 
therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that defendant file and serve written admissions or denials 
to each of the alleged probation violations as set forth in the Report of Probation Violation 
attached to the Motion for Order to Show Cause Why Probation Should Not Be Revoked, no 
later than January 12, 2016. The Prosecuting Attorney and Defendant's counsel shall consult 
with one another and provide the court with an estimate of time necessary for an 
evidentiary hearing and/or disposition. A copy shall be served on the undersigned. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant is continued on probation pending hearing 
on the Probation Violation scheduled January 19, 2016, 3:00 PM. The parties and counsel shall 
ORDER REQUIRING ADMISSION OR DENIAL: 1 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on thist3a--,day of l:t:zem~2015, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was mailed/delivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, interoffice mail, hand-
delivered, or faxed to: 
Prosecutor /<..Cf?!3._-13rrvt/ / 
Defendant N lJai//;&h 
Police Agency _______ _ 
Probation & Parole @rvu '/ 
Defense Attorney 
KCPSB - --- - --- - ---Bonding Co. _ _________ _ 
JIM BRANNON 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By kJ.111 JdhslunC?<. 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER REQUIRING ADMISSION OR DENIAL: 2 
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Dec.4.2015 3:39PM KC Pub] ic Defender No. 1536 P. 1 
J. Bradford Chapman, Sr. Staff Attorney 
The Law Office of the Public Defendei· of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 5101 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












) ____ ______ ) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0015649 
Fel 
ORDER RELEASING DEFENDANT 
This matter came before this Comt on December 4, 2015, on Mr. Clausen's Motion for 
Extension of time in which to complete the Sheriffs Labor Program ordered earlier in this 
matter, and on his Motion for Bond Reduction. Mr. Clausen appeared in custody, being held on 
an Agent's Warrant, with his counsel. The State was represented by Mr. Whittaker. 
Now, therefore, the Court being advised in the premises, and finding no Probation 
Violation before the Comt; 
IT IS HEREBY OREDERED AND TffiS DOES ORDER that Mr. Clausen shall be 
forthwith released from custody. 
ORDER RELEASING DEFENDANT 
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Dec. 4. 2015 3:39PM KC Pub] ic Defender No. 1536 P. 2 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Mr. Clausen shall complete five (5) shifts on the 
Kootenai County Labor Program by January 30> 2016, as complete satisfaction of the Comt's 
previous Order. g-p/_ 
ORDERED this _____ day of December, 2015. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a copy 
of the same as indicated below on the 't}{J,1 day of December, 2015, addressed to: 
/Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-ITOl ,t::::}~· I /c{]j::XA-f~rf5,·~i£.&N·lts 
/4.ootenai _County Prosecutor F~ 446~ 1 a:B D/4-/7:uc.. @) ~t)I/. t(_S 
V1aFax / · 
Interoffice Mail 
? ~ p e1W2.-t I 
:ft1L// '½'fs 
"tef - cer-t · f'(\JM I 
ORDER RELEASING l).EFENJ>ANT 
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f 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-2168 
Assigned Attorney 
\~v\ 
rm·o;: IDAHO / 
GOUN{Y O'F'-KOOTEHAI SS 
fllEO: 
15 DEC f I PH a: 03 
Donna Carol Gardner, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, 
Defendant. 
Case No. F14-15649 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
PROBATION VIOLATION 
COMES NOW, Donna Gardner, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
State of Idaho, and hereby moves the Court for an Order to Dismiss the Probation Violation 
Proceeding filed on November 24, 2015 in the above-entitled matter. Such motion is sought as 
the State lacks sufficient evidence to proceed at this time and therefore feels it to be in the best 
interest of justice that the violation proceedings stemming from the November 16, 2015 Report 
of Violation be dismissed. 
DATED this 11th day of December, 2015. 
MOTION TO DISMISS MOTION 
TO SHOW CAUSE 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Donna Carol Gardner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 11th day of December, 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed D faxed RI r emailed 0 
Justice Web 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
Brad Chapman 
MOTION TO DISMISS MOTION 
TO SHOW CAUSE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN 
Defendant. 
Case No. F14-15649 
ORDER TO DISMISS 
PROBATION VIOLATION 
The Court having before it the Motion to Dismiss Probation Violation, and good cause 
thus appearing, now therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the probation violation action, stemming from a 
November 16, 2015 Report of Violation in above entitled matter, be dismissed. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bond posted shall be exonerated. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any outstanding warrants in the above entitled matter 
ORDER TO DISMISS 
MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE 
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CERT7Zl OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 1/4 day o ~§that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was delivered as ind~below: 
__ Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney (email: kcpareport@kcgov.us) 
~ __ Coe.ur d Alene Prosecuting Attorney (email: cdaprosnotices@cdaid.org) 
-~_Kootenai County PubJic Defender (email: pdfax@kcgov.us) 
__ Defendant/Defendant's Attorney ____________ _ 
__ Kootenai County Jail (email: warrants@kcgov.us) 
__ Kootenai County Work Release (email: workrele-ase@kcgov.us;jailsgts@kcgov.us) 
_Community Service (email: dzook@kce-ov.us) 
_ Adult Misdemeanor Probaf · · kc av.us) 
~ Probation & Parole (emai : dist1 idoc.idaho. o · ccdsentencingteam@idoc.idaho.gov) 
__ Idaho Department of Tran · n ax: 208-334-8739) 
__ BCI (Fax: 208-884-7193) 
ORDER TO DISMISS 
MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE 
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First Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
FILED 12/31/2015 AT 11:41 AM 
ElTATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
v·s. 
Nicholas Shane Clausen 
1914 E. Front Avenue 













STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY kr/ub~ DEPUTY 
Case No: CR-2014-0015649 
AFFIDAVIT ON FAILURE TO COMPLETE 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Judge: Rich Christensen 
Kimberly Hushman, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1 . That she is the Community Service Officer of the Court; 
2. That she has access to the records and files of this case; 
3. That the file in this case contains an Order of the above Court, requiring the defendant to comply with the 
conditions of probation as relates to Community Service including: 
100 HOURS DUE BY 12/17/2015 
4. That the files and records of this case show that the defendant had person~~i6lle~:t0t 
willfully failed to comply with said Order. cy 
~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me Thursday, December 31, 2015. 
100 Hours Community Service Ordered 
0 Hours Completed 
100 Hours left to complete 
of·~ 
._ 
Copies sent by affiant via interoffice mail to: Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR ,9A'Thursday, December 31, 2015 
FOR SUPERVISED PROBATION: interoffice copy sent to: [ ] AMP [./] Felony P & P [ ] JV Prob 
By: Kimberly Hushman, Deputy Clerk 
AFFIDAVIT OF FAILURE TO COMPLETE COMMUNITY SERVICE 
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FILED _ ____ AT ___ .M 
STATE OAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
CLERK THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY _________ .DEPUTY 
COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS REPORT 
NAME: Nicholas Shane Clausen D.O.8. 6/20/1990 CASE# CR-201 4-0015649 
ADDRESS: 330 W Appleway Rm 222 Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
PHONE# (360) 990-8670 Work Phone# 
JUDGE: RICH CHRISTENSEN HOURS ASSIGNED: 100 COMPLETION DATE: 12/17/2015 
P.O. PROSECUTOR: Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR 
FEE: $20.00 INSURANCE: $60.00 
CHARGE: Theft-Grand 
AMENDED: 
DATE AGENCY ASSIGNED HOURS BALANCE GENERAL 
WORKED COMMENTS 
4/17/2015 100 JDMT 
1~~1/15 - /l 6 -ht_, . I _-J FI '"I 7 '.,/ '//ff__,. ~ &}w_nfe 1-e , ' (]/& P~r,' k 
, 
1/'PA- J<.1/llS~ ,, 
. 
COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS REPORT 
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,. 
1417 N, .fl' Stnlet 
c.ociur d'Alene, ID 
83814 
PH . (ZOI) 292•2188 




A PROV IDENCE 
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Comprehensive Diagnostic Assessment - ANNUAL 
aient: Nicholas Clausen Date of Birth:
Phone#: 360-990-8670 Medlr.akl #: 1055045 
Gender: male Guardian: n/a 





Date of Assessment: 10-12-15 Cllnidan: Cassie Coleman-Heppler, LC.SW! -
SUD Services: Yes D No ~ MH Services: Yes ~ No D -
PRESENTING PROBLEM (S): 
Client's Impression: 
"Basic stress." "This year it's been a lot of housing issues. Because I can never seem M 
find a housing situation that isn't beneficial to me." - This year he has lived in five or mon ! 
different housing situations. 
Clinician's Impression: 
Nicholas "Nick" Is a 25 year old Caucasian male with a long history of Schizoaffecti~·1! 
Disorder and personality disorder features. He was recently hospitalized due to a suiciid t ! 
attempt and Is on probation due to a weapons charge. He struggles with motivation auu I 
consistency in his treatment. However, he has also known and worked with his curref I t 
treatment team providers for several years. He meets criteria for medical necessity ,i11 
order to reduce decompensatlon of symptoms. 
SymptomolOff: 
What types of symptoms is the client experiencing? Speak to duration, frequency ancl 
Intensity. Do client's symptoms Involve behaviors that are harmful to self, others and/c• · 
property? How do the symptoms manifest behaviorally? How do symptom: i 
affect/impact client's primary domains of home, school, vocation and community? 
Anger and lrrltablllty- constantly and this has been since chlldhood. 
Depression - lack of motivation, laziness, feelings of worthlessness anc I 
hopelessness. He feels that he gets this feeling, "a couple of times a week. Tfw 
lack of motivation Is constant. N 
Client: Clausen, Nicholas DOB: 
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Suicidal thoughts/attempt- he came Into office two weeks ago and stated that~ 1 ~ 
had taken a weeks' worth of his medications. 
Mood swings - "last night I was pretty pissed off. My charger was gone and I e:ot 
freaked out and punched cabinets and smashed a fan." He stated this was tho 
first violent. 
Addiction issues - "not really, I am smoking a lot more cigarettes due to stres!i. '' 
Nicholas does not see himself as having addiction issues. He seeks out p«nl11 
medication and his sleeping medication to excess. It was so severe this year that 
the ACT team turned the majority of his medication monitoring services over to 
the pharmacy due to manipulation and anger towards providers. 
From Initial Assessment: 
Nicholas reports extensive physical abuse by his step mother and father. He stated thcr: 
things were okay when his mother was around, she was diagnosed with schizophrenia, 
and was addicted to methamphetamines and he was removed from the home (recorcl:; 
indicate that she was abusive as well). He was placed with his birth father and st•!~1 
mother. He stated that they treated him like a "bad" child. Records indicate that at afJE! 
five he displayed anger and aggression by bringing a bat to school and threatening to beiirt : 
another child's head In. During his teen years, Nicholas presented with anger, obsessl11,-1c1 
thoughts, auditory hallucination, anxiety, and defiance towards authority figures, th,u !i 
leading to extensive legal Issues. He reports some violent episodes that eventually led tc, 
him being placed in foster care, where he struggled. He started receiving outpatie1r.t1: 
therapy through A New Hope Social Services and continued while aging out of the fosttH · 
care system at 18. He then transferred when the agency became Aadvent Communtt\' 
Health Services. He was formally diagnosed with schizophrenia around the age of 18. I-Ii:; 
family treats his accusations of abuse as delusions. He is very dear that they are reiil. 
This has created a strained relationship with his family, including his step sisters. 
Nicholas can become paranoid and delusional, believing that others are watching and 1~11· 
stalking him; however, he is quite guarded about admitting to this. Nicholas has a hlstor\' 
of various diagnosis. Including; cyclothymla, oppositional defiant disorder, schizophrenl E 
spectrum disorder and schlzoaffective disorder. 
Nicholas has been involved In PSR/CBRS, therapy, and medication management since hii ; 
teen years. He has worked with numerous other agencies. Records indicate that NicholiP!, 
only lasts a few months due to not being able to work with his behaviors. 
ASSESSMENT OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH DOMAIN: 
Current: 
Therapy - assigned to cassle Coleman-Heppler, LCSW but has not been comln1 In f1c11 • 
several months 
CBRS/CM - Jamie Rosteck. He strualed with her for the first few weeks but has bet! r, 
padually respondln1 her better. They predomlnatly have to work on housing lssulfa. 
since It Is a constant problem. 
Client: Clausen, Nicholas DOB: 
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-
Medication Management - Dr Neilson - not deliveries (he now picks up at t~tt 
pharmacy). This was due to his calling and demanding of staff at all hours 11111 
inconsistency. 
Historical: 
He has been through several agencies in the past, most notably, A New Hope and Aadverr: 
after turning 18. 
Medications: 
-
Medication Dosage Prescriber Next Refill Date 
Prozac 20mg Dr Nielson 
-
Zyprexa 10mg Dr Nielson 
-
Trazadon 100mg Dr Nielson 
-
Ambian 10mg Dr Nielson -
Family History: 
His mother was diagnosed with Schizophrenia. 
Strengths/Impairments: 
Nick struggles with attending appointments. However, he has improved with engagilif: 
with his CBRS/CM services more than he has in the past. 
Are there Case Management and/or CBRS needs In this domain? 
Yes 181 No D 
If so, what Is the level of need? 
Low D Moderate 181 High D 
Goals: 
"I would like to keep what I have in place right now and I think It would help to work ,~,, 
anger and stress. I just don't know what that would be." 
ASSESSMENT OF MEDICAL DOMAIN: 
Current: 
Recently had surgery on collarbone and his hand. Collar bone was changing sprlnklt!r a1ul 
slipped. Screws and plate put in. Hand - was working on porch and ran hand in to ch1~11 
saw blade. Corrective surgery for nerves and ligament. 
PCP - is usually Heritage Health. His usual primary care is no longer there and he has no: 
made an appointment to see his new one. 
Does client have a communicable disease? Yes 0 
If yes, what Is the disease? 
Client: Clausen, Nicholas DOB
No 181 
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Hlstorlcal: 
Last year he reported having "seizures" around his arrest. He also has frequent accidents. 
Medications: 
Medication Dosage Prescriber Next Refill Date 
Pain medication 
recently "'/ finished 
it so don't have 
anymore. 111 




"Not that I know or 
Strengths/Impairments: 
Nick can become incredibly belligerent towards staff regarding his medications. He h;rn 
shown some Improvement. He needs to have a new PCP assigned. He does end up having 
frequent medical "accidents." 
Are there case Mana1ement and/or CBRS needs In this domain? 
Yes ~ No D 
If so, what Is the level of need? 
Low O Moderate ~ High 0 
Goals: 
"I need to get in to see new PCP. Would like to be healthy this year. 111 
ASSESSMENT OF BASIC LIVING SKIUS DOMAIN: 
11Struggllng with making and attending appointments. I have to force myself to get out i~ f 
bed in the morning. I am exhausted." Nick can, for the most part, attend to a lot of hi ~ 
daily needs. However, he ends up putting too much on his plate of things to do and this 11 
becomes very upset when things fall apart. He is not always good at problem solving. IH1~ 
Is also very reactionary. 
Strengths/Impairments: 
He can function well with meeting his basic needs but becomes quickly overwhelmed. 
Client: Clausen, Nicholas DOB
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Are there Case Mana1ement and/or CBRS needs In this domain? 
Yes 181 No D 
If so, what Is the level of need? 
Low D Moderate 181 High D 
Goals: 
"I can't really address this because I either work or have to get a new Job. N 
ASSESSMENT OF FAMILY DOMAIN: 
Still upset about not seeing his sisters for over a year. He has a volatile relatlonshi1> with 
his family. 11I talk to them on the phone sometimes, but it's not the same." 
Strengths/Impairments: 
Nick would like to have a stronger relationship with his sisters but this is exacerbated duH 
to his poor history with his family. 
Are there case Mana1ement and/or CBRS needs In this domain? 
Yes D No 181 
If so, what Is the level of need? 
Low 181 Moderate D High D 
Goals: 
"to have more contact with my sister ... couldn't give two shits about having contact wiH 1 
my parents (dad and step mom)." 
ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAl/RELATIONSHIP SUPPORT DOMAIN: 
When asked about social/relationships, Nick Immediately went to his work colleaguEt:;, 
"I'm okay. I have been told at work that everybody there loves me. They were all glatf 1 
was back. 11 He was gone from the job for a few weeks and prior to that only worked t~,r 
the agency a little over a month. He has a history of chaotic relationships and g~t'i : 
Involved with people who take advantage of him. 
Current Community Resources: 
He uses the food bank and payee services. "I have to find a new payee he's a dumbass, 
almost went through his glass window and chocked him. He Is disrespectful for m, 
reason." 
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·- -----··· .... - .... -- , - - - -- -- - . 
Current Service Providers: 
He is still on probation-Tara Lowry· Since April· This was following a weapons charu2. 
(Felony). His CBRS provider Is Jamie Rostek. His PCP Is Heritage Health. He sees Ur 
Nielson through this team for medication management. However, he was removed frc m 
medication deliveries due to his disrespectful/demanding attitude towards staff. 
Strenaths/lmpairments: 
Nick struggles In personal relationships. He comes across as very charming at first a111d 
then becomes easily frustrated with others. 
Are there Case Management and/or CBRS needs In this domain? 
Yes ~ No D 
If so, what Is the level of need? 
Low D Moderate 181 High D 
Goals: 
Nbe better and do better at picking people to have relationships with." 
ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATION DOMAIN: 
Current: 
Not currently In school. 
Historical: 
Nick struggled In school and had multiple behavioral issues going back to element,11· I 
school. 
Strengths/Impairments: 
No needs at this time. 
Are there Case Management and/or CBRS needs In this domain? 
Yes D No 181 
If so, what Is the level of need? 
Low 181 Moderate 0 High 0 
Goals: 
"not at this time." 
Client: Clausen, Nicholas DOB
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ASSESSMENT OF VOCATION DOMAIN: 
Current: 
Nick recently returned to work for a taxi service. He ls working long days due to shc,rt 
staffing issues. He has worked there for three weeks. 15 hour days on avern.~ e. 
NExtremely mentally exhausting. 0 
Historical: 
Work history Is pretty sporadic and volatile does not always, if ever, leaves on good terrr 1s. 
Strenphs/lmpalrments: 
He seems to find work. However, he gains and loses employment quickly. 
Are there Case Mana1ement and/or CBRS needs in this domain? 
Yes 181 No D 
If so, what Is the level of need? 
Low O Moderate 181 High D 
Goals: 
"be more consistent with work.,, 
ASSESSMENT OF COMMUNllY /LEGAL DOMAIN: 
Current: 
He was arrested in August of last year for grand theft when he claims a friend gave hi n 
gun and then stated he stole it. His charges were reduced in April and he continues to lie 
on supervision. 
Historical: 
He was arrested in January 2010 and released on April 21th for, "aggravated assault 
with a deadly weapon." He stated that he was falsely accused and does not go into 
detail. He has been on probation during most of his adult life. 
Family History: 
No legal issues with his family reported. 
Strenphs/lmpairments: 
'Nick struggles with becoming entangled in legal Issues. He does well for the most ~mt 
when he has a team of support around him. His risk of incarceration is high. 
Are there Case Management and/or CBRS needs In this domain? 
Yes 181 No D 
If so, what Is the level of need? 
7 
Client: Clausen, Nicholas DOB
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'· 
ASSESSMENT OF CRISIS DOMAIN: 
A few weeks ago Nick came In and told this Clinician that he was feeling suicidal and thc1't 
he had taken all his meds three days earlier. He had not made that type of statement in 
several years. He was referred to the hospital and was admitted overnight. 
Safety Plan: 
Nick's current safety plan is to: 1) utilize his coping skills, 2) reach out to his support team, 
3) use the on call crisis phone lines 4) go to the hospital. 
Strengths/Impairments: 
During his last crisis Nick was able to follow his safety plan. 
Are there case Management and/or CBRS needs In this domain? . 
Yes 181 No D 
If so, what Is the level of need? 
Low D Moderate 181 High D 
Goals: 
Reduce suicidal statements/gestures. 
ASSESSMENT OF SUBSTANCE USE: 
Current: 
Nick had recent surgery and was on pain medication. 
Does client use tobacco and/or nicotine? Yes 181 No D 
If so, how much? Increased-two packs a day 
Historical: 
Nick has historical issues with opiate addiction. 
Family History: 
Mother struggled with drug addiction issues. 
What is the level of need? 
None D Low D Moderate 181 High D 
ASSESSMENT OF ABUSE(rRAUMA: 
Current: 
None 
Client: Clausen, Nicholas DOB:
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Clinician Recommended Goals: 
Work on motivation and commitment. Address his ongoing anger issues. Continue "tc, 
work on his relationship and communication skills with others. 
I :J 
Client: Clausen, Nicholas DOB: 
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11 
INITIAL DIAGNOSTIC IMPRESSION -· 
F25.0 Schizoaffective Disorder, Bipolar type, continuous . 
Fll.99 Opioid-Related Disorder, currently in remission, by history . 




Therapy - It is recommended client receive ongoing therapy on at least one occasiot 
per month for 45 minutes, to include individual, family and group support, ct: 
appropriate. Therapy can be conducted in the home or office setting, whichever I: 
most applicable. This service is requested for one year, with reviews every 90 days. 
Does client accept this service? Yes 181 No D 
CBRS - It is recommended client engage in four (4) hours per week of CBRS suppor~ 
This service is requested for authorization periods of 120 days, with reviews occurrin, 
every 90 days, or more often as clinically necessary. 
Does client accept this service? Yes 181 No D 
Medication Management - It is recommended client engage in ongoing psychotrop~1 
medication management on a PRN basis, to assist with management of distressin,1 
symptomology. This service is requested for one year, with reviews every 90 days. 
Does client accept this service? Yes 181 No D 
case Management - It is recommended client receive up to three (3) hours per we~I 
of case management support. This service is requested for authorization periods q· 
120 days, with reviews occurring every 90 days, or more often as clinically necessary.' 
Does client accept this service? Yes 181 No D 
Peer Support - It Is recommended client receive an assessment to determinti 
appropriateness for the peer support program. 
Does client accept this service? Yes 181 No D 
GAIN - Client is recommended to engage in a GAIN assessment to determine if SUl~i 
services are appropriate. It is also suggested client comply with all treatmerrt 
recommendations that result from this assessment. Client refuses this service at thlJi; 
time, but it is strongly recommended. 
Does client accept this service? Yes D No 181 . 
Other - possible anger management support. 
-
u 
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-. 
~CES COMMUNITY SERVICES 
CASE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
F25.0 Schizoaffective dislorder, blpolar type, oontinuous 
F11.99 Opioid - related Disorder, currently In remission, bv hlstorv 
F60.2 anti social personality disorder traits, by history 
-':t~-= ..... ~ .:11ti:.~;ii1 ,1' .•14:,0.-: z,•- g~••_,:- • ':"t • ,• .• 4_• '4 ~ • r::i~ -_.,.I• i{i,j'\--...~; .. ,,'1\.~ 1:, -~· ·i: ,.,t,1.e,'•.,•• \ t!~~:,. I ,:;:•, •-..:•.;; '.{ ~;,~ _,,; _. ,'\•:-~ ~ !,• i! f ~:f,1'i':'? -:,';f ·:,!.I ',\.'.~~.:• r:~.ct! ;:r~.~  ,• ~ ' -.,~;r·,.-,'•,.:,;o:;;~~~~! ,q~;, · :,Qll1a ··• · ·• t -.,,,,~ .,,,.··,_, -~ '~h'i~k-~~~o .. ~;;·~~~c~-;:~,~:~htfeci,~~--8, '' 
Objective: CM will link client to a minimum of2 HUD Housing, St Vincent's, or other low income or income 'based 
housing resources a month throughout the 90 day housing assistance. 




needed deposit and move in fees. · 
181CM will assist client with finding available housing open:i11 gs. 
181CM will assist client in gathering needed paperwork for Ii~~ isin~ 
resource or program referred to. 
181CM will link client to needed financial resources to preve,:d 
homelessness such as energy assis1ance, rental assistance pn~g rami , and 
emergency shelters if needed. 
181CM will refer client to a payee service if needed and will E~ sist 1 :lient 
with completing required paperwork. , 
181CM will assist client with fair housing accommodations a~ oeeq 'i'1 and 
appropriate, and will link client to advocacy organmdions wj I teedj II and 
appropriate. 
18JCM will collaborate with assisted living facilities. semi--ai~; :Stec! living 
facilities, transitional Jiving, shelters, certified family homes:a ; ne1 ~ for 
admissions, maintenance or discharge with client present. 
OOCber: 
0CM will refer client to Vocational Rehabilitation, TESH, ca .-
Department of Labor for assistance with a work evaluation a,:u I otlj ,r 
~lified program. 
LJCM will assist client in looking for volunteer opportwlitfoi:. 
0CM will assist client in finding resources to ensure client r.1 n all md all 
scheduled appointments or scheduled work days. 
0CM will link client to needed transportation to appointmerd s. 
DCM will assist client with any required paperwork for voo I ehali or 
volunteer employment. 
DCM will link client to Experience Works for income based. ~ sment 
for Social Securi benefits lose and · on for 1he chan ~ , in j •come. 
~'-1 !Page 1 




Objective: CM will liolt client to a minimum of 2 
resources amonlh that will ensure bis basic needs can 
CM will link client to food banks, free meal sites, Tbaolcsgh~ i ~ 
Baskets, or other food related n:sources in the coOUDunitY as m~, Jed. 
{81CM will link. client to clothing banks as needed . 
1'81CM will link client to household itemS u needed- , 
1'81CM will link client to energy assistaDCe program. Cbristmlll : or ~ ll, 







.and other financial assistance programs as needed. i 
18JCM will-·---~ fur_ ..... I !SJ, 
SSDI. Medicaid,.Medi.care, Food StampS, etc) as needed. and·•; m npnitor 
when this is required. i · 
1'81CM will assist client with any peroneot paperwmk neededj ·d ley ~ 111Y 
receive regarding financial or medical benefits. , 
~M will assist client in coordinating and gathering import~J rt 
oocmneots to ensure compliance wilh benefit requuemems. 
OOtber: 
CM will refer client to cJasses or other resources to be1p o!d ~ ~ve 
bis GED. 0<:M will refer client 1? fioancial_ assistance programs to aJs ist "' t 
paymg for GED, furthmog edoadU>n. or vocational traininlt, , 
DCM will assist client in finding resomces to ensure c:lienft, an 11 ~ all 
scheduled appointments or cJasses. l 
DCM will~ client in completing my necessary paper11n irk 11 to 
DCM will link client to uausportatioo for appoiotmelltS oa· c IISIII( ~ 
access _commumty resources/services for furthering tbc~ir eel a cio 
DCM will coordinate IBP or 504 as needed or advocate f(,i· educ apooal 1 
resources for child in school or to meet educational gceJs. · 
DCM will link client to CEA resc,uR:eS and collage classm ,m 
accommodations. 
00ther: 
CM will refer client to cbildcan, webs" • - - ----", 
gadier ~o~on about each mcility. ttes and Olhc:r writ m 11 ..-W to 
D~M will assist client in oompletin , . 
BSSlstance program and fior ind" "dualg ~ pap,rwo1 I: fix' ;ldJdcare 
D . . lVI childcare filciliti . CM will assist client in evaluatio • •.• es. 
client's needs are being met. g childcare filc~ 1u t:DSIJ ,., all of 
Other: 
~ will assist client with scheduling and . . -· regwred appointments with probation ffi attending alJ :i :heel ~-=---and _ _.., 
DCM will assist client with o cer. ' 
requirem~. . any papawo,ic needed :for CC~ lrt OI rbation ' 
0CM will ensure the client UDderstan 
p~obation aod follows through with alJ ds ~ knows the c:il nditi ,ts of 
client. • additional requ.ireiaJ mllli ,faced on 
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ACES COMMUNITY SERVICES 
CASE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
• ' . ,. . al ; • ' .;. ' • . f . " ~l ' ., ' . . • ' .... ,• ?:'Ji . ; "~ . • 1.] -
· -, ' . , , : ~ ~ ,U ' • \ ~ . y ~·1 i> T • • {( t ~ ,. . :..,_ r ,t ~~ ,' , ,. ... ~~ 
• Treabnent plan goals and objectives have been substantially met and/or a safe, continuing after care bas been lfflllj ged and 
deployed at a lower level of care. 
• The non-participation is of such a degree that treatment at this level of care is rendered .inefrec:tive or ~ , lespi e 
multiple, docmnented attempts to address non- participation issues. 
• Admission. and continuing service criteria are no longer met. 
• Client relocation 
• Request to terminate by client or guardian. 
• Services are not clinically appropriate for the members condition based on accepted standards of practice aocl bellCI unarks 
• Member is no longer .receiving active treatment, or there is no longer a reasonable expeclation that the membc r's c mdition 
will improve fiutber 
• Other 
Client Specific Discharge Statement Once Nicholas navigates 1be court system and utilizes legal resources, finds botu dog, md 
regularly meets bis needs through public assistance for 12 months, then client will be discharged. unless additional ner., l9 an 
assessed at that time. 
The signatures below indicate that the client is able to engage and will benefit from case management services. A medi,;ll n~·:essity 
statement bas been provided in the diagnostic assessment. By signing below the client/guardian/parent acknowledges tlu1t the y 
participated in the development of · treatment plan. · 
Provider Signature (w/ £ Date: /( •. .(o ~ _f_S_,...~ 
credentials : ' . - --1 +-' ---1 
Client Signature: f Date: ,, i 1 
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When was the CQnsumer's last history and physical examination? 
current Vear O Prior Vear O lDnger than prior e,1r 181 Unknown 
2) When was the mnsumer's last comprehensive behavioral health diagnostic assessment? 
181eurrentVear 0PrlorVear 01Dngerth,1nprforyear Ounlmown 
3) 
4) 
S) What barriers to care where Identified? 
181 Environmental D Re,1dlness (self or parent/guardian) 
00ther:_ 
181 lsolation/lilck of Support D Physical Health O Nor~! 
6) Whilt other Services Is the consumer currently receiving? If none, please describe why not. 
181 case Management D Psychotherapy O Clllld Protective Senrices 181 Medication Management 
Supenrised Housing 
0 Foster care D Partial care Servla!s D Peer Services D Other. __ 
D None, eiq,1;i1n: __ - - -----'=----=---=--==;_...-------------------- ------------·-· 
?I Please 11st providers who are pnr,tdlog psychotherapy and/or medication management. 
181 Medication Management: Jill White. NP 
D Psydiathera • __ ~---'=-:..:;,,;======-----------------------------~·-1 
8) How are you c:oordlnatlng care with the providers llsted'i' 
0 Regul,1r Scheduled Mt!etlngs 181 Plan to Coordinate care 1D be Determined 
1-Schoo.,.....,..---,l...,/lo----rk:---R-ol_e....,P""e-r-=-fo-raa_nce_:....,..-==-.-Seve--re-=....-!==-=:..::..:..=----.=..---c--..=.-~.:..==:..._----;=O=.-eo-u-=-ld-:--N-ot_sa_we_:-r-··--j 
1-===::..:..:...:.:::.:..::....::,,:::..:,=:.==:...+-!El~==-ts:F===---~~=4;;;;,..:;;.:::,;=:.:::...=-===.:......P"i-.=~==="""'•'"'--1 
Hca Role Perfor-.oe: Severe Mlnlmal or No I Could Not Score: • .,,.__ 
c.mnity Role Perfo,.-ice: severe MlnimalorNo lmpaimlent CouldNotScxln!: _ ___ 1 
Behavior lonrds rs : Severe Moderate Minimal or No Impairment CouldN!JtSaire: -~ 
loode/r;.jotione: Severe Moderate Mild MinlmalorNolmpairment CouldNotSaire: 
Short Tenn Rehabilitation Goals: 
Long Tenn Rehabilitation Goals: -wort on my anger" 
These wlll 51Bnal the need to "Worf( on showing up for thl'!$5" 
L.....-..:.rad=u::.:ate=thc::.e..:::d.:..::ient::;. :..:.rrom=:...:CBRS=:.....L.- ---------------------------r-, ___ j . 
' ' fagej ~ of 4 
I ' 
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Objective Start Date: 




Objective Start Date: 




Objective Start Date: 
Projected Completion Date: 
~ Social Relatlonshlps/Supports 
Objective Number:1 
Objective: Nldlofas will develop and 
practice a minimum of 2 sllllls 1D be able 
to Identify and maintain natural support 
he wlN aa:ess once a week by the end of 
the 90 day rating period. 
Objective Start Date: ll/6/lS 




Objective Start Date: 
Proiected Completion Date: 
181 Basic Uvl• Sldlls 
Objective Number:Z 
Objective: Nlcholas wlH develop and 
practice a minimum of 3 sllllls to inaease 
his ability to follow a dally routine 5 out of 
7 days a week by the end oftlle 90 day 
rating period. I 
Objective Start Date: ll/6/lS 
Projected Completion Date: 2/6/16 
. ..... 
Community R. J Rehabilitation Trea~1 ne~ Report 
ACES CommLH 1ity , iervices 
Tasks* 
•The topmost task chedced Is considered to be "Task A·. Each addltfanal box dtedcea , s 
designated as the next descending letter jrom the task above It 
*The topmost task chedced is considered to be "Task A•. Each oddltlanal boK chedced Is 
designated as the next descending letter from the task above It. 
*The topmost task checked is considered to be "Task A•. Each additional boK checked is 
designated as the next descending fetter from the task above It 
Social Cu,a: alRP wi 11 educate Nicholas r111ardi111 social cues and develq, ski I s to 
reapond to tfMa Skills •Y include the abi I ity to identify BOCail cues. 1D~tl'ata1Hing 
appropriate reaponaaa to social 0086, awareness of the Nicholas' s social posit on. · nd/or 
any other ski 11s necessary to respond appropriately to social cues. 
Bcutdar ies: <BIP •i II provide skills training to i1111rove Nicholas' s mderst.-icl III q ' 
boundaries. Skills •Y inolude understanding lhat bomdariea are, lllderstanc:li111 tll • 
purpose of boundaries, identifying client' 1 mn bmnlaries, elQK'essinc bontltt· es ~ 1 
others. tllderstandirc boundary violation. and/or tlltY other ski I ls necessary 1x1 idetrify 
and respect the al ient' s IJIIJ boundaries and the brudlries of others. 
' 
Peer lnteractim: CIIIP •i II provide ski tis train inc to il!lll'ove Nicholas' s intewact1]. 111s 
•ith peers. Skills •Y include undarstandinc of sooial grcq,s, nys to initiu1 ::e . 
conversat1on, identifying a,tlllll interests. I istinc nt lllkes a good friend. 11alcill-1 
plans •ith friends. •11111ing conflict •itti peers, problm aolvi111,, and/ar any tithet1 
ski I ls necessary to i1111rove Nicholas' s interactions with peers. 
I 
I 
Social Sqiports: C8RP •i II assist Nicholas •itli developinc natural social SIQU'ta~ n the 
C«-11ity. Ski 111 •Y include I isting pogsibi I ities for natural gupportc, deJ\~ 1lopl I 
relationships to faci I ltate support, undarataidinc his 1q1POrt network, 11ti Ii.:, WW itural 
&lft)Orts in tims of crisis, inlerstanding reciprocation, and/or any other slili Is 
necessary to improve or develop the client's natural 11UPPOrt systas. 
--nie topmost task checked is considered to be "Task A•. Each addltlanal box chedcat I 
designated as the next desrending letter from the task abo111e It 
7 
*The topmost tosk chedced Is consfdeml to be "Task A•, Each additional boK chedcet# I 
designated as the next descending letter/mm the task abo111e It. , 
CIIIP •ill eduoate Nicholas regarding the eatabllslllent of a daily routine. Thii : -~ 
inolude generating a sleep sdleclule. aidioation sc:hecl,le based on dosage indi m ted I n the 
prescription bottle, physician approved exercise routine, maltias, daily h1111 ene. 
ther8l)elltic activities, house cleaning, planning and preparin, mals, schewl I 11c.., Heal 





*The topmost task checked ts considered to be "Task A'"'.. Each addltlanal box chedce1 i r 
deslanated as the next descending letter from the tosk abo111e It. 
••Confidential•• 
l 




Objective Start Date: 
Projected Completion Date: 
~ Communlty/t.epl 
Objective Number:3 
Objective: Nlcholas will leam and 
develop a minimum of2 sldNs he can use 
4 out of 5 times to assist him with 
reducing Potential to have a prvbation 
vlolaUon and/orillcarteration over the 90 
day ratlna period. 
Objective Start Date: ll/6/15 




Objective Start Date: 
Projected Completion Date: 
Community 8.. J Rehabilitation Trea.11 ne~ Report 
ACES CommL111ity. iervlces 
-n,e t(Jpmost task chedced Is considered to be 'Task A·. Each additional box chedced , s 
designated as the nert desamding letter from the tusk above It. 
CIIRP •ill assist Nicholas with obtaining lkilla necuury to resolve on&oine; ~iiaf 
iasuea. Ski I ls •Y include assertive -ioation, inleratanding attorney 
r~tions, mderutnding social nor-.s of the courtrom (appropriate atlt i ·e, 
reapectful titlea), attending all court dates, and/or any other aki lls naces1111 ·y tc 
resolve legal iBBues. 
CIIRP wi II 88Sist Nicholaa with developing skills to be ~Ii ant with probatim 
r11CJ1iraints. Ski I ls •Y include E11111irw; appointaants with officers, keepinu traa , of 
drug testing dates, identifying risk behaviors, identifying 0011118CJIII0088 of 01lati 11 
parole, ooping with stress related to probation. am/or .. Y other lki I ls neco,~ 11ry . D 
resolve ongoing legal issues. 
-n,e topmost taslc chedced is considered to be 'Task A·. Each additianal box chedced , ~ 
designated as the nert descending letterlrom the task abotle It 
47"he topmast task checked is considered to be 'Task A•. Each addltJonol box chedcel'I Ir 
designated as the nert descending letter from the task abollf! it. 
••confldentlal•• 
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•• Community a. J Rehabilitation Trea~me~. Report ACES Commullity iervices 
111•, 
My signature below indicates that I agree with the CBRS treatment plan and am willing to engage In services with ACES Co r nmur ,lty 
Services. A m~dical necessity statement has been provided in the diagnostic assessment. By signing below the client/pan~~ in/pa rent 
acknowledges that they participated In the development of this treatment plan and have received a 
J, 
Consumer/Guardian S'11Pature: {i./ ~{~~ ~# /._, 
a-,:.;~:=..:an;.:,A.=utfl=or-=S='at:.::::u::.:re:.::&:.:Oede=.=ntia=~::.._---1._...ic:=:=+--41--=..t-'""-~-=~-----------Date=;;;.: .... 11~-2(,~\~ 
~Cl;;,;,;ln.:.::lca::.:.l.;:,cSu~pe.;;.:,v.c.;lso=.:..rS"'"gn=atu;;;;re=.;::&;..;;Cred=e::.:.n;;;:;;tia::.:.ls::..:_-b..-"'-'-~'-'ll~-=-...:;_..-___;;:'--=-----------Dil-~...c..-/./.z;. /1< 
1-C=.:B;:,;:RS:..:..P~rovld=er..:::·=at=.:ure;::.,;&::.;Cf::.:ed=:en:::;tia:;;::"-=ls:_....:.;~_-_  L(_L _ -+-(_-~-(,.J-----------'Dille:c.;;.;.::.'--/ ~:~ - /~ 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
Session:~:.,.=~~"---i"+-':.¥---z:oT""T"2S ssion Date: ~ -J:J'-/kcourtroom:L_ 
Clerk=------+-+---6~-"6,r.i::,-=-'-=....,::::;___Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mitchell esi n Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
Prosecu??::t , r_1y: Casey Simmons J Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID:lln..':_Jl. P,L Defendant Present:~ 
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
~
0rr~ '~Zpro~esE/-J~;;p;j~17!~ c;;;;;;g;~//- mrtfi ~-
- tJ,(Jrr ~ (!o-f *~?l/lWI l7t1 c'tJ1 /c r(l!e_Ju _ 
__ Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of ~robation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on _ ___ at .m. with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ____ _ _ at ----~·m=. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete ___ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
/ Court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
~ ourt sets ne,ct Mental Health Dmg Court session for: 03/03/2016 at s,oo am. 
revious release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: Februar 25, 2016 
h ce to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is indige t. 
Judge Mitchell 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
Session:-+-~~~:....+.lir---.l--~..,.,..."""'TSession Date: 2 _,,. 3 .... JV Courtroom:,_t-"'----
Clerk:-=-=':"."""":~±J.-.l:-J.4I&:.~:it!-!:::::::.--Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mitche re ing Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
Prosecutwg.A . ~ ey: Casey Simmons ±:Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID: fl1.0). I'll. Defendant Present: 
MENTAL HEAL TH DR G COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
Lo·a;;:;;; and r~blems with MentJ;:;;ro~rt w;;;- tz, 
P~l/KAJ ~ ~ - l31l(,lt-
__ court Requires defendant, or violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at -------'-'-'·m=. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s) , to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than _________ . 
/ Court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
/ Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 03/10/2016 at 8:00 am. 
~Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
fontacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $. ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: March 3, 2016 
/ Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
•• Defendant is represe ted by the Public Defender and is ind 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTE~E OF IDAHO 
) COUNTY OF KOOT 1 STATE OF IDAHO, FILED::..,-:--.s:!;,"f--11---....µ.::.;...._ 
) CASE NO. F14-15649 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) ORDER TO AMEND 
vs. ) JUDGMENT 
) 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) _ ________ _____ ) 
The Court having before it the above State's motion, and good cause appearing, now, 
therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Judgment entered in the entitled matter is amended to 
include a condition of probation ordering that Mr. Clausen successfully complete Mental Health 
Court. 
Dated this ~day of CA.{,~Ol 6. 
CERTIFI~__! O.f ERVICE~ / j, 
I hereby certify that on the ---1!:f:_ day of trµ , ~ copies of the foregoing 
d t(s) were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsi mile or inter office mail to: ,.../ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208-446-½-&3-3-2. I b ¥ 
Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 208- 446 170 l-.po.--fu~ 1<:jtV', LtP 
Defense Counsel FAX --- - - - - --------
_ _ _ Defendant . -* IA o10 
Kootenai County Sheriffs Department j ailsgt s@kcgov . us v I , 
~ Idaho Probation & Parole - Dist l @i doc . idaho . gov - ar1 Ul /I (ly 
/Yl '1---1 t - (Via r 1 Wll 1P--/ Ylfj( t -JAJII~ _; o 
JIM BRANN ON mwo ( f4 ll. gt f u;<3 0 V. l {.~ 
C RK O THE DIST T. OURT /:},·, d' -;3 ~ ;-J'A -
I 'Ji: 9-lf , ' -
ORDER TO AMEND JUDGMENT: Page 1 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 159
State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEALTH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
Session:..L-~;:.f~.;;~4.IJ.'.'n'-'-::h-~-=-~Session Date: ,? -l!J .... f V Courtroom:_ ?; __ _ 
Clerk: ____ l...::~"---h-'"""''I.Ll4L=-'-l._......::;._Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mltche resi Ing Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
Prosecut~ At orney: Casey Simmons V Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID: C!ff: Jr9'i:fJ Defendant Present:~ 
MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
&o~ ~p;; .t;r;e:_en~~75e;_-;_rog,z 0 { k I (' o~?'c I 
* '1--cout~~~J it.J:t1:frfl~r#::tflJ~ ::::::1. ~~~e. {', 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve / / days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on 3-/0-/~ at f}: f}'[) P-:m. __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on _____ __:at _____ .m-. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
/court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
::~ourt sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 03/17/2016 at 8:00 am. 
__ Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: March 10, 2016 ... -~- . .. . 
__...., - --:..; I .J. · · ·." . "- ...._...,. .,. -~ 
~otice to defendant delivered in open court . 
. Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
Copies sent to Probation & Parole. ¥ Cop;e, Faxi 9i'."1'!3f;/n...08)446-1407 
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is I digent. 
Judge Mitchell 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 160
State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING ~ 
Session:.L..:.;.,,+....:::...,..,;:;;;....++1'f-'-i,...,...ff""'l+-risession Date: .3---\ 1--/kcourtroom: __ D __ _ 
Clerk: ___ .;;....,..-1-_.,""""'"....;;.i......,;;;,...:::+""""""=---Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mitchell ;:sid"ng Case from the calendar of Judge 1111M~it.,.,cl~1*'M1- A A L. 
ProsecutiJ!g, _AnP.rn : Casey Simmons ~ Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson E.c__r-.;-,~ 
Case ID:@2.A:: Defendant Present:~ 
MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
-f ?~~;;;;;;;z;Jl/m;;,z;: D3 7;777y e i ·1v1tun . 
-1-o ( c.prf'st{l; t-n l tS . 
__ Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at -----""'·m=. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than _________ . 
4ourt Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
~Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 03/24/2016 at 8:00 am. 
__ Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON, March 17, 20&~ 
~L&u V Judge Mitchell 
( - ~ otice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or Interoffice. 
_L Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
L__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
•• Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is indigent. 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 161
State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEALTH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
Session:.~7 -'-==-fi.~ft~~rtt:f,:,'[ ssion Date: ;2 -/}lf· / & courtroom: !5 
Clerk: Judge: Mental Healih Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mitchell Pre ing Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
Prosecut.!n9 Attqrrje_y: Casey Simmons ~ Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID: C/'b 12 L ·':Jj0)efendant Present: . ....,_L__ _____ _ 
MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
/ Defendant reviews progress ~ro~~ with Mental Heal'JliDrug f ourt Program: , : ff • • r./ • .,,l, .A 
G~ , l )Of lfnzj!v.u~. ?} . 
__ Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at ____ .....:.:.:·m~. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _ ________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
/ Court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
/ Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 04/07/2016 at 8 :00 am. 
T Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $. ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: March 24, 2016 
/ Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
~~~~ 
Judge Mitchell 
•• Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is i 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 162
2016 APR -4 AH ,: 4 7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
LfR. 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEN~ I f,fi~½~&X~~ 
•1t TY 






NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR2014-t56:3 I 5""(p l/Cj 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT 
Defendant having been accepted into the Kootenai County Mental Health Court, 
and the Honorable Rich Christensen having placed the defendant on probation upon 
condition that the defendant comply with and successfully complete Mental Health 
Court; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above matter is reassigned to the Honorable 
John T. Mitchell, Presiding Mental Health Court District Judge, for the disposition of any 
pending and further proceedings. 
DA TED this _j_ day of, ::Af /1 1 A_ , 2016. 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT: I 
\._ o.M-~ i ~ (.. i-\ ~ ru.0 
LANSING L. HA YNES 
Administrative District Judge 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 163
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of (' r l . 2016, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing was sent via facsimile to the D lowing: 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Attn: Cas. ey Simmons 7 -/71 
Fax: ~ efvl a, l?ILY 
Public Defender 
Attn: Lynn Nelson 1 ·d 
Fax: 446-Hf)·J Q (rp:_r V) 
Mental Health Court Coordinator 
Fax: 446 1224 ..Q?Vl Co : Ul. Q 
Probation and Parole 
Attn: Greg Willey / ~ 
Fax: :zti9-1481 ~ : C2..L/\.... 
JIM BRANNON 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By¼,~ 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT: 2 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 164
State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
Session·----• A-- Session Date: l-f-J-f &' Courtroom:,_g' __ _ 
Clerk: __ =i=J'--'+--+"~~~~--=-Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mitche Pre · Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
Prosecutw.g_ Att<:>rn:y: Casey Simmons . )( Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID: @ -Ylf !../YDefendant Present:r--
MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
__ o~T' [}:Z.bleml(/Z;J:;/~oci d;b,v !I~-
__ court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on _ _ _ _ at .m. __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at -------'-'-·m=. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor Zb t ion no later than _________ . 
Court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
7 c ourt sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 04/14/2016 at 8:00 am. 
=:z:Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Prob-ation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $. ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: April 7, 2016 
~~. ~~ 
/Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
•• Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is in igent. 
Judge Mitchell 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 165
State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
__, ....... ........,¥----.1+1+-+-+-tt---i..._'1--r. 11ession Date: t}/ J 4.,;/ {I Courtroom: B 
___ _:.~-:1,---1--r--+--,A,:;,,'+*'~~~"---Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
g Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
rney: Casey Simmons Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
____ Defendant Present: ___ _ 
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
)ijj/If 7 ;t ;'i?t t n"'J;;; 0'1! ;;:;:;_t l /Je; '7J !cnlhn/4J;a 
__ Court Rlquires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at ______ ."""m_.. with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on _ _ ____ .at ----~·m=. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
P/,ion no later than ______ ___ . 
7.ourt Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
~ourt sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 04/21/2016 at 8:00 am. 
_LPrevious release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appea:+. Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At, $--11.a.BD J..__,, 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS so ORDERED ON: A ril 14, 2016 UA 
cr1-..._-.:... '-'. ~ 
-t _Lotice to defendant delivered In open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
•• Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is 
Judge Mitchell 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 166
State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
Session :.u..;..i.::::i::::1M:.,1L---,.i,q.+Jl,jl-lj;,J-~-.t-Y'7r ssio n Date: L/-------A f --- /lz Courtroom :--''6""- -
Clerk:_ ---'-===-""r--,r----+....,.+-.,.+;11~-""----J udge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mite ell P esid Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
Prosecutir).9.~ ~ y: Casey Simmons v' Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID:V~:..;.< ·'i.f_ Defendant Present:~ 
MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
/ Def~ nt reviews progress and t/';,"(;t/itt;;::r;;_F'0 9'am f ~t-tsi !'cf 
· A-naer m · 11~ofoa 14' fv Sfot -
__ Co rt equires defendant, for vJ01ation(s) of proba ·on conditions(s) ~ are Jart4't the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at _____ .;.;.;m,.... __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on _____ _ at ________ .m=. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete ___ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
Lcourt Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
ycourt sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 04/28/2016 at 8:00 am. 
Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
_ _ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: April 21, 2016 
~ ~--:;-. u..:: UA 
/ ~ Judge Mitchell 
L Notice to defendant delivered in open court. ' 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
** Defendant is represe ted by the Public Defender and is i rgent. 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 167
State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEALTH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
L/: --PJ'f.,,. /kourtroom:_?_ 
MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
/ DG ndant reviews progress and problems with Mental Health Drug Court Program:<.: L ,./ + 
tL /ls,Jn I iJ/2c:-- hC5 s~ --/-o. ~wpp-ra__ t!--14/ng-
L (pj.(-,o".fC .I,n(!.US+od-Cj Jb 117C!1 i-br dLfJ1/;o/e fe /( /. f Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probatio±onditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve / days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ,f;;{b;/& at i : {Iv a., .m. --~ work release privileges/ __ withoutwork release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at -------'-'·m.:..:..:.. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s) , to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
_Lcourt Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
/court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 05/05/2016 at 8:00 am. 
LPrevious release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: April 28, 2016 
/ Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ C~ies sent to counsel by mail or interofficel j,t, 
__ opies sent to Probation & Parole. j ~ 
t'7copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
;;rt.._---,_ u ?'. I I ~ , 
"' . -~ ~
Judge Mitchell 
-::;:~-lh-l,,4,l"""'~.....:::'--'-1""'-'4'K""-'"............_Deputy Clerk 
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is in1 ent. 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 168
State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING (/, 
Session: . ......_..L.,;..--+""-"'-'~_,q."H;j""---':.:¥",H-J,'ff ion Date: 6-6-/b Courtroom:,_ .;;;;;{) __ _ 
Clerk:-=-=~~~==1i'"ii""".""."~"'="tt-r-~.___Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mitchell r iding Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
Prosecut:?: Attorney: Casey Simmons V_ ,, Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID: (l:1_: ()(,,(21 Defendant Present:--t-===-
L MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT :;int 'tr;;_~;;J1t:~ H~ Dru~Court ~rogram -£''7<_ oU{Ji 'J/,tJ--V_, 
-1fa~ reSU-Jfs~-fJ?Jett,tJ(x1 . . 
__ Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) w ich are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ____ _ _ at ____ ---=.:..m:.:.:. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Proi,iion no later than . 
_Lcourt Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
/court sets next t:,/lental Health Drug Court session for: 05/12/2016 at 8:00 am. 
/ Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
C!bntacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $. ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON : May 5 2016 ~ 
.;:,-t.__- ... ,. ~ -
~ otlce to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is in · ent. 
Judge Mitchell 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 169
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 



















Case No. CR2014-15649 
ORDER RELEASING DEFENDANT 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT NICHOLAS CLAUSEN is released from custody 
immediately 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT NICHOLAS CLAUSEN shall report to his probation 
officer, Greg Willey, immediately upon release from custody. He will also report to ACES at 
3:00p.m. TODAY, to meet with Kevin Videtich. 
DATED this day of May, 2016 
q CERTIFICATE OF 
I hereby certify that on the ____ day of May, 2016 
postage prepaid, or sent by facsimi~ or interoffice mail to: 
Defense Attorney - PD Lynn Nel:59'] _izt:l{=Cl '!-w. 
Prosecuting Attorney - KCPAO L/-1+&- d-. / /o ~ . 
KOOTENAI COUNTY JAIL ·fax-«"6=-~~.11~~/l [ .,,v 
ACES ,J;Z°J[A-/} /'DC/ l=-~ ..,,.O~J'-S /v (l"r,~ 
MHC Coordinator, Mary Wolfinger.Lrri ~ 
GREG WILLEY, l~OC (A,'l tu.,V ¾!11) 4 a; . if~ ()flL 
ORDER TO RELEASE PRE-SENTENCE REPORT Page 1 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 170
State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN 
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
L~C"Y(~ndp lemswlthMe~;.= w ~~ 
__ tu~t;;~defendan , for violation(' of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ___ ___ at ----~·m~. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than _______ _ _ 
Lcourt Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
/ .Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 05/19/2016 at 8:00 am. 
:ZPrevious release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: May 12, 2016 
~~- ~~ 
Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is in i ent. 
Judge Mitchell 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 171
State of Idaho 
vs. -- a 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN cAsE No: eR2014-15649 'iVL!Lf-/5/,.?Cf, 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEALTH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
Session:"-'-4rJ;;:tf_:-;k'~;_i..../.+-11--L-.....-.~ -.,Session Date: t:; / q-/v Courtroom:_...,? __ _ 
Clerk: _ _ ....::::=+ ~+,.4--.J,J.&1&.,£tl:::..:... __ .Judge: Nlental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mitchell P iding Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
Prosecut:=: Attorney: Casey Simmons V Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID: (l1l.. : ,"l ..")&'Defendant Present:~ 
,;· MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
-nfiilil~tllJZPM)'i:J9&1:tft·~ 
fa / Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve "7 days in the Kootenai Co, Jail 
commencing on5- / 1-lbat <[ ' IJV"-,m. __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at ____ ~.m=. There is no good t ime release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s) , to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriff's Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
_L'court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
{, Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 05/26/2016 at 8:00 am, 
__ Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole, 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: May 19, 2016 
~ ;;rt._~ . ~ U...« 
~ Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
,l,-- _____L'Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
~ ~ Coples 01-4[,13':~1407 
} Judge Mitchell 
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is indigent. 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
!J --/},k-/b Courtroom: ______ <! _ 
_ ___:::--,1~-4-.4,..,~~""'41~,_,_ ___ J. udge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mitch Pres1 mg Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
Prosecutj,l)g_ , tt.~rn, y: Casey Simmons \/. •.' Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID:U t> , 2,rJ. 5--_ Defendant Present:~ 
MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
JDefendant reviews progress and problems with Mental Health Drug Court Program: 
* _Lcourt Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ,5 days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on !fJ· lr:lb at z·. tt) I-- .m., with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at --------'-".m""". There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete ___ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than _________ . 
..L... Court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
,c; Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 06/09/2016 at 8:00 am. 
__ Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: May 26, 2016 
L Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
- Copies sent to Probation & Parole. Z Copies Faxed to jail/infirm/I. (208)446-1407 
I// .· I &a,n 
•• Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is in 
Judge Mitchell 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 173
./ DW;;;;J:;' 7:'"Cl/ probl~ms Ynth M"g///:J °;; cd,'3j)'tJJ15-p V: 
YM f u L -1-P ~ utfL ~()wuLup µxz -{;y(},,,11) 
__ Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at ____ ............ m ....... There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete _ _ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
/ Court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
/court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 06/16/2016 at 8:00 am. 
=:2:Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole 
Defendant Failed to Appear~---· Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ · - - , 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: June 9, 2016 
~
/ otlce to defendant delivered in open court. 
opies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
- · Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
, _ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary.'(208)446-1407 
•• Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is indigent. 
Judge Mitchell 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
(;-- / i:,--/ & courtroom:_? _ 
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
Lorz;r•viewf;;~"'t';;;;:7,' e;~:;;:~" cf?f_~ tJ n'edJr ~. 
~-
__ Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at - -------'-"·m=. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
/court requires defendant, for probation violation(s),,to perform & complete ±.hours of community service work no 
later than f2 -;;., 3 -- / l, . (!_ ::51-. \/1 r, e c11.....fs . 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete _ _ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
__ Court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 06/23/2016 at 8:00 am. 
__ Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: June 16, 2016 ?~ j 
/41tvUG~ 
C:::::--- Judge Eckhart 
/ Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
Copies sent to Probation & Parole . 
:::Z Copies Faxed to jail/infirr:tiary (208~446 140r 
rnH c, , ~ JV. 3~tllfl--
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is i 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN 
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
L/}7;1-••~lPr;;J'JSV(SttJ, 'ltJ ~attJ,;::;;:Lrogramt ~oL,( S. 
__ Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on _ _____ ,at - ---~·m=. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _ ________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete ___ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
Lcourt Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
~ ourt sets next Mental Health Drug Court sess;on for: 06/30/2016 al 8:00 am. 
__ Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: June 3, 2016 
/ Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is i igent. 
Judge Mitchell 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
Session:.i..;....,.-a-..::;.;:'r'-"r'lr-/f.L..7'1;r-;--r-,1""-;-Session Date: (I /30.,,,. Iv Courtroom:_i _ _ 
Clerk:~~-=~,-.,..~~......,~.=...u....,f---Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Mitchell esi mg Case from the calendar of Judge Mitchell 
ProsecutjD.9. Att~ney: Casey Simmons V Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID: fJ/ .Of,~IJ Defendant Present:~ 
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
I ~Df7Zip~/2~~.bl•~rf ~~1tfi4;~~i'~~ ubs ~ 
no+ ~µµ_u(__, ,0 . t--r..ft!- Tl-'l~ . ·o . 
f<_. Lcourt Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation .conpitions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Hejl; µg Court Program, to serve 4[ Jays in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on (# 0 lb at g_- 61) '--.m. _ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on _ _____ at .m. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete ___ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Pro1tion no later than . 
-4----court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
r~ourt sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 07/07/2016 at 8:00 am. 
__ Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: June 23, 2016 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
eputy Clerk 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEAL TH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
sion Date: 1 _,,,, 7.,,, J /,tJ Courtroom: g 
Clerk:..:....::-----,~~....--1,........:...:;~QL-"'-=--.u:....~-Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge c rt res, mg Case from the calendar of Judge Eckhart 
Prosecutin.9 torney: Casey Simmons J{ Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID:!?~ ~J.,3:~ Defendant Present:~ 
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
/ Defendant reviews progress and problems with Mental ~\I" Drug ~'.!, P.'."9!"'."j , · f ( f7lU 11/l /; ti}(_ . 
- ~ ; I I /n ~def . :;;yf I! UJY~~ 
__ Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at -------"-·m.:..:..:.. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s) , to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _____ ____ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
Lcourt Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
_:;;Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 07/14/2016 at 8:00 am. 
__ revious release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
contacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: July 7, 2016 ~ / 
~ 
; · Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
:;:::> Judge Eckhart 
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is in 
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State of Idaho 
vs. 
NICHOLAS CLAUSEN CASE NO: CR2014-15649 
ORDER ON MENTAL HEALTH 
DRUG COURT HEARING 
Session: jiA U/1 1()1/4-1~ Session Date:}-/../- I & Courtroom:___,,?{..._ __ 
Clerk: ~ tIT ~ a3S Judge: Mental Health Drug Court Judge -
Judge Eckhart Presiding Case from the calendar of Judge Eckhart 
Prosecuting Attorney: Casey Simmons f'v Defense Attorney: Lynn Nelson 
Case ID: ____ Defendant Present:_~------
MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
~Defendant reviews progress and problems with Mental Health Drug Court Program: 
Jn -C od c, - p,-e. f1.._cl L,n3 
__ Court Requires defendant, for violation(s) of probation conditions(s) which are part of the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at _____ . ___ m ..... __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on ______ at _____ .m=. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform and complete __ shifts on the Sheriffs Labor 
Probation no later than ________ _ 
4-court Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 07/21/2016 at 8:00 am. 
revious release staius was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
ting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
__ Court removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
__ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
__ Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED ON: July 14, 2016 
~#: 
.::::::::-- Judge Eckhart 
__ Notice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
__ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
__ Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
** Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is indigent. 
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State of Idaho 
MENTAL HEAL TH DRUG COURT PROGRESS REPORT 
/ ::r;;;'•w:;/;t;"1lmJ1;:x;;,''.0 c;;;r:bDLd- i ' tt_prV_J fqfo . 
;fa tif) ~u~n1atit:~t~s) o!~cfo/f;,i!:;;;) ~ are ~at f the Kootenai 
County Mental Health Drug Court Program, to serve ____ days in the Kootenai Co. Jail 
commencing on ____ at .m. __ with work release privileges/ __ without work release 
privileges and to be released on _____ _ at ----~·m-. There is no good time release on mental health 
drug court sanctions. 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s), to perform & complete __ hours of community service work no 
later than _________ _ 
__ Court requires defendant, for probation violation(s) , to perform and complete _ _ shifts on the Sheriff's Labor 
Probation no later than _ _______ _ 
__ _ '.ourt Continues Defendant in the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
_ _ Court sets next Mental Health Drug Court session for: 07/28/2016 at 8:00 am. 
,_Previous release status was continued subject to continued participation in Mental Health Drug Court Programs & 
l,umacting Probation & Parole. 
Defendant Failed to Appear ____ . Bench Warrant Issued. Bond Set At: $ ___ _ 
REMOVAL FROM MENTAL HEALTH DRUG COURT PROGRAM 
~ourt removes Defendant from the Kootenai County Mental Health Drug Court. 
_ _ Defendant is placed on supervised monitoring status with Probation & Parole and must report to Probation & Parole. 
L Court refers case for scheduling order to show cause or imposition of sentence. 
~otice to defendant delivered in open court. 
__ Copies sent to counsel by mail or interoffice. 
~ Copies sent to Probation & Parole. 
+- Copies Faxed to jail/infirmary. (208)446-1407 
•• Defendant is represented by the Public Defender and is indigent. 
Judge Mitchell 
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Court Reporter Julie Foland 











Calls case - deft present incustody and represented by Mr. 
Nelson. Ms. Simmons present for the state. Probation violation 
hearing. 
I would prefer to have Judge Christensen take care of my Order 
to Show Cause hearing. 
I have heard from Judge Christensen and he is willing to hear 
your probation violation. 
Would like to have a Report of Probation Violation filed. 
II forward this case to Judge Christensen. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
file:// /R:/District/Criminal/Mitchell/CR%202014-15649%20Clausen, %20Nicholas%20201... 7/28/2016 
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( 1 <·, . ~ 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION: 
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY CORRECTI0NS1· - ' 
DATE: July 28, 2016 
TO: Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Judge, First Judicial District 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
NAME: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
ADDRESS: 1501 E. Gilbert 
Probation and Parole, District No. 1 L 2B Pl'. 
202 Anton Avenue, Suite 100 11 \ b J\l 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 
{208) 769-1444 
REPORT OF PROBATION VIOLATION 
('.?R JI.{ -15640,. 
IDOC# 114911 CASE#. -GR 14 -15eg 
Coeur d'Alene, Id. 83815 
(Currently being housed at the Kootenai County Jail under the authority of a Bench Warrant 
issued by the Court.) 
OFFENSE: Grand Theft 
DATE OF SENTENCE: 4/17/15 
DATE OF PROBATION: 4/17/15 
COUNTY: Kootenai 
RULE VIOLATED 
SENTENCE: 2 - 5 years, suspended 
2 ½ years probation 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT: One 
Court Order Condition Number Nine (#9), which states: "That you attend and complete any treatment 
programs as directed by the Probation Department including but not limited to treatment for substance abuse, 
mental health issues, cognitive self-change or vocational rehabilitation. You shall submit to any evaluations for 
such treatment as directed by the Probation Department." 
Court Order, dated 3/9/16, speclal condition, which states: ~It is hereby ordered that the judgment entered 
in the entitled matter is amended to include a condition of probation ordering that Mr. Clausen successfully 
complete Mental Health Court." 
SUMMARY 
Court Order Condition Number Nine (#9} and special condition dated 3/9/16 was violated In that: 
1. On 2/25/16, Mr. Clausen began participating in the Kootenai County Mental Health Court Program. On 
7/21/16, Mr. Clausen was terminated from the Mental Health Court Program due to noncompliance with 
its rules. (see attached progress report). 
INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS/ TREATMENT INTERVENTIONS 
On 4/17 /15, Mr. Clausen was sentenced by the Court for the felony crime of Grand Theft. His 2 - 5 year 
sentence was suspended and he was placed on supervised probation for 2 ½ years. 
On 1/7/16, Mr. Clausen was transferred to the Mental Health Caseload {P.O. Greg Willey). His prior P.O., Tara 
Lowry, reported that Mr. Clausen was being verbally abusive toward other, as well as displaying other 
''unusual" behaviors. He was kicked out of transitional housing several times and struggled interacting with his 
peers. 
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On 1/21/16, Mr. Clausen admitted to violating his probation (consuming Kratom and abusing his prescription 
medication). He was instructed at that time to apply to the Mental Health Court Program. 
On 2/23/16 1 a Progress Report was submitted to the Court regarding Mr. Clausen's behavior and the efforts 
the probation officer was making to try to get him into compliance. The Progress Report also recommended 
that Mr. Clausen be required to apply to Mental Health Court and complete that program if accepted. (see 
attached) 
On 2/25/16, Mr. Clausen began to attend the Mental Health Court Program. 
On 3/9/16, the Court added a special condition of probation ordering Mr. Clausen to successfully complete the 
Mental Health Court Program. 
On 4/4/16, Mr. Clausen's case was transferred from Judge Christensen to Judge Mitchell. 
On 7/21/16, Mr. Clausen was terminated from the Mental Health Court Program due to noncompliance of its 
rules. 
RECOMMENDATION I COMMENTS I OBSERVATIONS 
Mr. Clausen has clearly demonstrated that he is unable or unwilling to follow his terms and conditions of 
probation and the rules of the Mental Health Court Program. Since being placed on my caseload, Mr. Clausen 
continued to be argumentative and verbally threatening, especially when he is caught doing something wrong 
or confronted on his behavior. This behavior would continue throughout the Mental Health Court Program. 
There were times where he was compliant, but if violated a rule, he would immediately return to his abusive 
and threatening behavior. It got to the point where we felt he needed to engage in anger management. He was 
just starting that program with Abundant Wellness Center when he was terminated from Mental Health Court. 
We have not given up hope on Mr. Clausen. We see that spark in him that indicates he wants help and is able 
to better his life. However, he is at the pre~contemplatlon stage of change. He is impulsive and is in need of 
cognitive restructuring. We feel these can be best addressed during a retained jurisdiction program. Once he is 
completed with that program, we recommend that he be required to reenter Mental Health Court and complete 
that program. 
Mr. Clausen is currently being held on a Bench Warrant so that he may be brought before the Court for further 
disposition of this case. If Mr. Clausen is found to have violated his probation, we respectfully recommend that 
his probation be revoked and the Court retain jurisdiction. Upon successful completion of the retained 
jurisdiction program, we recommend he be required to attend and complete the Mental Health Court Program. 
I CERTIFY UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY PURSUANT TO THE LAW OF THE STATE OF IDAHO THAT 
THE PRECEDING IS TRUE AND CORRECT. 
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John rich , Section Supervisor 




Prosecuting Atforney: · mail 
File . 
Distributed by: · L,vl (please initial) 
( 
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( .. 'IDAHO DEPARTMENT o{C'JbRREcTioN 
Butch Otter 
Governor 
To: Honorable Rich Christensen 




When an offender fails to comply with the conditions of release, it is the policy of the Idaho Department of 
Correction to inform the jurisdictional authority of the alleged violation and the action taken by the 
Department to correct the behavior. If you prefer a formal hearing on this matter, please contact the 
probation/parole officer submitting this report. 
Offender's name: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
Case number: CR 14 - 15649 
Probation Condition(s) violated: 
_ Misdemeanor law violation Type: 
IDOC number: 114911 
Date of incident: 1/21/16 
_ Avoiding supervision 
XX Positive drug test Substance used: Kratom, 
prescription medication 
_ Failure to maintain employment 
_ . Moved without permission 
Use of alcohol Violated travel restrictions 
_ Failure to submit to drug t~st 
_ Failure to participate in rehabilitation program 
_ Association with criminal others such as drug 
users or gang members 
_ Sex offender failed to notify sheriff of address 
change 
Other: 
Corrective action requested: 
Intermediate sanctions requested: 
_ Written warning 
_ Increased reporting to PO 
_ Request for warning letter 
XX Curfew 
_ Community service 
_ GPS or electronic monitoring 
_ Day Reporting 
Sheriffs inmate labor detail 
XX Weekly schedule/reporting 
_ Discretionary jail time # of days __ 
Other: 
Planned Program lnte,ventions: 
_ Additional treatment programming 
_ Increased drug testing 
_ CSC - Thinking Report 
Additional assessment 
_ Detox facility 
_ Inpatient treatment 
_ Intensive Outpatient treatment 
Mental health assessmenVtreatment 
_ Structured job search program 
Vocational rehabilitation 
XXOther: Apply to the Mental Health Court 
Program and successfully complete that 
program if accepted. 
Request for adcfftional special conditions: Respectfully requesting that a special condition of 
probation be added stating: "You have been accepted into the Kootenai County Mental Health Court 
Program. You must actively participate in and successfully complete that program." 
Additional comments: On 1/7/16, Mr. Clausen was transferred to the mental health case load. His prior 
probation officer, Tara Lowry, received numerous collateral contacts regarding Mr. Clausen's abusive 
behavior, such as being. verbally abusive toward others, and unusual behavior. She stated that Mr. 
Clausen was kicked out of transitional housing multiple times due to his abusive behavior and that he 
struggled interacting with most of his peers. She also received information that he was abusing his · 
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mental health medication. She felt that he would benefit from the close supervision the mental health 
caseload ha~ to offer. 
On 1/7/16, Mr. Clausen met with me for the first time as his probation officer. His mental health diagnosis 
is bipolar disorder and antisocial personality disorder. He was also taking mental health medication. He 
stated that he had been physically abused in the past and that he had been admitted into mental 
hospitals on numerous occasions as a child and twice as an adult. He also stated that he had attempted 
suicide on at least two occasions. He also is receiving social security due to his mental health issues, as 
well as Medicaid for insurance. He was curreritly attending mental health treatment through Compass, 
but that was only for CBRS services. He felt he did not need therapy. He stated that he had a mental 
health evaluation done and that he would get a copy to me at his next appointment. I instructed him to 
follow all treatment recommendations of that evaluation. With all of this in mind, I felt he met criteria to be 
on a specialty caseload such as the mental health caseload. 
On 1/11/16, I received a copy of Mr. Clausen's most recent mental health evaluation and treatment plan 
(see attached). I spoke with him about the Mental Health Court Program and he agreed to observe on 
1/14/16 and consider the program after that. 
On 1/21/16, Mr. Clausen admitted verbally and in writing to consuming Kratom 1-2 times every couple of 
months. He also admitted to abusing his mental health medication. He receives weekly medication sets 
with all of the medication he must take throughout the week. He then takes a couple of doses of each pill 
all at once every day. Thus, he was not taking his medication as prescribed. I set his curfew at 1800 to 
0800 hours and instructed him to immediately apply to the Kootenai County Mental Health Court 
Program and successfully complete that program if accepted. (as per his court order dated 4/17 /15, 
condition number nine (9), which states: "that you attend and complete any treatment programs as 
directed by the Probation Department including but not limited to treatment for substar:ice abuse, mental 
health issues, cognitive self-change or vocational rehabilitation. You shall submit to any evaluations for 
such treatment as directed by the Probation Department." I also had him do weekly appointments with 
me until a decision is made whether he is accepted into the program. 
On 2/23/16, Mr. Clausen was accepted into the Kootenai County Mental Health Court Program. 
However, I was informed by the Mental Health Court Coordinator, Mary Wolfinger, that Mr. Clausen did 
not want to do the program. I saw Mr. Clausen in my office later that day. I informed him that he has 
been accepted into the program and that I want him to give the program a chance. He then became 
angry and stated that he did not want to do the program. I told him he has two choices to make. He can 
come to court on 2/25/16 with a positive attitude and give the program a chance or he can tell Judge 
Mitchell that he doesn't want anything to dp with the program, which may lead to a Report of Violation to 
be filed. I told him that I will honor whichever decision he makes. 
I need to also make the Court aware that since Mr. Clausen has been on my caseload, he has obtained 
on opiate prescription on 3-4 different occasions. He claims that he is in pain. The house manager where 
he currently lives has communicated with me that he is concerned that Mr. Clausen is "drug seeking." 
With my experience as a probation officer, Mr. Clausen's opiate use is of great concern to me, especially 
after he has already admitted to abusing Kratom and his prescription medication. 
By Mr. Clausen attending the Mental Health Court Program, he will be given wrap~around services which 
will include the following: weekly therapy sessions for mental health and substance abuse, CBRS 
services, peer support services, medication management, psychiatric services, random urinalysis testing 
2-3 times per week, as well as several groups such as DBT, MRT, relapse prevention, co-occurring 
classes, Cognitive Self-Change, and be required to attend community support groups several times a 
week. With this said, he will have his mental health, substance abuse, and criminality issues all 
addressed in one program. To top it off, when he successfully completes the program, his felony will be 
dismissed. 
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Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
2/25/2016 Case Conference Client is brand new to the program. He will be treating with ACES. He 
UA'd late on 2/24. He was given this one as his "freebie," and was 
reminded he MUST UA before 0900. He is not thrilled about being in 
MHC, but he understands it is probably in his best interest. He was 
given a script for hydrocodone due to a tooth being pulled. Said he 
took his last dose on 2/23. He was told by Judge Mitchell he is not 
allowed to take any narcotics! · 
3/3/2016 Case Conference Client had some Issues over the week. He called on 3/i/16 to get out 
of group, said he had a "medical condlton" that could lead to seizures. 
PO had never heard this from him. Client doesn't like to walk 
anywhere, and it was raining outside. Client was given option ot group 
or Urgent Care. Went to Urgent Care. Dr prescribed benzos. Client 
filled script, but was told he is NOT allowed to have those. Reminded 
in court that any prescriptions must be approved by RN before filling. 
Client did test positive for meth on 2/29, but he denied use and It was 
sent out for confirmation. 
3/10/2016 Case Conference Client tested positive for benzos on 3/6/16. He has previously told us 
that he went to Urgent Care and was given a benzo shot, but didn't 
take any of the pills. When confronted by PO, he admitted he did take 
all of the pllfs in the bottle. He WIil serve 11 days In jall. He wlll write an 
apology to the court and MHC particpants, he will write why It was 
wrong what he did, and he will also write an essay on Why this 
program will help him 
3/17/2016 Case Conference Client will be released at 0800 on 3/21/16. Told him this Is his fresh 
start. 
3/24/2016 Case Conference crient was released from jall on Monday. Has had a better attitude. 
Reminded that this is his chance for a fresh start, and to use the help 
given to you. Did get a referral for neurologist for seizures. Tx wlll help 
him with this, and make sure he gets all med forms signed. 
4/7/2016 Case Conference Client has made some Improvement over the last couple of weeks. 
However, he did miss an apptwlth Dr. MIiier. He forgot to write it down 
In his planner. He will write an apology letter to Dr Miller, and will check 
in with Kevin via telephone dally. During check in he will leave a list of 
his dally acltlvUes. He was also given a reverse sanction that If he 
missed appts In future he wlll be sanctioned. He did admit ~o Judge 
that Tylenol does help with pain, but others don't-due to allergy. He 
was told NO narcotics and to stop asking for them I 
4/14/2016 Case Conference Client was kicked out of his house on Tuesday. No one has heard 
from him since then, and he did not show for court. A bench warrant 
was issued. 
4/21/201~ Case Conference Client's bench warrant was quashed last Monday. He was at KBH, and 
had ·been since 4/12. Cllent failed to let tx know he was at KBH. He 
wlll write an essay on How he could have handled housing situation 
dlfferently. He will enroll in an anger mgmt class. He wlll give a written 
apology to STeve M. He will only go to Dr appts with a provider. And 
he is not allowed to ask for rides from ANYONE, inlcuding tx providers, 
metnors and peers. He has Medicaid transport, and he can walk or 
take the bus. He Is now living at Castle Housing on Gilbert. 
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Clausen, Nicholas S~ane 
4/28/2016 Case Conference 
5/5/2016 Case Conference 
5/12/2016 Case Conference . 
5/19/2016 Case Conference 
5/26/2016 Case Conference 
6/9/2016 Case Conference 
6/16/2016 Case Conference 
6/23/2016 Case Conference 
Notes Print by Date 
All Dates 
All Diversion Types 
All Judges 
Cllent verbally threatened another client in treatment group. Client said 
he was "joking." Tx also found out,· and client admitted he stopped 
taking his Depakote. He didn't ask anyone, he just stopped. He wlll go 
Into custody until his blood draw can show he is at a therapeutic level. 
He wlll write an essay on How does your behavior cause people to 
perceive you poorly. He will also write the essay from 2 weeks ago 
about how he could have handled the housing situation differently. He 
did read his letter of apology to Steve M in court: 
Client is still in custody pending depakote levels being at a therapeutic 
dose. He read his essay on how his behavior affects how others 
percieve him. He alsoa wrote how he could have handled the housing 
situation differently, · 
Client needs to use a planner. Was given a paper planner in court, 
and was told to work with CBRS in how to use It. He was told he is not 
allowed to cancel any appointments or reschedule. 
Client didn't pick up his medication as he was told to do. He also 
missed group due to no ride. However, he refused to walk, and he isn't 
following through with what he is supposed to do for medical transport. 
He will go to jail for 7 days. He wllt write an essay on the benefits of 
exercise on Mental Health. He will also do a plan for how he wlll walk 
to all ofhls appts. He ls no longer allowed to get any rides, Including 
med transport, to any tx or PO appts. 
Client will remain In jail until Tuesday. He will have his labs taken. He 
was quite upset after learning he would remain In jail. Balllff reported 
on way down to holding, client punched wall with closed fist, and gave 
Bailiff quite a bit of attitude. Let tx and PO know, and tx will address It 
in court. 
Client was released from jail on 5/31. He was quite upset with the 
program, but then was able to work through all that. He admitted to PO 
and tx that he used Kratom about a month lnot hte program; he missed 
his appt with tx b/c he overslept, not be of medical transport; he has 
been around peole using edible marijuana; and he said he has been 
overusing his melatonin. He was encouraged for coming clean. 
Hawver, cleint was very late to court today, said he overslept. He will 
write an essay on How is behaviors have impacted his mental and 
physical health and 2. How his behaviors have effected his ability to 
make friends. We ,will decide a sanction for late court next week. 
Client had a good wekk. She read both his essays, and did a decent 
job. He also read his orientation speech. Due to him being late to cour 
tlas week, he will do 4 hrs of CS at SVDP. He was aremlnded to follow 
up with all his medical apts. 
Client is doing better. He Is maintaining a positive attitude. He will 
need to do dally checkfns, and present his planner to stay on track at 
all appts. Judge wished him a happy birthday, and gave him doughnut. 
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Case Conference Client failed to attend treatment last week, He went to doctor on 6123 
due to a bllster on his foot, and doctor told him to stay off his foot for a 
few days. Client failed to show for UA on 6/28. He also failed to show 
for treamtenat. When told by Kevin at ACES that he had to come to 
treatment on 6/29, client said he had to stay off his foot. Kevln again 
told him lo come to therapy. Client kept calling front desk, and was very 
rude to front desk employees at ACES, and was threatening to sue _ 
them. Client went to his doctor on 6/29 and was given 30 hydrooodone 
for the blister on his foot. When Kevin asked where his paperwork for 
court was, he said he didn't have any and demanded KEvln fax It to 
provider, Peter Brown-ARNP. Client was also threatening tx and 
probation saying it was against federal law for as to prohibit narcotics, 
and he was going to sue us. Client will serve 21 days in jail for his 
attitude, not having proper medical paperwork, and no show for UA on 
6/28. Will discuss termination on 7/21. 
Case Conference Client asked why he was stifl In Jail. I explained reasons again, cllent 
began to argue. Told him to stop arguing, and we would be discussing 
things further on 7/21. · 
Case Conference Client remains In custody. Discuss termination next week. He said he 
was sorry for being "kinda short" with Judge and Coordinator last 
· week. 
Case Conference Team voted to terminate client, send on a rider, and then return to 
MHC. Client needs to work on impulse control, anger Issues, and 
maturing. Client asked if he could go back in front of sentencing judge. 
Mitchell !old him that was his choice, If he wanted to take that chance. 
Client said he would talk over with this atty. 
20 Entries 
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BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-2168 
Assigned Prosecutor 
Casey Becker Riedner Simmons 
RU 
-S·fATf or IOA HO 
COlJ_N r '( OF KOO I [N ~1/ss Fl tD: I ,, 
2016 JUL 28 PH 3: 13 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-F14-15649 
MOTION TO SHOW CAUSE 
WHY PROBATION SHOULD 
NOT BE REVOKED 
COMES NOW, Barry McHugh, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, and 
respectfully moves the above entitled Court for an Order directing the above named defendant to 
appear before the above entitled Court to show cause why the defendant's probation should not 
be revoked. 
This Motion is based on the attached REPORT OF PROBATION VIOLATION dated 
July 28, 2016. 
WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that the Court issue a Warrant and that the 
defendant be ordered to show cause why he/she should be found in violation and why the 
defendant should not be returned to this Court forthwith for pronouncement of judgment and 
sentence. 
DATED this 28th day of July, 2016. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Casey Becker Riedner Simmons 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 28th day of July, 2016, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed r faxed CJ hand delivered ~ 
emailed r JusticeWeb 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
Lynn Nelson 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS 
Probation and Parole, District No. 1 
202 Anton Avenue, Suite 100 
Coeurd' Alene, Idaho 83815 
(208) 769-1444 
REPORT OF PROBATION VIOLATION 
DATE: July 28, 2016 
TO: Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Judge, First Judicial District 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
NAME: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
ADDRESS: 1501 E. Gilbert 
Coeur d'Alene, Id. 83815 
(?R Jl.f -156'-/°J. 
IDOC# 114911 CASE#: eR 14-156S 
(Currently being housed at the Kootenai County Jail under the authority of a Bench Warrant 
issued by the Court.) 
OFFENSE: Grand Theft 
DATE OF SENTENCE: 4/17/15 
DATE OF PROBATION: 4/17/15 
COUNTY: Kootenai 
RULE VIOLATED 
SENTENCE: 2 - 5 years, suspended 
2 ½ years probation 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT: One 
Court Order Condltion Number Nine (#9), which states: "That you attend and complete any treatment 
programs as directed by the Probation Department including but not limited to treatment for substance abuse, 
mental health issues, cognitive self-change or vocational rehabilitation. You shall submit to any evaluations for 
such treatment as directed by the Probation Department." 
Court Order1 dated 3/9/16, special condition, which states: ~it is hereby ordered that the judgment entered 
in the entitled matter is amended to include a condition of probation ordering that Mr. Clausen successfully 
complete Mental Health Court." 
SUMMARY 
Court Order Condition Number Nine (#9) and special condition dated 3/9/16 was violated In that: 
1 . On 2/25/16, Mr. Clausen began participating in the Kootenai County Mental Health Court Program. On 
7/21/16, Mr. Clausen was terminated from the Mental Health Court Program due to noncompliance with 
its rules. (see attached progress report). 
INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS/ TREATMENT INTERVENTIONS 
On 4/17/15, Mr. Clausen was sentenced by the Court for the felony crime of Grand Theft. His 2 - 5 year 
sentence was suspended and he was placed on supervised probation for 2 ½ years. 
On 1/7/16, Mr. Clausen was transferred to the Mental Health Caseload (P.O. Greg Willey). His prior P.O., Tara 
Lowry, reported that Mr. Clausen was being verbally abusive toward other, as well as displaying other 
"unusual" behaviors. He was kicked out of transitional housing several times and struggled interacting with his 
peers. 
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On 1/21/16, Mr. Clausen admitted to violating his probation (consuming Kratom and abusing his prescription 
medication). He was instructed at that time to apply to the Mental Health Court Program. 
On 2/23/16, a Progress Report was submitted to the Court regarding Mr. Clausen's behavior and the efforts 
the probation officer was making to try to get him into compliance. The Progress Report also recommended 
that Mr. Clausen be required to apply to Mental Health Court and complete that program if accepted. (see 
attached) 
On 2/25/16, Mr. Clausen began to attend the Mental Health Court Program. 
On 3/9/16, the Court added a special condition of probation ordering Mr. Clausen to successfully complete the 
Mental Health Court Program. 
On 4/4/16, Mr. Clausen's case was transferred from Judge Christensen to Judge Mitchell. 
On 7/21/16, Mr. Clausen was terminated from the Mental Health Court Program due to noncompliance of its 
rules. 
RECOMMENDATION/ COMMENTS/ OBSERVATIONS 
Mr. Clausen has clearly demonstrated that he is unable or unwilling to follow his terms and conditions of 
probation and the rules of the Mental Health Court Program. Since being placed on my caseload, Mr. Clausen 
continued to be argumentative and verbally threatening, especially when he is caught doing something wrong 
or confronted on his behavior. This behavior would continue throughout the Mental Health Court Program. 
There were times where he was compliant, but if violated a rule, he would immediately return to his abusive 
and threatening behavior. It got to the point where we felt he needed to engage in anger management. He was 
just starting that program with Abundant Wellness Center when he was terminated from Mental Health Court. 
We have not given up hope on Mr. Clausen. We see that spark in him that indicates he wants help and is able 
to better his life. However, he is at the pre~contemplation stage of change. He is impulsive and is in need of 
cognitive restructuring. We feel these can be best addressed during a retained jurisdiction program. Once he is 
completed with that program, we recommend that he be required to reenter Mental Health Court and complete 
that program. 
Mr. Clausen is currently being held on a Bench Warrant so that he may be brought before the Court for further 
disposition of this case. If Mr. Clausen is found to have violated his probation, we respectfully recommend that 
his probation be revoked and the Court retain jurisdiction. Upon successful completion of the retained 
jurisdiction program, we recommend he be required to attend and complete the Mental Health Court Program. 
I CERTIFY UNDER PENAL TY OF PERJURY PURSUANT TO THE LAW OF THE STATE OF IDAHO THAT 
THE PRECEDING IS TRUE AND CORRECT. 
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John rich, Section Supervisor 




Prosecuting Atforney: · mail 
File . 
Distributed by: l/\,/l (please initial) 
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\\. 1 IDAHO DEPARTMENT 01-\.i>RRECTION 
Butch Otter 
Governor 
To: Honorable Rich Christensen 




When an offender fails to comply with the conditions of release, it is the pol!cy of the Idaho Department of 
Correction to inform the jurisdictional authority of the alleged violation and the action taken by the 
Department to correct the behavior. If you prefer a formal hearing on this matter, please contact the 
probation/parole officer submitting this report. 
Offender's name: Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
Case number: CR 14 - 15649 
Probation Condition(s) violated: 
_ Misdemeanor law violation Type: 
IDOC number: 114911 
Date of incident: 1/21/16 
_ Avoiding supervision 
XX Positive drug test Substance used: Kratom, 
prescription medication 
_ Failure to maintain employment 
_. Moved without permission 
Use of alcohol Violated travel restrictions 
_ Failure to submit to drug t_est 
_ Failure to participate in rehabilitation program 
_ Association with criminal others such as drug 
users or gang members 
_ Sex offender failed to notify sheriff of address 
change 
Other: 
Corrective action requested: 
Intermediate sanctions requested: 
_ Written warning 
_ Increased reporting to PO 
_ Request for warning letter 
XX Curfew 
_ Community service 
_ GPS or electronic monitoring 
_ Day Reporting 
Sheriffs inmate labor detail 
XX Weekly schedule/reporting 
_ Discretionary jail time # of days __ 
Other: · 
Planned Program Interventions: 
_ Additional treatment programming 
_ Increased drug testing 
_ CSC - Thinking Report 
Additional assessment 
_ Detox facility 
_ Inpatient treatment 
_ Intensive Outpatient treatment 
Mental health assessment/treatment 
_ Structured job search program 
Vocational rehabilitation 
XXOther: Apply to the Mental Health Court 
Program and successfully complete that 
program if accepted. 
Request for addttional special conditions: Respectfully requesting that a special condition of 
probation be added stating: "You have been accepted into the Kootenai County Mental Health Court 
Program. You must actively participate in and successfully complete that program." 
Additional comments: On 1/7/16, Mr. Clausen was transferred to the mental health case load. His prior 
probation officer, Tara Lowry, received numerous collateral contacts regarding Mr. Clausen's abusive 
behavior, such as being. verbally abusive toward others, and unusual behavior. She stated that Mr. 
Clausen was kicked out of transitional housing multiple times due to his abusive behavior and that he 
struggled interacting with most of his peers. She also received information that he was abusing his · 
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mental health medication. She felt that he would benefit from the close supervision the mental health 
caseload ha~ to offer. 
On 1/7/16, Mr. Clausen met with me for the first time as his probation officer. His mental health diagnosls 
is bipolar disorder and antisocial personality disorder. He was also taking mental health medication. He 
stated that he had been physically abused in the past and that he had been admitted into mental 
hospitals on numerous occasions as a child and twice as an adult. He also stated that he had attempted 
suicide on at least two occasions. He also is receiving social security due to his mental health issues, as 
well as Medicaid for insurance. He was currently attending mental health treatment through Compass, 
but that was only for CBRS services. He felt he did not need therapy. He stated that he had a mental 
health evaluation done and that he would get a copy to me at his next appointment. I instructed him to 
follow all treatment recommendations of that evaluation. With all of this in mind, I felt he met criteria to be 
on a specialty caseload such as the mental health caseload. 
On 1/11/16, I received a copy of Mr. Clausen's most recent mental health evaluation and treatment plan 
(see attached). I spoke with him about the Mental Health Court Program and he agreed to observe on 
1/14/16 and consider the program after that. 
On 1/21/16, Mr. Clausen admitted verbally and in writing to consuming Kratom 1-2 times every couple of 
months. He also admitted to abusing his mental health medication. He receives weekly medication sets 
with all of the medication he must take throughout the week. He then takes a couple of doses of each pill 
all at once every day. Thus, he was not taking his medication as prescribed. I set his curfew at 1800 to 
0800 hours and instructed him to immediately apply to the Kootenai County Mental Health Court 
Program and successfully complete that program if accepted. (as per his court order dated 4/17 /15, 
condition number nine (9), which states: "that you attend and complete any treatment programs as 
directed by the Probation Department including but not limited to treatment for substa,:ice abuse, mental 
health issues, cognitive self-change or vocational rehabilitation. You shall submit to any evaluations for 
such treatment as directed by the Probation Department." I also had him do weekly appointments with 
me until a decision is made whether he is accepted into the program. 
On 2/23/16, Mr. Clausen was accepted into the Kootenai County Mental Health Court Program. 
However, I was informed by the Mental Health Court Coordinator, Mary Wolfinger, that Mr. Clausen did 
not want to do the program. I saw Mr. Clausen in my office later that day. I informed him that he has 
been accepted into the program and that I want him to give the program a chance. He then became 
angry and stated that he did not want to do the program. I told him he has two choices to make. He can 
come to court on 2/25/16 with a positive attitude and give the program a chance or he can tell Judge 
Mitchell that he doesn't want anything to do with the program, which may lead to a Report of Violation to 
be filed. I told him that I will honor whichever decision he makes. · 
I need to also make the Court aware that since Mr. Clausen has been on my caseload, he has obtained 
on opiate prescription on 3-4 different occasions. He claims that he is in pain. The house manager where 
he currently lives has communicated with me that he is concerned that Mr. Clausen is "drug seeking." 
With my experience as a probation officer, Mr. Clausen's opiate use is of great concern to me, especially 
after he has already admitted to abusing Kratom and his prescription medication. 
By Mr. Clausen attending the Mental Health Court Program, he will be given wrap~around services which 
will include the following: weekly therapy sessions for mental health and substance abuse, CBRS 
services, peer support services, medication management, psychiatric services, random urinalysis testing 
2-3 times per week, as well as several groups such as DBT, MRT, relapse prevention, co-occurring 
classes, Cognitive Self-Change, and be required to attend community support groups several times a 
week. With this said, he will have his mental health, substance abuse, and criminality issues all 
addressed in one program. To top it off, when he successfully completes the program, his felony will be 
dismissed. 
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Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
2/25/2016 Case Conference Client is brand new to the program. He will be treating with ACES. He 
UA'd late on 2/24. He was given this one as his ''freebie," and was 
reminded he MUST UA before 0900. He is not thrilled about being In 
MHC, but he understands it is probably in his best interest He was 
given a script for hydrocodone due to a tooth being pulled. Said he 
took his last dose on 2/23. He was told by Judge Mitchell he is not 
allowed to take any narcotics! · 
3/3/2016 Case Conference Client had some Issues over the week. He called on 3/1/16 to get out 
of group, said he had a "medical condlton" that could lead to seizures. 
PO had never heard this from him. E:lient doesn't like to walk 
anywhere, and it was raining outside. Client was given option of group 
or Urgent Care. Went to Urgent Care. Dr prescribed benzos. Client 
filled script, but was told he is NOT allowed to have those. Reminded 
in court that any prescriptions must be approyed by RN before filling. 
Client did test positive for meth on 2/29, but he denied use and 1t was 
sent out for confirmation. 
3/10/2016 Case Conference Client tested positive for benzos on 3/6/16. He has previously told us 
that he went to Urgent Care and was given a benzo shot, but didn't 
take any of the pills. When confronted by PO, he admitted he did take 
all of the pllls in the bottle. He wm serve 11 days In jail. He wUI write an 
apology to the court and MHC particpants, he will write why It was 
wrong what he did, and he will also write an essay on Why this 
program wm help hlm 
3/17/2016 Case Conference Client will be released at 0800 on 3/21/16. Told him this Is his fresh 
start. 




Reminded that this is his chance for a fresh start, and to use the help 
given to you. Did get a referral for neurologist for seizures. Tx will help 
him with this, and make sure he gets all med forms signed. 
Case Conference Client has made some Improvement over the last couple of weeks. 
However, he did miss an appt with Dr. Miller. He forgot to write It down 
In his planner. He wiU write an apology letter to Dr Miller, and will check 
in with Kevin via telephone daily. During check in he will leave a list of 
his dally acltlvties. He was also given a reverse sanction that If he 
missed appts In future he will be sanctioned. He did admit ~o Judge 
that Tylenol does help with pain, but others don't-due to allergy. He 
was told NO narcotics and to stop asking for them! 
Case Conference Client was .kicked out of his house on Tuesday. No one has heard 
from him since then, and he did not show for court. A bench warrant 
was issued. 
Case Conference Client's bench warrant was quashed last Monday. He was at KBH, and 
had·been since 4/12. Client failed to let tx know he was at KBH. He 
w111 write an essay on How he could have handled housing situation 
dlfferenlly. He will enroll in an anger mgmt class. He wm give a written 
apology to STeve M. He will only go to Dr appts with a provider. And 
he is not allowed to ask for rides from ANYONE, inlcuding tx providers, 
metnors and peers. He has Medicaid transport, and he can walk or 
take the bus. He is now living at Castle Housing on Gilbert 
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All Diversion Types 
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Clausen, Nicholas S~ane 
4/28/2016 Case Conference Client verbally threatened another client in treatment group. Client said 
he was "joking." Tx also found out, and client admitted he stopped 
taking his Depakote. He didn't ask anyone, he just stopped. He wlll go 
into custody until his blood draw can show he is at a therapeutic level. 
He will write an essay on How does your behavior cause people to 
perceive you poorly. He will also write the essay from 2 weeks ago 
about how he could have handled the housing situation differently. He 
did read his letter of apology to Steve M in court: 
5/5/2016 Case Conference 
5/12/2016 Case Conference . 
5/19/2016 Case Conference 
Client is still in custody pending depakote levels being at a therapeutic 
dose. He read his essay on how his behavior affects how others . 
percieve him. He alsoa wrote how he could have handled the housing 
situation differently. 
Client needs to use a planner. Was given a paper planner in court, 
and was told to work with CBRS in how to use it. He was told he is not 
allowed to cancel any appointments or reschedule. 
Client didn't pick up his medication as he was told to do. He also 
missed group due to no ride. However, he refused to walk, and he isn't 
following through with what he is supposed to do for medical transport. 
He w/11 go to jail for 7 days. He wlll write an essay on the benefits of 
exercise on Mental Health. He will also do a plan for how he wlll walk 
to all ofhls appts. He is no longer allowed to get any rides, Including 
med transport, to any tx or PO appts. 
5/26/2016 . Case Conference Client will remain In jail until Tuesday. He will have his Jabs taken. He 
was quite upset after learning he would remain In Jail. Balflff reported 
on way down to holding, cllent punched wall with closed fist, and gave 





Case Conference Client was released from jail on 5/31. He was quite upset with the 
program, but then was able to work through au that. He admitted"to PO 
and tx that he used Kratom about a month lnot hte program; he missed 
his appt wlth tx b/c he overslept, not be of medical transport; he has 
been around peole using edible marijuana; and he said he has been 
overusing his meiatonln. He was encouraged for coming clean. 
Hawver, cleint was very late to court today, said he overslept. He will 
write an essay on How is behaviors have impacted his mental and 
physical health and 2. How his behaviors have effected his ability to 
make friends. We ,will decide a sanction for late court next week. 
Case Conference Client had a good wekk. She read both his essays, and did a decent 
job. He also read his orientation speech. Due to him being late to cour 
tlas week, he w/11 do 4 hrs of CS at SVDP. He was areminded to follow 
up with au his medical apts. 
Case Conference Client is doing better. He Is maintaining a positive attitude. He will 
need to do dally checkins, and present his planner to stay on track at 
all appts_ Judge wished him a happy birthday, and gave him doughnut 





Time: 11 :26 AM 
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Clausen, Nicholas Shane 
6/30/2016 Case Conference Client failed to attend treatment last week, He went to doctor on 6/23 
due to a blister on his foot, and doctor told him to stay off his foot for a 
few days. Client failed to show for UA on 6/28. He also tailed to show 
for treamtenat. When told by Kevin at ACES that he had to come to 
treatment on 6/29, client said he had to stay off his foot. Kevin again 
told him to come to therapy. Client kept calling front desk, and was very 
rude to front desk employees at ACES, and was threatening to sue . 
them. Client went to his doctor on 6/29 and was given 30 hydrocodone 
for the blister on his foot. When Kevin asked where his paperwork for 
court was, he said he didn't have any and demanded KEvln fax It to 
provider, Peter Brown-ARNP. Client was also threatening tx and 
probation saying it was against federal law for us to prohibit narcotics, 
and he was going to sue us. CJJent will serve 21 days in jail for his 
attitude, not having proper medical paperwork, and no show for UA on 
6/28. Will discuss tennination on 7/21. 
7/7/2016 Case Conference Client asked why he was still in Jail. I explained reasons again, cflent 
began to argue. Told him to stop arguing, and we would be discussing 
things further on 7/21. 
7/14/2016 Case Conference Client remains In custody. Discuss termination next week. He said he 
was sorry for being "kinda short" with Judge and Coordinator last 
· week, 
7/21/2016 Case Conference Team voted to terminate client, send on a rider, and then return to 
MHC. Client needs to work on impulse control, anger Issues, and 
maturing. Client asked if he could go back in front of sentencing judge, 
Mitchell told him that was his choice, if he wanted to take that chance. · 
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I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST nJDICIAL DIS CT OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CRF14-15649 
ORDER FINDING PROBABLE 
CAUSE 
The Court having examined the Report of Probation Violation and Motion to Show 
Cause filed herein, and the Court having found that probable cause exists to believe that the 
above-named Defendant has violated terms and/or conditions of the previously ordered 
probation. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a warrant is issued for the arrest/detention of the 
above named Defendant. 
ENTERED this 4 tl day of /4,;)16-/ , 20(__{_ at&OD hours. - -~v~--,_ 
E RICH CHRISTENSEN 
!STRICT COURT 
ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE Page 1 of 2 
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CERTIFIC SE VJ~ 
I hereby certify that on the day of-+-_,Ll,,<'I_,_,.,,..~ -____:, 20 hat a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was delivered as ind i below: 
~ Kootenai County Prosecuting Att ey (email: kcpareports@kcgov.us) 
__ Coeur d'Alene Prosecuting Attorney (email: cdaprosnotices@cdaid.org) 
__ Post Falls Prosecuting Attorney (email: legalservices@postfallspolice.com) 
__ Rathdrum Prosecuting Attorney (email: legalservices(alpostfallspolice.com) 
Kootenai County Public Defender (email: pdfa,x@kcgo .us) 
Defendant/Defendant' s Attorney: ---------------
Kootenai County Jail (email: warrants@kcgov.us) 
Kootenai County Work Release (email: worla-elease@kcgov. us; 
jailsgts@kcgov.us) 
Community Service (email: dzook@kcgov.us) 
Adult Misdemeanor Probation (email: kcmp(a),kcgov.us) 
Probation & Parole (email: dist l (a)jdoc.idaho.gov; 
ccdsentencingteam@idoc.idaho. gov) 
Idaho Department of Transportation (fax: 208-334-8739) 
BCI (fax: 208-884-7193) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KO 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
A Motion to Show Cause Why Defendant should not be found in contempt of court 
having been filed July 28, 2016, indicating that defendant has failed to comply with conditions of 
probation, a copy of which is provided for the defendant and good cause appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant appear before the Court at 
the Kootenai County Courthouse, on the 2nd day of September, 2016, 8:00 AM to show cause, if 
any there be, why he should not be found in contempt of court and for disposition in the matter. 
You have the right to be represented in these proceedings by a lawyer. If you wish to 
hire your own lawyer, you should do so immediately and have your lawyer appear with you at 
the show cause hearing. If you want the Court to appoint a lawyer to represent you, you must 
complete the financial statement enclosed with this order and personally appear before a 
presiding magistrate at the Kootenai County Courthouse at least fourteen (14) days before the 
date set for the show cause hearing. 
DA TED this _6ay or-~1~----' 20/£_. 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE: 1 
CR 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
On this .J../ day 0~20)}_, a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed 
in the U.S. Ma~tage piepai('.Jddressed to the following: 
::; Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney - kcpareport. @jkcgov.us 
,~ __ Defense Attorney- pdfax@kcgov.us 
'--- Probation and Parole - dist l@idoc.idaho.gov 
Nicholas Shane Clausen 
Inmate 
c/o Kootenai County Public Safety Building 
Interoffice Mail 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE: 2 
CR 
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IN THE DISTRIT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRIC . OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












CASE NO. CR 2014-15646 
ORDER REQUIRING ADMISSION 
OR DENIAL 
A Motion to Show Cause Why Probation Should Not be Revoked having been filed July 
28, 2016, with attached Report of Probation Violation, and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that defendant file and serve written admissions or denials 
to each of the alleged probation violations as set forth in the Report of Probation Violation 
attached to the Motion for Order to Show Cause Why Probation Should Not Be Revoked, no 
later than August 26, 2016. The Prosecuting Attorney and Defendant's counsel shall consult 
with one another and provide the court with an estimate of time necessary for an 
evidentiary hearing and/or disposition. A copy shall be served on the undersigned. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant is continued on probation pending hearing 
on the Probation Violation scheduled September 2, 2016, 8:00 AM. The parties and counsel shall 
be ready to proceed with said evidentiary and/or disposition hearing on said date. 
DATED this 41{.,day of AI.M~~" 
ORDER REQUIRING ADMISSION OR DENIAL: 1 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on this 4 day of -#-,,.q..,q,qJ...,~-,,L..· 2016, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was mailed/delivere~ular U.S. ail stage prepaid, interoffice mail, hand-
delivered, or faxed to: 
~~:.:~~~iJS ~~;~:Attorney ~-/Jj 
Police Agency_~~-..--.q'-=~1-----c- Bond9lg Co. 
Probation & Parot'40J@,Jj/li/Qah0-~cr,/ 
ORDER REQUIRING ADMISSION OR DENIAL: 2 
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FILED_°Yi°LLlb AT 7:1/ A .~ 
STATE OF HO,Q:©UNTY OF K00TENi\J SS 
CLER~ISTRICT COURT 
BY ~ D~UTY 
COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS REPORT 
NAME: Nicholas Shane Clausen D.O.B. CASE# CR-2014-0015649 
ADDRESS: 330 W Appleway Rm 222 Coeur d'Alehe, ID 83814 
PHONE# (360) 990-8670 Work Phone# 
JUDGE: RICH CHRISTENSEN HOURS ASSIGNED: 100 COMPLETION DATE: 12/17/2015 
P.O. PROSECUTOR: Kootenai County Prosecuto11- CR 
FEE: $20.00 INSURANCE: $60.00 
CHARGE: Theft-Grand 
AMENDED: 
DATE AGENCY ASSIGNED HOURS BALANCE GENERAL 
WORKED COMMENTS 
4/17/2015 100 JDMT 
1~~1/15- /1 L!J ~ .L _-/ Ft J 7 '.,I /J _J .ff__ ~ /Jf}wf)le:; ll-e -, ,- &Is. 1'p~p -1 k I rrJ?A- !<.Hus~ 
r)q I 11o (J /i .s \ tn f iht.J1, h .it l_.) 
I i - ,, 
COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS REPORT 
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KOOTENAI COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICE 
NAME Nicholas Shane Clausen D.O.B. CASE# CR-2014-0015649 
ADDRESS PHONE (360) 990-8670 --------------- -------
HO URS ASSIGNED 100 DUEBY 12/17/2015 
AGENCY ASSIGNED PHONE CONTACT NAME -------- ---- -----
AGENCY ASSIGNED PHONE CONTACT NAME -----
AGENCY ASSIGNED PHONE CONTACT NAME -----
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
YOU MUST BRING THIS CARD TO THE 
COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICE EVERY 30 DAYS 
TO REGISTER COMPLETED HOURS. 
FAILURE TO DO SO, MAY BE A 
VIOLATION OF YOUR PROBATION. 
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FILED _____ AT ___ .M 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY __________ DEPUTY 
KOOTENAI COUNTY DISTRICT COURT 
COMMUNITY SERVICE CONTRACT 
P.O. BOX 9000 _ 324 WEST GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000 
(208) 446-1190 
NAME: Nicholas Shane Clausen CASE# CR-2014-0015649 
ADDRESS: 330 W· Appleway Rm 222, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
HOME PHONE/WORK PHONE: {360) 990-8670/ 
DOB: OFFENSE: 
PROB. OFFICER: JUDGE: Rich Christensen 




1. I WILL IMMEDIATELY CONTACT THE ASSIGNED AGENCY TO ARRANGE A WORK SCHEDULE. NO 
CREDIT FOR UNAUTHORIZED WORK. 
2. IT IS MY RESPONSIBILITY: 
A TO MAINTAIN A RECORD OF HOURS WORKED, AND REPORT 
THEM TO COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICE. 
B. TO BE PROMPT, COURTEOUS, AND PERFORM ALL TASKS 
ASSIGNED TO ME. 
3. NO UNEXCUSED ABSENCES WILL BE ALLOWED .......... . 
IF I NEED TO BE EXCUSED FROM A SCHEDULED WORK DAY, I WILL GIVE ADVANCE NOTICE TO 
THE AGENCY. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN TERMINATION FROM THE ASSIGNMENT. 
4. I WILL IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY THE COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICE IF ANY INJURY OCCURS WHILE 
DOING COMMUNITY SERVICE. 
I HEREBY WAIVE ANY CLAIM AGAINST THE COURT AND KOOTENAI COUNTY FOR ANY CLAIM THAT MAY ARISE 
OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT EXCEPT AS PROVIDED BY LAW UNDER STATE INSURANCE REGULATIONS. 
My signature, appearing below, is my certification that I have read and understood all instructions contained on this form. 
Failure to comply with any of these conditions will result in termination from the program and a report of violation to be 
submitted to the court for further action before the Sentencing Judge. 
DATE______ DEFENDANT'S SIGNATURE _________ _ _____ _ 
PARENT OR GUARDIAN _____________ _ 
COMMUNITY SERVICE CONTRACT DC-061 rev. 11/02 
• Copy to Probation & Parole on felony cases, AMP on supervised probation cases. 
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COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM 
You have been ordered by the Court to perform a specific number of Community Service hours 
as a condition of your probation. Community Service is unpaid, volunteer work that is beneficial 
to the community. Community Service gives you an opportunity to show that you will accept 
responsibility. Community Service can be a positive experience: an opportunity to use your skills 
or talent for the benefit of others; work that is self-satisfying which you may wish to continue 
even after completing your required hours. 
YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES 
1. Community Service Placement 
A. To sign up for Community Service you must report to: 
DISTRICT COURT 
324WGARDEN 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 
***CONTACT: Debbie Zook 
Phone:(208) 446-1190 Fax (208) 446-1193 Email-dzook@kcgov.us 
B. You must pay a $20.00 fee to sign up. 
C. All work sites must be approved by the Community Service Officer. NO CREDIT FOR 
UNAUTHORIZED WORK. 
2. Performing Community Service 
A. Contact the assigned agency to set up a work schedule. 
B. Report to the work site on time. 
C. NO UNEXCUSED ABSENCES WILL BE ALLOWED, notify the agency in advance if 
you are unable to keep your work appointment. Failure to secure an excused absence 
will result in termination of your placement. 
D. Appearance must be neat and clean. Language and behavior must be polite and 
considerate. 
E. Hours worked and/or any corrections must be documented on the time card and signed 
by the agency supervisor. 
F. Hours worked must be reported to the Community Service Office every 30 days. 
G. Notify the Community Service Officer if changes in your employment or school 
schedule conflicts with your Community Service Assignment. 
H. You are responsible for your own transportation and child care. 
I. NO USE OF DRUGS OR ALCOHOL WILL BE TOLERATED WHILE 
PERFORMING COMMUNITY SERVICE. 
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE RULES CAN BE A VIOLATION OF YOUR 
PROBATION. FAILURE TO COMPLETE COMMUNITY SERVICE CAN BE A 
VIOLATION OF YOUR PROBATION. VIOLATIONS CAN RESULT IN A RETURN 
TO COURT FOR CONTEMPT AND YOU MAY BE SENTENCED TO ADDITIONAL 
PENALTIES. 
DC 061 Community Service Program pg2 rev. 2-06 
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STATE F IDAH , COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY _________ O,EPUTY 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Nicholas Shane Clausen 
Defendant. 
DOB: 












Case No: CR-2014-0015649 
JUDGMENT-SUSPENDED 
EXECUTION 
On Friday, April 17, 2015, before the Honorable Rich Christensen, District Judge, you, 
Nicholas Shane Clausen, personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were Donna 
Gardner, Deputy Prnsecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, and your lawyer, Megan E. 
Marshall, Deputy Public Defender. 
WHEREUPON, the Court reviewed the presentence report and the Court having 
ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the presentence report and review it with 
your lawyer, and you having been given the opportunity to explain, correct or deny parts of the 
presentence report, and having done so, and you having been given the opportunity to make a 
statement and having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State 
and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment and sentence should 
not then be pronounced, the Court did then pronounce its judgment and sentence as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THIS COURT that 
JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2014-0015649 1 
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you, Nicholas Shane Clausen, having been advised of and having waived your constitutional 
rights to a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, and thereafter having plead 
guilty of the cl'iminal charge(s) stated in the Information on file, I.C. 18-2403(1) GRAND 
THEFT, a Felony, you are sentenced pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2513 to the custody of the 
Idaho State Board of Corrections, to be held and incarcerated by said Board in a suitable place 
fol' a total unified sentence not to exceed five (5) yea1·s with a fixed term of two (2) years 
followed by three (3) years indeterminate.You shall be given credit for time previously 
served. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the execution of sentence be suspended for a period 
of two and one-half (2 1/2) years, during which time you will be on supervised probation, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you comply with each of the following TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 
I. That you shall be placed on a level of supervision to be deemed appropriate by the 
Department of Corrections and further that you follow all rules and regulations as directed by 
your probation officer and further that you sign a Probation Agreement. 
2, That you shall pay an amount to be determined by the Depatiment of Corrections, not 
to exceed one hundred ($100), for the cost of conducting the presentence investigation and 
preparing the presentence investigation report. The amount will be determined by the 
Department and paid by you in accordance with the provisions ofl.C. §19-2516. 
3. That you shall not commit any criminal offenses. 
4. That you shall submit to searches of your person, personal propetiy, automobiles, and 
residence without a search warrant at the request or direction of your probation officer. 
5. That you shall submit to a test of your blood, breath or urine to analysis and at yout· 
own expense at the request or direction of your probation officer. This includes an independent 
request by law enforcement with legal cause to request such testing. 
6. Due to your disability you are not required to have full time employment or be 
enrolled in a full-time educational program. If you are released from your disability you shall 
make every effort to obtain and maintain full-time employment or enrolled in a full-time 
educational program. 
JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2014-0015649 2 
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7. That you shall pay fines, court costs, restitution and/or reimbursement as follows: 
a. Cou1t costs and surcharge 
b. Community Service Signup Fee 
c. Community Service Insurance 
d. Restitution for Public Defender Services 








All of the above sums are to be paid to the Kootenai County Clerk, 324 W. Garden 
Avenue, P.O.Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 in the form of cash, certified check or 
money order by one (1) year. 
8. That sixty (60) days jail are imposed as follows: Credit shall be given for five (5) 
days previously served. You shall report to the Kootenai County Public Safety Building 7:00 pm 
April 24, 2015, for service of ten ( 10) days jail. You shall serve fifteen ( 15) days on Sheriff's 
Community Labor Program to be completed by July 1, 2015. You must sign up for the labor 
program within seven (7) days of sentencing. The balance of thirty (30) days jail is unscheduled 
and may be imposed at any time during your probation at the request of your probation officer 
and written approval of the District Court. 
9. That you attend and complete any treatment programs as directed by the Probation 
Department including but not limited to treatment for substance abuse, mental health issues, 
cognitive self-change or vocational rehabilitation. You shall submit to any evaluations for such 
treatment as dil'ected by the Probation Department. 
10. That you not enter into establishments wherein the primary source of income is 
derived through the dispensing of alcoholic beverages during the period of your probation. 
Further that you not consume or possess any alcoholic beverages during the period of your 
probation. 
11. You are precluded from taking any substances that may alter the results of any 
testing. 
12. That you not associate with anyone deemed inappropriate by your probation officer. 
13. That you sign a waiver of extradition and further that you not resist any attempts to 
return you to the State ofldaho. 
JUDGMENT - SUSPENDED EXECUTION: CR-2014-0015649 3 
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14. That you shall comp]ete one hundred ( I 00) hours community sel'vice within eight (8) 
months. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that so long as you abide by and perform all of the 
foregoing conditions, execution of the original judgment and sentence will continue to be 
suspended. If you violate any of the terms and conditions of your probation, you will be brought 
before the Court for execution of the balance of your sentence. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this to the Idaho 
Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within fotty-two (42) days of the entry of the 
written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, 
you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment 
of counsel at public expense. If you have any questions concerning you right to appeal, you 
should consult your present lawyer. 
ENTERED this 24ztt day of.,;:-y.,~:.:::.....>=:----:::::,,,-,,; 
· h Christensen 
District Judge 
~Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County kcpareports@kcgov.us 
_ "\ Defense Attorney Megan E. Marshall, - pdfax@kcgov.us 
"- Probation & Parnle - distl@idoc.idaho.gov 
"-'::::- Idaho Dept of Correction - centra1records@idoc.idaho.gov 
"- CCD Sentencing Team [-ccdsentencin team c. idoc.idaho. ov 
' Kootenai Cou1Jty Sheriffs ~epartm~nt v·a em ii to arr ts keg 
~ /~O'e('/1(C, - t:fJDO J · ~~~ 
By_,,'1---"<:-"'"---~~o......<-=:..L.---' 
-~ ........ uty 
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09/01/2016 17:02 
STEVEN PAUL FRAMPTON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
157 WEST HA VDEN AVENUE, STE. 103 
HAYDEN LAKE, ID 83835 
TELEPHONE: (208) 762-3385 
·FAX: (208) 772-8145 
ISB# 4012 
HO.131 #001 
·1N TIIE DISTRICT COURT O.F Tllli FIRST JIJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 












CASE NO. CRF-14-15649 
NOTJCE OF INT.ENT TO 
ADMIT/DENY ALLEGATIONS 
IN ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GlVEN thal the Defendant intends to admit that he was 
terminated from the Mental Health Court Program as set forth in the Report of Probation 
Violation. The Defendant e~timatcs this muller will take approximately fifteen ( 15) 
minutes for disposition. 
DATED this J__ day of ___ ,i.;;f;e_~, 2ol_(.1 
v 
c:::::~ 
~:-···· ,···"··· . . 
STEVEN FRAMPTON 
NOTICE OP INTENT TO ADMIT/DENY: 1 
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09/01/2016 17:02 NO.131 #002 
CERTIFICATD OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I deposited a true and correcl copy or the foregoing by fax or 
by the United States Mail with postage prepaid and addressed as follows: 
Kootenai County "Prosecutor 
FAX: 446-1833 
DATEDthis __ dayof ),~ ,20L(p 
_HAND DELIVERED 
_U.S.MAIL 
_ TELECOPY (!-'AX) 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO ADMIT/DENY: 2 
.· , .. -·-.-=-~-·-·-
c.-.; ._.,~~- ·::_ •• ~ ----- - ·· .~ --==---
____________ .. ,_ . -· . --- - -··------------ -------
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl, "12/2016 Page 1 of 3 
Description CR 2014-15649 Clausen, Nicholas Shane 20160902 Probation Violation 
Judge Rich Christensen 
Clerk Kathy Booth 
Court Reporter Valerie Nunemacher 
-
PA Casey Simmons C DA Steve Frampton ), 
Date 9/2/2016 Location 111 K-COUR~oorvfl 
Time I speaker II Note I 
08:01:52 AM D Calls case - PA Simmons, DA Frampton present with defendant - in custody - for probation violation. I've received a notice of intent to admit filed by defendant 
08:02:15 AM IDA I Correct 
08:02:18 AM J Report of probation violation July 28. Is there an agreement? 
08:02:30AM DA No 
I 08:03:30 AM IJ Advises of rights, waiver and consequences of admission or finding of probation violation. Reviews allegation with defendant 
08:03:48 AM Def ADMIT with explanation 
08:04:09 AM He had a prior PV and one he was taking a prescription drug -
cradum. He was using that. There is an alleged battery case but he 
was the reporting person and he was arrested and served 27 days 
but no charges were filed. According to defendant he was told he 
DA was going into MHC and he did but it was against his will. It's a 
privilege and an alternative to prison. He didn't really want to be 
there and didn't do very well. He didn't think he did anything really 
wrong but the MHC people see things differently. He wants to 
pursue his MH treatment. 
08:06:26 AM 
J 
ACCEPT ADMISSION FIND DEFENDANT IN VIOLATION OF HIS 
PROBATION FOR FAILING TO COMPLETE MHC 
08:06:50 AM PA/DA Disposition today 
08:06:56 AM PA Calls #1 
08:06:59AM C Swears 
08:07:03 AM 
Greg Willey - Sr. P&P Officer - IDOC 16 years. I'm his probation 
officer since late December or early January 2016. I was his PO 
while he was in MHC and I wrote the report of violation. He was 
transferred to me from another PO who was having difficulty 
dealing with him. I'm the mental health PO and he has mental 
health issues. I began working with him and he was on the fence if 
he wanted ,to go into MHC or not. He worked his own program and 
admitted to using Cradum. I ordered him to go into MHC program 
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and he was accepted. He was on the fence initially and saw the 
benefit of it. There were periods when he did well and other times 
he became argumentative and confrontational including threatening 
with a law suit. After several months we felt MHC could benefit him. 
He's a nice kid but he's just not ready for that change. We felt a 
rider would be more appropriate and he could gain skills and then 
come back into MHC and complete the program. 
He's not quite ready to look in the mirror and see his part of the 
behavior that keeps getting him in trouble. He's not ready to be 
#1 
accountable for his own actions. Transitional House - he got kicked 
out of several for being confrontational. In my office there were 
times he would be verbally abusive and then went to say he'd file a 
law suit and sue me. He did talk about wanting to do the MHC 
program. He's tell Judge Mitchell that he wanted the program and 
saw the need for it to help him. Another type of probation would not 
do him well. The rider gives offenders the cognitive behavior skills 
they need to look at the behavior so the criminal behavior stops. 
There is an education component in the rider and this would benefit 
him when he comes back from the rider and goes into MHC. I 
understand he has bi-polar with antisocial anxiety disorder. He'd be 
more successful on a MH case load. 
I oa:14:52 AM llxE I None 
I 08:14:54 AM II DA I No witnesses 
08:14:57 AM We recommend that you revoke probation and retain jurisdiction. I 
see that he has a lot of potential however he needs the right tools 
first. He needs the ability to be successful and I don't see that on a 
PA regular case load. A retained will give him help with issues and 
when he comes back his MH issues will be addressed and worked 
on We hope he will then be able to successfully complete the 
program and get the felony dismissed or reduced. 
08:16:34 AM The prior PV is he was using Cradum that you can buy at a smoke 
shop. He served 26 days on a battery charge where he was the 
victim. No charges were filed. I don't think he wants to do MHC. He 
has an appointment with Abundant Wellness September 7, 2016, 
DA 9:45 AM - in Post Falls. He'd follow the recommendations they give 
him. He wants to be on regular probation and follow through with 
Abundant Wellness recommendation. 
He didn't know that his prior probation officer had any problems 
with him. 
08:18:50 AM 1~E#1 by I He may have verbalized something like wanting to self terminate or that MHC wasn't working for him but then he'd tell Judge Mftchell 
he wanted it and saw the benefits. He was on the fence 
08:19:52 AM n I did tell PO on a couple of occasions that I wanted to self terminate MHC. He told me that since I was already in it if I did that I'd be punished for it. In the first month of him being my PO he told me he 
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08:33:27 AM end 
knew I was abusing my prescription meds and that everyone in the 
house I was in threw me under the bus. I didn't know what he could 
or could not do as far as the law goes. That's the only reason I 
went along with the MHC thing. Tara told me numerous times that 
of 107 people on her case load I was the one she didn't have to 
worry about. I offered to UA and she said to remember that I could 
be asked to do that at any time. After a while of checking in she 
said she didn't need to hear from me unless I got a ticket or 
something else was going on. I wasn't abusing my medications to 
begin with but I felt I had no choice but to admit that or I'd go to jail. 
In November I spent 26 days in jail on an Agents Warrant. He said 
it came across his desk that I'd been charged with misdemeanor 
battery and he violated me. When I came to court before you there 
were no charges filed. I want to go to Alliance Family Services for 
chemical dependency. I successfully completed that and haven't 
drank in 4 years. A rider is going to do me no good. Being locked 
up in jail for 2 months doesn't do well for my mental health. Lists 
programs / classes etc I'm willing to do. With all these I can be 
successful and it would be more beneficial to me than a rider. I feel 
that I was set up to fail from the beginning. I had to walk every 
where. I wasn't allowed to ask for rides or get rides from bus or 
medical transport. I took a bus to Walmart and got yelled at by Mr. 
Willey. I was walking 15 - 20 miles per day. I went to the doctor and 
he gave me prescription antibiotics and pain meds. I went to the 
pharmacy. I called Kevin at Aces and told him what was going on. 
Kevin got the Dr's order via FAX and said I was OK. Next day at 
MHC I was sanctioned by Judge Mitchell as he said I violated the 
rules. 
FIND DEFENDANT IN VIOLATION OF PROBATION FOR NOT 
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING MHC. 
I'm uncomfortable putting you on regular probation. You need extra 
tools. The rider is a structured program. I hope you don't suffer 
from that. I hear that there is a problem with authority. I want you to 
give it your best shot and that I'll be able to give you probation 
when you come back. 
IMPOSE SENTENCE AND RETAIN JURISDICTION 
REMANDED TO IDOC 
I want you to succeed. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
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IMPOSING SANCTION AND 
RETAINING JURISDICTION 
On Friday, September 2, 2016, before the Honorable Rich Christensen, District Judge, you, 
NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, personally appeared for a probation violation hearing. Also 
appearing were Casey Simmons, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, and 
your lawyer, Steven P. Frampton, Conflict Public Defender. On September 2, 2016 you admitted 
probation violations in the Report of Probation Violation dated July 28, 2016. Based on the 
admissions the court foundyou in violation of probation. Now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that probation be revoked and judgment of conviction 
entered on the charge I.C. 18-2403(1) GRAND THEFT, a Felony and you are sentenced pursuant 
to Idaho Code Section 19-2513 to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Corrections in a suitable 
place for a period of five (5) years unified with two (2) years fixed and three (3) years 
indeterminate. You are remanded to the custody of the Department of Corrections commencing 
September 2, 2016. 
ORDER FINDING PROBATION VIOLATION, REVOKING PROBATION, IMPOSING SANCTION & RETAINING JURISDICTION: 
CR-2014-0015649 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 221
FURTHER that the Court shall retain jurisdiction for three hundred sixty five (365) days 
for receipt and consideration of evaluation reports in this matter and that the defendant be 
immediately remanded back to the custody of the Kootenai County Jail, upon program completion. 
The court makes no specific placement recommendation within the retained jurisdiction program. 
(RJNR). 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this to the Idaho Supreme 
Court but you have waived this right at time of hearing. Any notice of appeal must be filed within 
forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, you 
have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment of 
counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to appeal, you should 
consult you present lawyer. Ji, ./:d...~ 
ENTEREDthis {f; dayof~---------~~-- -· 2016. 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that on the _1__ day v-~~µ~1'..J'.:l:~~:::=.t:;-1---• 2016, copies of the foregoing 
Judgment and Sentencing Disposition ere iled, postage prepaid, faxed, or sent by interoffice 
""-Q1aiJ to: 
~ Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney - kcpareports@kcy;ov.us 
__ Defense Attorney - Steve Frampton - FAX 772-8145 ~ I).? l -4~ 
'===-----_ Idaho Department of Correction CentralRecords@idoc.idaho.gov 
~ Probation & Parole Distl@idoc.idaho.gov 
 Kootenai County Sheriffs Department jailpw@kcgov.us 
.-.........,,---_ CCD Sentencing Team - C DSentencingTeam a idoc. i h . ov 
--....; Community Service - dzook@kcgov.us 
T 
ORDER FINDING PROBATION VIOLATION, REVOKING PROBATION, IMPOSING SANCTION & RETAINING JURISDICTION: 
CR-2014-00 15649 2 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 222
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Nicholas Shane Clausen 
1914 E. Front A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
DOB: 
DL or SSN: 
Defendant. 
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOT \.I 
324 W. GARDEN A VENUE 
















I ,. I ' ~ I I 
, _:, .',-t. ''All Sil 
I ' 
11
• ! L.n ) 
2016SEP 13 AHIO: 19 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable Rich Christensen, District Judge of the First Judicial District of 
the State ofldaho, is hereby administratively assigned to take jurisdiction of the above entitled action. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the District Court of Kootenai County shall cause a copy of this 
Order Assigning District Judge to be mailed to counsel for each of the parties, or if either of the parties are represented pro 
se, directly to the pro se litigant. 
DATEDthisj3._dayof ~pt-. ,20_ 
Lansing L. Haynes, Administrative Di trict Judge 
I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows: 
~ Honorable Rich Christensen vi'&-ia*-at __ ?12,.__.,.=-~-+-<----"-- -




Nicholas Shane Clausen 
[ ] Mailed-Address Above [ ] Hand Delivered 
Steven P. Frampton, Conflict Public Defender 
157 W. Hayden Avenue, Ste. 103 
[] Faxed __ 
Hayden ID 83 83 5 
[ ] Mailed [ ] Hand Delivered ¼, Faxed: (208) 772-8145 
[ ] Emailed steve@framptonlawoffice.com 
Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR 
[ ] Mailed [ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Emailed kcpareports@kcgov.us 
l<) Faxed: (208) 446-2168 
Dated this ____G_ day of st(~ , 20Jl.o_ 
Jim Brannon 
Clerk Of Th~ Di!):urt . 
By: Q •"-- .~ &Jl,s 
Deputy Clerk' ' 
Order Assigning District Judge 
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09/28/2016 19:16 HO.188 #001 
Le.-
2016 SEP 28 P11 t: 13 
STEVF..N PAUL FRAMPTON 
ATTORNF.V AT LAW 
157 W. HAYDEN AVENUE., STE, 103 
HAYJ>EN, ID 83835 
T.l!.L~fHONE: (208) 762-3385 
FAX: (208) 772-8145 
ISB# 4012 
lN' THE OTSTRTCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DJSl'RICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/Res1,ondent, 
vs. 













CASE NO. CR-14-15649 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE /\BOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT i\.ND THE CLERK OF THE A130VE-
ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY O!VEN THAT: 
1, NTCHOLAS SHANE CLAUSEN, Appellant, appeals tiguinst th~ 
Respondent, to the ld1:1ho S·up.l'cmo Cou.rl from !:ho 01'dor Fl.udlng PL'obation Violation, 
Revoking Probation, Tmpo1:1ing San~tion ttnd Retaining Jurisdiction. stamped in the above 
NOTICE OF APP.BAL:1 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 226
09/28/2016 19:17 NO.188 #002 
entitled action on the 7th day of St'-plember, 2016, Honorable Judge Christensen, District 
Judge, presiding . 
. 2. Appellant requests that a Reporters Transcript b~ prepared or the Probation 
Violation-Evidcntiary/DfsposiUon which occurred U1e 2nd day of SepLember, 2016, und 
the Court's verbal announcement of its decision in open court, Honorable Judge 
Christensen, presiding. 
3. Tha.t the: party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
final judgment described 111 pan1~n1ph 1 uhovc: i:; un uppc:u)ublc: order umkr T.A.R. 1 L 
4. 'The i~:,uc(:i) on nppcal is whctl1cr or not the triill CO\ll't Cl'rcd in impo3ing 
snnctions and retainingjurisdictlon. Appelhmt reserves the right to supplement the isslte::i 
on appeal as hereafter di$COveretl purtiuunt tu TRCP 83(t)(6). 
S. The appeal is takon upon ntatters oflaw and faot. 
6. The Appellant requests the transcript(s) of the trial and the Court's: ruling 
in this matt~r which were recorded by an eJeclronic recordi11g machine, the tape of' which 
is in the possession of the Kootenai County Clerk of Cowt at the Kootenai County 
Courthouse in Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, Idaho. Appelhmt requests H certificate 
listing ul1 exhibit~ offered. whether or not admitted. as well as the standard record 
pennitted by JAR 28(a) and (b). 
7. I certify: 
(n) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record will be 
paid upon the clerk's determination of the amount ru1cl athir 
having been 11otHied of thal amounL. 
(b) That the appellate is indigent and the filing fee has been waived. 
( c) That service has been made upon aJl parties required to be served. 
DA TED this l;,day of 4-~0 _{. (c 
NOTTCF. OF A PPEAL:2 
STEVEN FRAMPTON 
Attorn9y for Appellant 
. . ....... . __________ _ 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 227
09/28/2016 19:17 NO.188 #003 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the roregotng was 
mailed/delivered as fol1ows: · 
Kootenai Courity Prosecutor 
Fax: 446-2168 




NO'l'!C.E 01-' Af>PEAL:3 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 228
09/28/2016 19:17 
STEVEN PAUL FRAMPTON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
157 WEST HA VDEN A VtNUE, STE. 103 
HAYDEN LAKE, ID 83835 
TELEPHONK: (208) 762-3385 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
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, ______________ ) 
CASE NO. CR-14-1S649 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND 
APPOJNT Al)PELLATE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER 
COMES NOW, STEVEN FRAMPTON, tttlom~y fol' the Defendant, N!CHOLAS 
SHANE CLAUSEN and pursuant to ICR 44.1, hereby moves the above entitled Comt for 
an Order allowing his withdrawal as attorney of record for said Defendant in the above 
entitled matter and ap_point tho Appollato Public Defender. This m()tion iii made on the 
grounds that the Defendant has appealed the Order Finding Probation Violution, 
Revoking Probation, lmposing Sanction and Retaining Jurisdiction in this matter ~,nd the 
Appellate Public Defender is more ~tpprnpriule lo handle matters with the ldaho Supreme 
I: M()TJON TO wrn-!OR/\ w 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 229
09/28/2016 19:17 HO.188 #005 
Court. 
DATED this )-7 day 0L.}lif20.)_. ~' 
STEVEN FRAMPTON 
CERTTFICA TD OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I H.13REBY CI!.RTIPY rhat I delivered a Lrue and couecl copy/te::lecopy of the 
tbregoing, as follows: 
Nicholas Sh,tnc Ch.m~cn 
Kootenui County JaiJ 
5500 N. Government Wo.y 
Coeurd'AJene, ID 83816 
Kootenai County .Prosecutor 
Fax: 446-2168 
2: MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
·- -. ..... ,--... . .,.., 
. ,. ___ , _____ _ 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 230
09/28/2016 19:17 
STEVEN PAUL FRAMJ.-TON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
157 WEST HAVO.EN AVENUE, STE, 103 
HAYDEN LAKE, ID 83835 
TELEPHONE: (208) 762-338S 
FAX: (208) 772-8145 
ISB# 4012 
NO.188 #006 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 011' '111~ _li'lKST JUDICIAL D1STKICJ' OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, TN AND FOR THF. COUNTY OF KOOTRNAT 











CAS~ NO, C!{-14-.15649 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT 
OF STATE AJ>.PE.LLATE 
PUJU,TC DEFENDER TN 
DIRECT APPEAL: RETAINING 
TRLAL COUNSEL FOR 
RESIDUAL PURPOSES 
TO: Of'flCB OP THE IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER, 
AND STEV.E FRAMPTON, ATTORNEY AT LAW. 
An Order/Judgment having been entered by this CourL on the 7111 day or 
September, 2016, Wld the defendant having requested the aid of counsel in pursuing a 
direct appeal from this district court in this felony matter, and defendant's trial counsel 
having filed a timely notice of appeal, and the Court. being satisfied that said defendant 
continues to be a needy person enlilled lo public representation, therefore, 
1: ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF STA TE APPELLATE PUBLTC DEFENDER 
,, 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 231
09/28/2016 19:17 NO.188 #007 
1T IS THEREBY ORDERED, in accol'dancc with I.C. 19-870, tha.l the St.ate 
Appellate Public Defend~.r i:, appointed to represent defend in all further proceedings 
involving his appeal. 
1T lS FURTH.BR ORDERED that tria.l counsel shall remain as uppointe<l oow1se) 
ofrecord for all other matters involving action in the trial cowt which, ifresulling in an 
order in defendant's favor, could affect the judgment, order or sentencing in the action, 
until the expiration of tho tinu, limit for filinr, Raid motions or. if sought and denied, upon 
the expiration of the time for appeal of such ruling with the responsibility lo decide 
whether or not to further appea.1 will be taken in such mutter::;. 
TT TS FURTHER ORDF.RRD that trial counsel shall cooperate with the Offic~ of 
State Appellate Public Defende~ he prosecution of defendant's appeal. 
DATED thjs J_ day of~ 20.lf 
2: ORDRR FOR. APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DRFENOP,R 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 232
09/28/2016 19:17 NO.188 #008 
CERTIFICATE OFMAILING/SERVlCE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that T delivered a tn1c and correct copy/ttl~1.:opy of the 
foregoing, as !oJlows: 
Kootenai County -~,·o::iccutor. n j ~ ,/"l{\)0/ .., LJL/J/1 Jj< 
.ff)(. 416 21 ea.. ,- r«iO<-// V . K({~ 'W'-J e',ljY'J M 1v 
Steven Frampton 
. ......___ ~!_torney at Law 
'-.JJax: 77'2-R145 
) 
\) ldaho State Appellate Public Defender 
~ 3050 Lake Harbor Lane, Ste. 100 
Boise, lU 83 703 
~ Lawrence G. Wa-:;den 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 - Boise, TD 83720-001 o 
Reponc; 1 District Judge Rich Christensen 
th;,3.'. dRy .,();:j___, 20Lft 
3: ORDBR flOR Al'PO!NTMCN'l' OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
}1~~ c~<f'lJ q·o~rv' 
CLAUSEN, Nicholas Shane SC #44545 233
STATE OF IDAHO /a L,. 
COUNTY OF KOO - T 
FILED:_--.wi~~-
AT~~:-:t=. 
\0 -\ <o ·\\.o 
(l 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI 



















NICHOLAS SHANE CLAUSE 
Defendant/appellant 
I, Gayle Sanchez, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in 
and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this cause was compiled 
and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of the pleadings and 
documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as exhibits to this Record on Appeal: 
Preliminary Hearing on 10/09/2014- Filed 11/21/2014 
Request For Bench Warrant - Filed 3/26/2015 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Report # 109446 - Filed 4/07/2015 
Motion To Extend Completion of Sheriffs Labor - Filed 9/24/2015 
Report by Defendant - Received by Judge Mitchell 5/05/2016 
Report by Defendant- Received by Judge Mitchell 5/05/2016 
Letter from Defendant - Received by Judge Mitchell 7/21/2016 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have here unto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court 
this 23 rd Day ofNovember, 2016. 
Clerk's Certificate 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs. 
















CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Gayle Sanchez, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to 
each of the attorneys ofrecord in this cause as follows: 
Eric D. Fredericksen 
State Appellate 
Public Defender 
322 E. Front St., Ste. 570 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Appellant 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Office Attorney General 
700 W Jefferson Ste 210 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court this 01 st day of February, 2017. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
_.,g!~~i.u·nBrannon 
~---11,.·...,...,, of District Court 
